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Abstract 

THE EFFECTS OF MENTORING AND SUPPORT TRAINING GROUPS UPON 
JOB SATISFACTION, ATTITUDES, NEEDS, PERFORMANCE, 

AND MORALE OF BEGINNING TEACHERS 

Delva J. King 

August 1986 

Elementary and secondary beginning teachers participated in one 

of three models of teacher induction programs designed to assist them 

in their adjustment to work. The models of beginning teacher 

induction programs used as treatment variables were: Support Training 

Groups Only, Trained Mentor Only, and Support Training/Trained Mentor. 

A control group was included with no treatment received. Following 

five-month treatment programs, the beginning teachers were measured on 

dimensions of work adjustment--job satisfaction, morale, attitude, 

needs assessment, and teacher evaluation. Three-way ANOVA (2x4x2) 

with repeated measure and MANCOVA with pretest as covariate were used 

to analyze the data. A significant difference between the groups on 

teacher evaluation was found. Post-hoc analysis showed that the 

Trained Mentor/Support Group had the best teacher evaluation results 

and the Control Group had the least impressive teacher evaluation. No 

significant difference was found on the other dependent measures. 

Program evaluation results were strongly positive particularly for the 

group of mentors. Implications of the results suggested that 
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participation in teacher induction programs using mentors and support 

groups can have a positive effect on the performance of beginning 

teachers. 
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THE EFFECTS OF MENTORING AND SUPPORT TRAINING GROUPS UPON 
JOB SATISFACTION, ATTITUDES, NEEDS, PERFORMANCE, 

AND MORALE OF BEGINNING TEACHERS 

Introduction 

A recent review of the literature indicates that little effort is 

made to assist in the adjustment of beginning teachers to their new 

careers (Veeman, 1984). Ryan (1972) suggests that the work adjustment 

problems suffered by beginning teachers have a direct effect upon 

teacher performance as well as an indirect effect upon student 

achievement. 

Beginning a new career is a challenging time for individuals 

across all professions. In most of the helping professions (such as 

social work, nursing, law enforcement), individuals face complex 

problems immediately with little time for training. They often 

experience a "sink or swim" illusion at the outset of their tender and 

new careers (Ryan, 1976). 

Teacher education programs at the pre-service level are being 

blamed, in part, for undertraining and providing a more general teacher 

training rather than targeting specific types of school problems, 

students and cultural differences (Ryan, 1979). Another source of 

blame has been placed upon the lack of proper teacher induction. 

"Teacher induction" generally is used to refer to programming of the 

professional entry into a school district and the planned support of 
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the new teacher. The purpose of induction is to develop the skills, 

knowledge, attitudes and values that are necessary for effective job 

productivity. It is a process of assisting new teachers in 

internalizing the norms of the profession (Schlechty, 1985). 

The identification of successful teacher induction or beginning 

teacher assistance programs should be of particular importance for 

education administrators in their search for excellence in teacher 

performance and in student achievement. Although research has been 

done on experiences of beginning teachers, relatively little research 

has been done on various teacher induction programs and the effects of 

such programs (Hall, 1982; Tisher, 1982; Wiersma, 1971; Johnston, 1981; 

Tisher, 1979; Howey, 1979). There appears to be a need for the 

development of new and effective teacher induction programs designed to 

assist the beginning teacher (Ryan, 1979; Newberry, 1979; Howey, 1979). 

The present study investigated specialized forms of on-going 

teacher induction and training through appropriate socialization during 

the work adjustment process--mentoring and support training groups. 

The study proposed that experienced teachers hold a wealth of knowledge 

and training that could serve to assist beginning teachers in work 

adjustment as well as to provide professional support. The 

relationship of a beginning teacher and an experienced teacher who can 

serve as a "mentor" can improve the transference of experience and 

skills from the veteran professional to the novice (Lewis, 1979). 

Janet Newberry's (1977) study found that experienced teachers strongly 

influenced beginners, although this type of relationship is often not 
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encouraged. 

Another form of assistance for the adjustment of the beginning 

teacher is support training groups consisting of peers who can share 

experiences, ideas, successes and failures. Glassberg (1979) discusses 

the Jackson (1971) model of skill and professional development pointing 

out a "growth" approach which assumes the teacher as the active 

participant. The teacher addresses educational needs and goals and 

works toward identifying and developing these goals in a safe 

environment of supportive peers. 

The contents of this study include a general framework of the 

psychological theory of work adjustment dealing with the needs of the 

beginning teacher, attitudes, morale, and job satisfaction as it 

relates to the individual teacher, the workplace, and other external 

influences. It also provides information and assessment of existing 

beginning teacher assistance and induction programs. Two models of 

beginning teacher assistance programs--mentoring and support training 

groups--will be described and referenced within the contents of the 

review of the literature. 

The current literature review illustrates the existence of work 

adjustment problems of new employees, specifically those experienced by 

beginning teachers, as it relates to the effectiveness of their job 

performance. It points out the need for further exploration into 

formal teacher induction programs with a research-base as an element 

which is limited in the existing body of literature. 
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Work Adjustment 

Work adjustment is a continuous and dynamic process by which an 

individual seeks to achieve and maintain harmony in the work 

environment (Dawis & Lofqui.st, 1984). It is a process of bringing a 

balance between needs, stimuli, and opportunities in the environment 

(Garmezy, Solomon, Jones, Stevenson, 1971). As an individual finds 

harmony in the work environment, tenure and job stability increase. 

The adjustment of an individual to the job is dependent upon many 

factors--the performance, the treatment received by peers and 

superiors, and various other environmental factors. The motivational 

level and the personal attitude toward the job also have direct effect 

upon the personal adjustment to'work. If an individual does not like 

or lacks the ability for a sp·ecific job, the job may be perceived to be 

hard, while another individual might find the same job interesting and 

challenging, thus perceiving the job as easy. 
''• 

When a person has trouble adjusting to a work organization, the 

term "maladjusted" is used. A maladjusted employee often shows signs 

of absenteeism, insubordination, tardiness, and turnover. Turnover 

studies show that many new employees leave during the first few weeks 

of employment due to the inability to adjust to their new situation 

(Laird, Laird, Fruehling, 1983). 

The Lofquist and Dawis (1984) theory of work adjustment proposed 

that work is an interaction between an individual and the work 

environment. The work environment sets certain tasks and 

responsibilities which the worker attempts to achieve. In return, the 



worker receives external rewards. As the individual and the 

organization fulfill their contractual interaction of mutual 

responsiveness, a level of "correspondence" is achieved. When the 

interaction is not kept, the individual seeks a change in his work 

environment or decides to terminate the interaction. 

The basic motive of work behavior is seeking to achieve and 

maintain correspondence (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984). The two factors of 

correspondence that are of importance to work adjustment are 

satisfaction and satisfactoriness. Satisfaction is an internal 

indicator of the correspondence between the individual and the work 

environment reflecting a reciprocal relationship of the individual 

fulfilling the individual's needs. Satisfactoriness is an external 

indicator reflecting the degree of success an individual has in 

achieving and maintaining correspondence. It is derived from outside 

sources. Both satisfaction and satisfactoriness are necessary for an 

individual to remain on a job--the establishment of tenure. 

When an individual enters an environment for the first time, all 

efforts are directed toward meeting the expectations of the 

organization. However, sometimes the new employee finds a lack of 

clarity of the expectations or the organizational expectations may be 

in conflict with personal expectations. Thus, the new employee could 

soon become disillusioned with feelings of what the job was going to be 

and what the job really is. 

The initial employment period is almost exclusively characterized 

as a time of adjustment and socialization (Parsons, Charles, 
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Leatherwood, 1984). For the new workers, the job environment is often 

viewed as confusing and threatening (Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1975). 

Brodman and Hellman (1947) state that the possibility of failure is 

always present in the mind of a new employee. As a result, the 

employee seeks causal factors that contribute to the work adjustment 

problem. The internal factors may be lack of confidence, feelings of 

incompetence, and insecurity while external factors may be improper 

training, lack of guidance and supervision, and unrealistic 

expectations. 

The internal attributional factor is based on human needs, 

desires, and motivations. Leavitt (1964) describes a closed-circuit 

model of behavior that is based on three assumptions: Behavior is 

caused. Behavior is motivated. Behavior is goal-directed. The 

causes, motivation, and productivity are all related to 

need-satisfaction. 

Age is one of the main influences on man's needs (Garmezy, 

Solomon, Jones, Stevenson, ·1971). The needs expectations from our jobs 

depend, to some degree, upon age and experience. · A twenty-five year 

old worker has different needs from a fifty-five year old worker. The 

psychological needs change with age and, thus, these'changes ~ffect our 

attitudes toward work. 

A young worker tries to adjust to his new job bringing along 

enthusiasm and anticipation. Dissatisfaction on the job may lead to 

finding a new job. Job stability is not of the essence as he works 

toward building a future. During the middle ages, a worker becomes 
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status-conscious, is interested in producing, and ultimately concerned 

about job stability. The middle age period is a time of job commitment 

and the building of intrinsic need satisfaction. 

Beginning Teacher Transition 

The transition from teacher training to the first teaching 

position is viewed as a traumatic adjustment for many beginning 

teachers. "Reality Shock" and "Transition Shock" are commonly used to 

denote the destruction of the missionary ideals formed during teacher 

training by the harsh and rude reality of the everyday classroom life 

(Veeman, 1984). Coorcoran (1981) describes the "transition shock" as a 

pardoxical situation in which beginning teachers do not know how to 

apply theories they have learned from the college texts to the real 

classroom situations. 

There are various attributing factors for novice teachers to 

experience shock in their adjustment. Muller-Fohrbrodt et al. (1978) 

grouped these factors into personal and situational categories. 

Personal factors may be seen as a wrong choice of profession, improper 

attitudes, and unsuitable personality characteristics. Along with the 

adjustment to the profession, this is usually the initial entrance into 

the adult world for the young teacher with all of the responsibilities 

such as living away from home, paying bills, and making new friends. 

The transition from the freedom and lack of responsibility of college 

into the responsibility of the professional world requires a dramatic 

adjustment (McDonald and Elias, 1983; Ryan, 1970). 

Situational factors may include inadequate professional training 
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or a problematic school situation (authoritarian, bureaucratic and 

hierarchial relationships, fixed organizational structures, inadequate 

staffing, shortage of materials and supplies, the absence of explicitly 

stated educational objectives, loneliness in the work place, parents 

who may lay special emphasis on the transmission of knowledge, and the 

multiplicity of tasks that a teacher must fulfill.) Sometimes 

beginning teachers ~re given more difficult classes, lower-level 

students or have to teach subjects in which they were not trained 

(Taylor & Dale, 1970; Lademan & Lietzke, 1977; Pateniczek & Isaacson, 

1981; Adams, 1982). 

These various internal and external attributing factors can lead 

individuals to question their career choice and their commitment to the 

career. Norris, Hatch, Engelkes, and Winborn (1979) indicate that the 

major elements of career building are understanding self, understanding 

others, understanding current and future environmental conditions, and 

ensuring the satisfactory entrance into and maintenance in a career 

that provides maximum reward to the individual. The elements indicated 

here are the steps by which an individual can gain an objective 

self-concept, acquire an understanding of the environment one is about 

to enter, prepare for a definite goal, and assist in making an entrance 

upon a meaningful career. Beginning teachers who experience adjustment 

problems tend to question their career choice as well as their 

capability of being an adequate employee. 

Roe's (1956) needs theory suggests that primary attention should 

be given to the wants and desires that stimulate the individual to have 



an occupational preference. Roe (1956) defines occupation as that in 

which an adult spends the greatest amount of time. Meeting those 

primary needs in an area where an individual spends the most time 

influences personal and professional satisfaction and productivity. 

9 

Perhaps beginning teachers, upon entering college, may decide to 

pursue a particular career because of the glamour of it all based on 

childhood fantasies or even parental expectations. The Ginzsberg et 

al. (1951) theory of vocational choices includes three major periods: 

fantasy, tentative, and realistic. The fantasy period is a state of 

early childhood when children fantasize about what they want to be when 

they grow up. The second period is tentative consisting of four 

stages: interest, capacity, value, and transition. It is likely that 

college students experience this period of career decision-making. 

Some individuals can make this tentative decision and create a 

long-term career life whereas others remain tentative. The final 

period is the realistic one. It includes the stages of exploration, 

crystallization, and specification. Upon graduation from college, an 

individual should have a strong degree of certainty that the career 

choice made was realistic and desirable. Criticisms have been placed 

at the pre-service level for failing to properly prepare prospective 

teachers for the realistic role definitions, role expectations and role 

adjustments. 

Natalie Gehrke (1978) presented a paper to the Annual American 

Educational Research Association meeting dealing with a theory on role 

personalization obtained from secondary beginning teachers. Role 



personalization is described as the way beginning teachers adapt the 

teacher role to meet their own needs, while at the same time, being 

socialized into the roles demanded by others. Ten beginning teachers 

participated in a study during the first and third years. Four major 

motivating needs were expressed by first year teachers: the need for 

respect, liking, belonging, and the sense of competence. Three years 

later these same needs were present; however, respect was not as 

salient. 

Ryan (1979) reports that teachers are frustrated the first year 

because they were essentially undertrained for the demands of their 

work and beginning teachers have had a general training rather than 

preparation for specific jobs dealing with specific populations. 

Negativism, disillusionment, and career departure are the end results 

for many beginning teachers (Hog, 1968; Lagana, 1970). 

In another study done by Ryan (1974) on the effects of the 

inadequate introduction of beginning teachers to the profession and the 

lack of sufficient support, he found the following: (a) 30% of 

personnel trained for teaching never entered the field; (b) one out of 

five beginning teachers does not anticipate teaching five years later; 

and (c) 12% of trained beginning teachers leave the profession each 

year. Beginning teachers do not seem to receive the internal 

gratification necessary to view their jobs as life-long careers. 

Initial Employment Influences to Job Commitment. The development 

of lasting attitudes and expectations about a job stems from the early 
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entry into an organization (Hall, 1976). Studies of the early 

employment period suggest the entry experiences can influence success 

in an organization up to several years later (Berlew & Hall, 1966; Bray 

et al., 1974). Wanous (1980) reports that most new employees who 

become disillusioned with the job terminate during the first six months 

to one year on the job. Thus, those beginning experiences and 

attitudinal formations are crucial in developing a lasting commitment 

to the job and the profession itself. 

Crampton, Mowday, Porter and Smith (1979) found positive 

correlations between first-day commitment and nine-month commitment of 

a sample of new employees from a retail-management operation. Further 

follow-up after 15 months found a stable level of commitment (Porter, 

1976). 

Individuals who enter a job with a high level of enthusiasm and 

commitment will be more likely to get involved with extra 

responsibilities and to put forth greater efforts (Mowday, 1982). 

Developing a commitment cycle requires dedication and a positive 

attitude. Many times the commitment satisfies the intrinsic motivators 

(self-actualization) of an individual rather than the extrinsic 

motivators (money). 

Employees who enter with realistic expectations are less likely to 

leave a job voluntarily than employees with unrealistic expectations 

(Wanous, 1980). Buchanan and Steers (1974) have found a positive 

relationship between commitment and realistic employee expectations. 

Existing research tentatively concludes that the expectation level of 



new employees has a direct influence but has limited influence on 

commitment after the first few months (Mowday, 1982). 

Identification and Analysis of Perceived Problems of Beginning 

Teachers. During the first year of teaching, teachers go through a 

series of stages that comprise a psychological development of a 

professional self (Pajak & Blase, 1982). The predominant emerging 

professional self of the beginning teacher personifies a lack of 

self-confidence, incompetence, weakness, and disorganization. 

12 

Research on the first year of teaching done by Ryan (1974) reveals 

a consistent pattern of experiences that are categorized as the 

following: culture shock, instruction, students, parents, 

administrators, fellow teachers, and extensive isolation. Broadbent 

(1965) found in a study that beginning teachers' problems are 

classified into six major categories: (a) Methods, {b) Evaluation of 

Students, (c) Discipline, (d) Parent Relations, (e) Routines and 

Materials, (f) Personal Development. Dropkin (1965) asked subjects to 

rank-order a 70-item scale and found the following ranking of problems: 

(a) Discipline, (b) Method of Teaching, (c) Relations with Parents, {d) 

Evaluation of Students, (e) Classroom Routines, (f) Materials and 

Resources, and (g) Planning. 

In data obtained from the Western Kentucky University's Teacher 

Preparation Evaluation Program (1977), findings indicated that the 

teachers at elementary and secondary levels tend to regard classroom 

discipline as a major problem. Griffin (1983) analyzed changes in 



self-confidence levels of first year teachers. Effects of sex 

differences, discipline attitudes, idealism and other variables were 

explored. Teachers of lower grade levels experienced more problems 

with confidence in classroom management abilities. 

In a comprehensive, international literature search from 1960 to 

present, Veeman (1984) compiled from 83 studies a list of the most 

serious problems perceived by beginning teachers. The following is a 

list of the twelve most serious problems: 

1. Classroom discipline 

2. Motivating students 

3. Dealing with individual differences 

4. Assessing students' work 

5. Relations with parents 

6. Organization of classwork 

7. Insufficient materials and supplies 

B. Dealing with problems of individual students 

9. Heavy teaching load with insufficient preparation time 

10. Relations with colleagues 

11. Planning lessons and school days 

12. Effective use of different teaching methods. 

As early as 1951, Wey reported the primary problem of beginning 

teachers as being handling problems of pupil control and discipline. 

The problem of discipline is a high priority in principals' perceptions 

of beginning teacher problems (Anderson, 1963; Penrod, 1974; Tisher et 

al., 1979). Schwanski (1980) reports that beginning teachers agree on 
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one point regarding pre-service training: Pre-service training 

provided inadequate preparation for handling discipline problems. 

Beginning teachers have had little opportunity for hands-on 

experience managing children. Most of them feel ill-prepared to deal 

with student misbehavior. Further, students sense the awkwardness and 

inexperience of new teachers; thus, they tend to capitalize on this 

weakness (Ryan, 1979). These complex external problems can often have 

some effect on job morale, job-satisfaction, teacher attitudes, and 

teacher needs. 

Job Morale 

Job morale is the emotional and mental reaction of a person to his 

job. Campbell (1973) views morale as a predisposition in 

organizational members to put forth extra efforts in meeting 

organizational goals and objectives. Morale is seen as a group 

phenomenon involving extraordinary efforts, goal commitment, and a 

general feeling of belongingness. 

Bentley and Rempel (1980, p. 2) developed a conceptual definition 

of teacher morale as: "Morale refers to the professional interest and 

enthusiasm that a person displays toward the achievement of individual 

and group goals in a given job situation." This definition is based on 

the theoretical framework of organizational theory which suggests that 

there are two important components to the stability of an organization: 

(a) perceived productivity and progress toward task achievement (Egon, 

1958); and (b) perceived job satisfaction of individual needs through 
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active participation of the individual and group (needs-satisfaction). 

Likert and Katz (1948) wrote in an article on employee 

productivity and morale finding four factors independently related to 

morale: 

1. size of the work group--the larger the work group, the lower 
the morale; 

2. recency of promotion--morale was higher with employees who 
were recently promoted than those who had made little progress; 

3. type of work--lower status employees tend to have lower 
morale than higher status employees; while the more specialized and 
varied a job is, the higher the morale; 

4. supervision--supervisors who elicit participation in 
decision-making and ability to share ideas, have employees with good 
morale. 

The measurement of job morale is much like the measurement of job 

satisfaction. Hoppock (1935) developed a technique in measuring job 

satisfaction of teachers where they were to estimate their own state of 

satisfaction. Another approach is to have individuals make qualitative 

judgements about persons and things in the environment that may be 

related to the morale of the individual. Bentley and Rempel (1961) 

developed this method into an instrument with appropriately weighted 

responses than quantified into a total score. The Purdue Teacher 

Opinionaire is the instrument that was developed specifically for the 

teacher population in measuring teacher morale. 

Job morale plays a role in the survival of the beginning teacher. 

The foundation of job morale is based on the strength of the 

organization and its group cohesiveness. An inherent problem with the 

teaching profession is the isolation from other teachers due to 
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self-contained classrooms. The socialization process for beginning 

teachers is more difficult to establish. The level of commitment and 

enthusiasm is often distorted due to work adjustment problems at the 

entry level. Although an instrument has been designed to measure 

teacher job morale, the body of literature is lacking in specific focus 

upon beginning teachers and job morale. 

Job Satisfaction 

Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969) define "job satisfaction" as 

feelings or affective response to facets of the job situation. Job 

satisfaction is the extent to which a person can meet individual, 

personal, and professional needs as an employee (Strauss, 1974). It 

refers to a worker's attitude or emotional response to a job (positive 

or negative). 

Job satisfaction can be increased by increasing an employee's 

expectations that they can get what they want by working or by 

increasing the value of what they can get (Smith, Kendall, Hulin, 

1969). For years, it has been purported that a relationship existed 

between job satisfaction and productivity; however, a statistical 

relationship has never been proven (Vroom, 1968). Armstrong (1984) 

indicated that beginning teachers report dissatisfaction with the work 

conditions as a common reason for leaving the teaching profession. 

Early studies on job satisfaction as it relates to working 

conditions--pay, supervision, co-workers, promotions--are important in 

understanding the productivity of beginning teachers. These studies 



are reviewed in order to obtain a frame of reference for beginning 

teachers. 

Job satisfaction studies date to the Hawthorne studies conducted 

by Elton Mayo at the Western Electric Company in the 1920's. The 

effects of physical conditions on productivity were investigated. The 

investigation found that social factors affected job satisfaction and 

productivity. Thus, industrial psychologists brought about the human 

relations school of thought seeking to improve the happiness of a 

worker and, consequently, improve productivity. The assumption was 

that a satisfied worker is a productive worker (Gruneberg, 1976). 

Interestingly, the Hawthorne studies initiated a movement toward 

considering the individual and job satisfaction. For example in 1935, 

Hoppock studied the job satisfaction of workers in New Hope, 

Pennsylvania. He found only 12 percent of the 309 workers were 

dissatisfied; however, of further significance, Hoppock found that the 

occupational level of a worker influenced the degree of satisfaction. 

Higher occupational levels reported higher job satisfaction while lower 

status occupational levels reported lower job satisfaction. Hoppock 

hypothesized that certain outside variables affected the job 

satisfaction of an individual. 

Schaffer (1953) purported that variables within the individual 

contributed to the satisfaction of a worker. He theorized that people 

operate best when certain needs are fulfilled. Tension occurs when 

those needs are unfulfilled. The importance of Schaffer's study to job 

satisfaction theory is that each individual has specific needs which 
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create one's own sense of satisfaction (Locke, 1970; Porter & Lawler, 

1968). Schaffer further theorizes that individuals have 12 basic 

needs, similar to Maslow's hierarchy of needs, with the first two most 

important needs being predictors of overall job satisfaction. This 

theory tends to reflect the complexity of meeting job satisfaction for 

all employees due to individual differences. 

Schaffer's work was followed by two important reviews of the 

literature on job satisfaction. The two reviews resulted in 

conflicting views on job satisfaction. Herzberg, Mausner, Peterson, 

and Chapwell (1957) found that 54 percent of the studies reported a 

positive relationship between performance and job attitudes while 11 

percent had a negative relationship. They further found strong 

evidence of a negative relationship between job attitudes and turnover 

and absenteeism with the same trend toward accidents and psychosomatic 

illnesses. Thus, the general conclusion was that positive job 

attitudes are an asset to employee production. 

Brayfield and Crockett (1955), in contrast, found in their reviews 

no appreciable relationship between employee attitudes and "performance 

on the job." The difference in the results may be attributed to the 

fact that Brayfield and Crockett were more concerned with methodology 

and statistically significant findings whereas Herzberg et al. were 

more receptive to suggestive findings (Landy & Trumbo, 1976). 

Brayfield and Crockett drew the following conclusions relating to the 

nature of satisfaction: 

1. Since people avoid punishing situations and seek out 
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work approach or avoidance (such as absenteeism or tardiness) are 
to be expected. No such simple relationship holds between 
satisfaction and performance on job duties. 
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2. Individuals differ in motivations to work and perceptions 
of work-related stimuli. 

3. Satisfaction and performance are not casually related; 
high satisfaction and high performance occur together when high 
productivity is perceived as a path to certain important goals and 
when these goals are achieved. (Landy & Trumbo, 1976, p. 398). 

Although the views of Brayfield and Crockett had traditional 

importance to the views of job satisfaction, Herzberg et al. (1959) had 

a more serious impact in this field of study. In Herzberg's two-factor 

theory , he concluded that satisfaction and dissatisfaction are totally 

different in their sources and short-term and long-term effects on work 

behavior. 

In a study done by Herzberg, Mauser and Snyderman (1959), 

respondents were asked to describe a time when they felt good or bad 

about their jobs. Results reflected that the following were related to 

good feelings about a job: achievement and recognition, the nature of 

the job itself, responsibility, advancement, and salary. Bad feelings 

about a job were associated with company policies and administration, 

technical supervision, salary, interpersonal relationship with 

supervisor, and working conditions. The study further found that good 

feelings about a job had a stronger and lasting valence while negative 

attitudes had a weaker effect on performance. 

These findings led to the creation of the two-factor or 

motivation-hygiene theory which was presented earlier. The basic 



propositions of the theory as it relates to job satisfaction are: 

1. Every individual has two sets of needs--hygiene 
(co-workers, supervisors, working conditions, policies) and 
motivator {job duties and responsibilities). 

2. When hygiene needs are not met, the individual 
experiences dissatisfaction~ When the hygiene needs are met, the 
individual is no longer dissatisfied but not satisfied either. 

3. When the motivator needs are not met, the individual is 
not satisfied (but not dissatisfied either). When the motivator 
needs are met, the individual is satisfied. (Landy & Trumbo, 
1976, p. 399.) 

Increasing amounts of hygiene factors will bring a person from a 

state of dissatisfaction to a neutral point. Increasing the motivator 

factors will bring a person from a neutral point to a point of 

satisfaction (Landy & Trumbo, 1976). 

E. A. Locke (1976) places more importance on value than on 

individual needs which exist no matter what an individual desires. 

Locke's (1976) theory of job satisfaction is: 

• the pleasurable emotional state resulting from the 
perception of one's job as fulfilling or allowing the fulfillment 
compatible with one's needs. (Locke, 1976, p. 1,342) 

The philosophical view of Locke is based on the premise that 

values are subjective and represent what a person desires. If a 

particular aspect of a job is important to an individual, the 

fulfillment of that aspect will contribute to the satisfaction of the 

worker. Substantive research has not been generated due to the newness 

of this theory. 

Brayfield and Crockett (1955), Herzberg (1957) and Vroom (1964) 

conducted reviews of studies dealing with satisfaction and tenure on 
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the job concluding that unhappy workers were more likely to leave or 

stay away from the job (turnover and absenteeism). Herzberg, Mauser, 

Peterson, and Campbell (1957) did an extensive study on the 

relationships between job satisfaction, job morale, and job tenure. 

They found that high satisfaction and morale related to longer tenure 

in 33 out of 37 studies. 
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In the Nicholson, Brown, and Chadwick-Jones (1976) study of 

satisfaction and absence, it was determined that in 29 studies no 

statistical significance was found possibly due to inappropriate 

statistical analysis. However, the data did suggest that older workers 

had fewer absences, thus, suggesting that age or newness to the career 

may be a factor explaining absenteeism. Mobley, Horner, and 

Hollingsworth (1978) suggest that job satisfaction plays an important 

role early in the stage of employment of an individual. 

Teacher Job Satisfaction. A national survey done by the National 

Education Association (NEA) indicated that one-third of all teachers 

surveyed wished they could be doing something else. A study done by 

Spark (1979) found the following: 

1. Forty-six percent of teachers surveyed were dissatisfied with 

the jobs as a whole and, if they had to do it over again, said they 

would not choose teaching as a career. 

2. Over 54 percent said they would probably not stay in teaching 

until retirement and would likely change careers in five years. 

3. Seventy percent said they frequently or always left school 
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physically or emotionally exhausted. 

4. Thirty-six percent said work affected home life. 

5. Ninety-one percent said they had little influence on curricula 

or policy decisions. 

6. Only 23 percent had high quality relationships with their 

administrators. 

The literature suggests that the teachers as a whole have 

diminishing feelings of satisfaction toward their careers. Armstrong 

(1984) suggests that the common thread toward the decision to leave the 

field of teaching is a dissatisfaction with the conditions of the 

profession. However, in Veeman's (1984) review of the literature, it 

was found that although beginning teachers reported numerous problems, 

they indicated contentment with their working conditions. Thompson 

(1971), Taylor and Dale (1971), Edmonds and Bessai (1979), Tisher et 

al. (1979) and deVoss and Dibella (1981) reported that more than 80 

percent of beginning teachers were satisfied with their schools. 

In the Bouchard and Hull (1970) study, 56 percent reported that 

they wanted to stay at the same school and 71 percent reported that 

they would choose teaching as a career again. The basic elements of 

job satisfaction revealed in the Miller (1971) and deVoss and Dibella 

(1981) research were working with children, constantly learning about 

teaching, enjoyment in teaching a particular subject, vacations and 

working conditions. 

Cedoline (1982) reported that school administrators, teachers, and 

others in helping professions are leaving their professions in 



unprecedented numbers. Data suggest these workers are leaving due to 

job dissatisfaction, powerlessness, excessive demands and work 

overloads. 
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Measurement of Job Satisfaction. Interests in measuring job 

satisfaction dates back to ancient Chinese times as mandarins analyzed 

themes of village songs to measure morale. Karl Marx (1880) was one of 

the first to survey workers. The major theme dealt with wages and 

sizes of the work plants. The typical employee attitude survey of 

current times deals with perceptions and feelings (Bass & Barrett, 

1982). 

The semantic differential method is a commonly used method of 

measuring job satisfaction using bipolar adjectives describing the 

respondent's view of the job. Among the scaling procedures available, 

the method developed by Rensis Likert is the most popular. A number of 

favorable, neutral, and unfavorable statements dealing with a specific 

area of concern are collected. Participants respond as to whether they 

strongly agree (SA), agree {A), are undecided (N), strongly disagree 

(SD), or disagree (D). Each response is scored with values of 5, 4, 3, 

2, 1. The Likert technique is popular due to the fact that it is easy 

to construct and administer and has slightly higher reliability. 

The Job Description Index (JDI) (Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) is 

a well-documented and popular instrument used to measure job 

satisfaction. Employees are asked to circle one of three alternatives 

(a three-point Likert procedure): "Yes, ?, No." Five factor analyses 
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of job satisfaction dimensions are measured: (1) satisfaction with 

work, (2) satisfaction with pay, {3) satisfaction with opportunity for 

promotion, (4) satisfaction with supervision, and (5) satisfaction with 

co-workers. This instrument is especially appropriate to administer to 

teachers since it addresses multiple areas of job satisfaction and 

moreover, it is quick and easy to complete. 

Job Attitudes 

Attitudes derive from the belief system and values of an 

individual. Belief systems are made up of facts, opinions, and general 

knowledge of a particular subject. Values are based on what an 

individual feels "ought to be" and "ought not to be." Attitudes 

further provide an evaluative system within each of us (Robbins, 1979). 

Attitudes are learned from our parents, teachers, and friends and 

are modeled as appropriate or expected behavior. Attitudes are 

strongly shaped by our early formative years although they are subject 

to later change. Our attitudes dictate our behavior consciously or 

unconsciously. If an individual has acquired the attitude that work is 

not very important, unmotivated and poor productive behavior might be 

observed in that individual. 

Attitudes and job satisfaction are closely related concepts and 

used interchangeably in the literature. Robbins (1979) has found that 

individuals who have positive attitudes toward their jobs and the 

organization in which they are employed are usually satisfied with 

their jobs. Likewise, individuals who are satisfied hold positive 



attitudes about their jobs. 

In viewing the attitudes of students and teachers, Veeman (1984) 

reports evidence that students tend to become idealistic, progressive, 

and liberal in their attitudes toward education. However, upon 

practical training, those attitudes tend to shift toward more 

traditional, conservative, and custodial viewpoints. 

Hoy (1968; 1969) measured the pupil control attitude before and 

after student teaching and during the first and second teaching years. 

He found a more custodial view toward pupil control. Cross-sectional 

and longitudinal studies done by Muller-Fohrbrodt et al. (1978), Dann, 

Cloetta, Muller-Fohrbrodt, and Helmreich (1978) and Dann, 

Muller-Fohrbrodt and Cloetta (1981) found shifts in attitudes ranging 

from "conservative" before teacher training, "liberalization" during 

training, and strong return to the "conservative" attitude during the 

first year of teaching. Other studies support the change in attitudes 

(Hay and Rees, 1977; Macintyre and Morrison, 1967; Olgers and 

Riesenkamp, 1980). 

Some of the reasons attributed to the attitude shift have been due 

to the bureaucracy (Hoy and Rees, 1977); administrative power over 

beginning teachers (Edgar and Brod, 1970); school environment and 

teacher's workload (Dreeben, 1970); ecology of the classroom (Copeland, 

1980; Doyle, 1977); and pupils and parents (Lortie, 1975). Cognitive 

dissonance theory has also been used to explain the attitude changes 

(Lacefield and Mahanm, 1979). According to Lortie (1975) and Hanson 

and Herrington (1976), the ineffective teacher socialization process is 
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the key element to the attitude changes of the beginning teacher. 

Needs-Satisfaction 

Teachers, as human beings, have needs, and the manner in which 

they satisfy their needs has an important impact upon their mental 

health on the job. Much of teachers' need-fulfillment centers around 

things that assist them in becoming effective teachers--physical and 

environmental needs, supplies and materials, social interactional 

needs, competency needs, and the need for support. 
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As beginning teachers struggle with trying to learn the system, 

satisfaction of their needs is not usually an immediate consideration 

by school administrators. Beginning teachers must focus on survival of 

meeting the needs of the school and the students; therefore, their 

personal needs are de-emphasized. Needs-satisfaction theorists suggest 

that positive mental health stems from satisfaction of those personal 

needs. 

Maslow's theory of man's motivation to work derives from his 

attempt to satisfy certain basic needs (Maslow, 1943). The needs are 

ranked in hierarchical order with lower needs being of priority to 

satisfy before progressing to higher level needs. Maslow's theory 

contains five categories of needs: (a) physiological needs (food, 

water, sex, shelter); (b) safety or security needs (protection against 

danger and personal security); (c) belongingness and love needs 

(affection and affiliation); (d) esteem needs (gaining recognition, 

status, and appreciation by others); and (e) self-actualization 
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(personal potential and development) (Maslow, 1943). 

Although Maslow presents his theory in an hierarchial pattern, the 

lower needs are never completely satisfied as the potency of a need 

seems to fluctuate periodically. If a need has been dormant for a 

while, it soon becomes an extremely potent motivator. Likewise, if a 

need is well satisfied, the motivation of that need becomes of low 

potency. 

In applying Maslow's hierarchy of needs to a work situation, the 

basic physiological needs are satisfied by wages paid and availability 

of an eating facility. The need for safety relates to safety measures 

provided on the job. The need for affection can be obtained by 

recognition of job performance and the support and guidance provided by 

co-workers. Esteem needs are met by promotions, awards, and pay 

increases. Self-actualization is achieved by feeling a part of the job 

as a successful contributor. The continuous search for 

self-actualization often leads to frustration and discontentment as it 

relates to job satisfaction (Laird, Laird, & Fruehling, 1983). 

Laird, Laird, and Fruehling (1983) report that the most efficient 

worker is one who is able to satisfy the basic needs as well as some of 

the higher level needs. Successful organizations concentrate on 

incorporating a worker's personal goals along with the organizational 

goals. Careful employee selection for the properly matched job is 

important for the individual in meeting those needs. Further training 

of employees beyond orientation can be useful in addressing the needs 

of an employee. 
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Herzberg (1960) claims that there are two sets of needs: (a) 

needs met by hygiene factors; and (b) needs met by motivation factors. 

The hygiene factors include favorable work environment, competitive 

salary and benefits, supportive supervision, administration, and 

co-workers. These factors create content workers. The motivation 

factors relate to the job itself--skills, advancement, and recognition. 

Herzberg says the motivation factors correlate directly to job 

satisfaction. While the hygiene factors influence job stability, the 

motivational factors relate to worker's enthusiasm, morale, and 

productivity. Herzberg (1960) further suggests that without hygiene 

factors, the workers would be unhappy regardless of the number of 

motivation factors; however, the motivation factors are the indicators 

of satisfaction on the job. Thus, job satisfaction is an integration 

of hygiene and motivation factors. 

Motivation begins when an individual is seeking satisfaction. The 

satisfaction of needs can be identified by two types of motivation: 

extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic motivators are those that relate to 

the basic needs such as pay, benefits, and job security. These 

motivators are consistent with Herzberg's hygiene factors. Intrinsic 

motivators relate to the job itself as a worker gains satisfaction by 

actually doing a job. They relate to those higher-order needs 

presented by Maslow including esteem, status, and recognition. 

The American worker spends much of adult life in the working world 

and, thus, tends to seek satisfaction of needs more in the work 

environment. However, sometimes certain needs are blocked from 
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satisfaction by the constraints and realistic expectations imposed by 

the job. Carvell (1970) proposes that when need-satisfaction is not 

obtained, frustration or conflict are the resulting behaviors. Tension 

builds until the road block is overcome (goal attainment) or until 

another goal is obtained in order to reduce the tension. The road 

blocks to need-satisfaction may be internal, within the psychological 

make-up of the individual, or external, imposed by the social 

environment of the individual. 

Defense mechanisms are unconscious tools that may be used to deal 

with the tension. Aggressive reactions, substitution reactions, and 

escape or avoidance are some common reactions to the frustration. 

Carvel (1970) indicates that human behavior that is directed toward 

tension-reduction is called "adjustive behavior." A person who makes 

satisfactory adjustments to the emotional stressors of work might be 

called a "well-adjusted" person. Well-adjusted people possess the 

characteristics of a feeling of comfort about themselves, an acceptance 

of other people, and an ability to meet the normal demands of life 

(Carvell, 1970). 

Training for Job Adjustment 

The formal training ground for young potential teachers is done in 

the teacher education programs at the college level. This experience 

consists of attending lectures with visual and audio materials, but 

little opportunity for direct experience with students until student 

teaching. Little opportunity is available for discovery and developing 



a preferred teaching style based on personal strengths and weaknesses. 

This experience is usually acquired upon actual employment. 
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Although beginning teachers may have had limited direct experience 

with the classroom, they should not be considered deficient. The 

teacher education programs appropriately provide the theoretical 

training necessary for teaching. However, the training process does 

not end at the college level. Teacher education programs should not be 

criticized for teacher maladjustment since training process continues 

beyond that level. Teacher education programs and employing school 

districts should agree to share the responsibility for inducting new 

teachers in the profession. 

Some teacher education programs collaborate with school districts 

in developing five-year programs with the last year being a 

probationary period. Dunbar (1981) described a five-year teacher 

preparation program with the fifth year being the first contractual 

teaching year, or the supported induction year. The fifth year is 

viewed as a formative year which results in fewer excellent teachers 

dropping out due to pressures or frustrations· in first-year teaching. 

Other school districts take full responsibility of this probationary 

period with formal programs designed to develop the beginning teacher. 

Finally, beginning teachers have experienced school districts that have 

a three-year probationary requirement without any formal assistance. 

The importance of teacher training from the college level into the 

professional experience should not be underrated. Training is defined 

as the acquisition of skills, concepts, and attitudes that results in 
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improved performance in an on-the-job environment (Goldstein, 1980). 

Activities planned by an organization are designed to improve job 

knowledge and skills and to assist in the attitudes and the social 

behavior of its members in a manner that meets the organizational goals 

(Landy & Trumbo, 1976). Training is usually more specific and 

practical in nature than a purely didactical deliverance of theories. 

The training process is a two-way street requiring the cooperation 

and commitment of both the organization and the individuals being 

trained. Effective training requires attention, retention, and 

transfer on the part of the trainee. In order to accomplish effective 

training, the material should address the needs of the trainee in a 

manner that is stimulating, challenging and innovative. 

Gomersall and Meyers (1966) did a study at Texas Instruments where 

it was hypothesized that new employees experienced ineffectiveness in 

problem-solving abilities. They hypothesized that new employees 

experience much anxiety which interferes with thinking. The interview 

of 405 employees indicated that their first days on the job were 

anxious and disturbing ones. New employee initiation practices by 

peers intensified anxiety thus interfering with the training process. 

Turnover of newly hired employees was caused primarily by anxiety. 

The results of this study showed that the anxiety experienced by 

new employees created delayed progress and productivity as well as a 

rather high turnover rate. New employees tend to take a longer time in 

reaching their potential due to the need to adjust to their new 

environment. Gomersall and Meyers further hypothesized that if the 



anxiety could be drastically reduced, employees could reach the level 

of competency faster. 
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A one-day orientation training program was designed to reduce the 

job-related anxiety of new employees. The goals of the program were to 

reduce the fear of failure, increase tolerance level for coping with 

job initiation, and to enhance communications and interpersonal 

relationships with their bosses. The results of the Gomersall (1966) 

study showed that the group receiving the one-day orientation did far 

better than the control group. Production was greater while 

absenteeism and tardiness were lower. Replication studies found the 

same results. The results suggest that emphasis placed on the social 

context of a job and coping with the frustrations and insecurities of 

work adjustment are necessary for job performance. 

Beginning Teachers Assistance Programs (Teacher Induction) 

Although teacher induction programs became a priority for the 

National Institute of Education in the late 1970's (Vaughn, 1979), 

there is evidence that carefully structured induction programs are 

scarce for the majority of beginning teachers (Ryan et al., 1980; 

Howey, Yarger & Foxe, 1978). Further, those teacher induction programs 

that have been developed are not research-based and have not been 

studied at length (Huling-Austin, 1985). Descriptive data on teacher 

induction programs are available; however, the evaluation of these 

programs is limited in the literature. 

In a study of first year secondary teachers (Issason, 1977), 
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approximately 80 percent of subjects reported some form of building or 

district orientation. In almost all of the cases, the orientation 

consisted of the introduction of administrators reviewing policy and 

procedure, and discussing employee benefits, sick leaves, etc. Almost 

none reported orientation procedures valuable for the actual classroom 

teaching transition. Many teachers indicated that information included 

in orientation would have been more expediently transmitted through a 

faculty handbook. 

One of the earlier programs was reported in 1969 by the Wilmetter 

Public Schools of Illinois where 80 new teachers participated in an 

organized program designed to assist in the adjustment of new teachers. 

The program offered workshops dealing with problems in curriculum, 

teaching methods, and instructional materials. In this program, each 

new teacher was teamed up with an experienced teacher ("helping 

teacher") who assisted in the planning, observation, and training. 

A Supportive Training for Inexperienced and New Teachers (STINT) 

was initiated in New York at the Center for Urban Education where a 

group of 152 master teachers were assigned as trainers for 229 schools 

which were identified as having new or inexperienced teachers. The 

master teachers each worked with nine new teachers, providing 

demonstration lessons, assisting in cooperative planning, advising and 

implementing curriculum, guiding in disciplinary procedures and helping 

to establish classroom routines. Results from this program indicated 

that it was successful and the recommendations were that it be 

continued and expanded. 
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A program called P.R.O.B.E. was mentioned in the literature with 

emphasis on the support, assistance, and training of beginning 

teachers. The program provided a two-week orientation and intensive 

training prior to the opening of school. There was continued 

individual support and assistance throughout the school year. Content 

of the program consisted of human relations skills, methods of teaching 

reading and diagnosing reading difficulty and the use of resources. 

This program was evaluated at each stage with the results indicating 

success for the most part. The suggestions were that the program be 

lengthened, provide more direct contact with students, and be expanded 

to include all new teachers. One problem noted with P.R.O.B.E. was 

that the teachers were not all purely new teachers, thus, some 

confounding variables were presented in that some of the teachers had 

prior teaching experience (Scates, 1970). 

Provost (1971) did a study to determine whether there was any 

significant differences between new teachers who had been exposed to a 

sensitivity training program and those who had not been exposed with 

regard to their attitudes toward self, toward others, and toward 

teaching. Pretest, posttest and follow-up studies were done. The 

experimental group of 41 teachers and control group of 50 were divided 

into the following groups: total, secondary, elementary, white, black, 

and Mexican American. The instruments used were the Teaching 

Evaluation Record, Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, Personal 

Orientation Inventory, and the Philosophies of Human Nature Scales. 

The findings showed the experimental secondary group was significantly 
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better than the control group. The total and elementary experimental 

groups were significantly different from the control groups on the 

Personal Orientation Inventory for the factor inner-directed, 

existentiality, and capacity for intimate contact. The factors for 

inner-directed, synergy, acceptance of aggression, capacity for 

intimate contact, and self-actualization were almost consistently 

significant. There appeared to be a hierarchy of attitudes with change 

occurring first in attitude. 

In the community college system, Collins {1971) proposed a highly 

instructive internship for beginning master level teachers entering the 

community college system. The internship model suggested that 

first-year teachers spend an intensive month in pre-service training 

under the leadership of a Professional Development Officer. A light 

teaching load is suggested during the first semester and a gradual 

increment in subsequent semesters. 

In 1972, the Montgomery County Public Schools introduced a program 

based on a self-improvement strategy. The program was based on 

microteaching with weekly group meetings conducted by a leader. The 

assistance to the new teacher included lesson planning, the teaching 

process, behavioral objectives classroom management and evaluation 

programs. The goal was to develop independence in the new teachers as 

the leader became progressively less involved. 

Western Australian Education Department {1977) found that improved 

teacher induction conditions require better administrative and 

organizational arrangement. Western Australia found that there are 



three conditions of successful teacher induction programming. The 

first requirement was adequate teacher training. The second was that 

teachers be given notice of being hired in time to prepare for classes 

and be assigned to appropriate classes. The last was teachers should 

be welcomed at the school and be given assistance with the assignment. 

In a presentation at the annual meeting of the American 

Educational Research Association, Blackburn (1977) reviewed a two-year 

program from the University of Alabama/Birmingham--The First-Year 

Teacher Pilot Program. This program was designed to determine the 

needs of beginning teachers for skills and knowledge and to attempt to 

fulfill those needs. Pretests and posttests were administered in the 

areas of teacher attitudes, student attitudes, student achievement, and 

teacher competency. 

In comparing the control group with a non-support group, no 

significant differences were found on the dependent measures. A direct 

relationship was noted between student attitudes and teacher 

competence, and student attitudes and teacher attitudes for the 

experimental groups. The data received from the second year reflected 

significantly higher levels for teacher attitudes and principal ratings 

for the experimental group. No significant differences were noted in 

the academic achievement level and student attitudes of the control and 

experimental groups. 

Britain has been a leader in developing programs for new teachers. 

Britain's New Induction Plan for First-Year Teachers (1976) established 

courses at teacher centers and provided teacher-tutors in a system that 
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previously gave no support to beginning teachers. The Queensland Board 

of Teacher Education in Toowong, Australia (1981) investigated the 

induction of beginning teachers and concluded that (a) the major 

responsibility for planning and implementing induction for beginning 

teachers should be at the school level, and (b) the programs should be 

carefully conceived as a support system. 

A study of school-based support services given to beginning 

teachers was explored by Grant (1981). Three major categories of 

support were viewed: (a) formal support, including school and school 

districts, and teacher-centered related activities; (b) informal 

support, including professional books and articles; and (c) 

job-embedded support, consisting of workload modifications and 

exemptions from nonteaching responsibilities during the first year. 

Foster (1982) reviewed the New Teacher and Teacher Aide Project, a 

joint program of the faculty of educational studies at State University 

of New York and the Buffalo Public School. The program was designed to 

help new secondary teachers of disadvantaged youth in an inner-city 

school system. The program had four components: (a) a pre-program 

orientation, (b) small group meetings, (c) a crisis service, and (d) 

topical workshops and meetings. The goal was to desensitize the new 

teachers to student behavior problems and improve their ability to 

communicate with inner-city students. The small group discussions were 

problem-oriented and dealt with teacher concerns. The program was 

found to be highly successful. 

While some school districts initiated programs for beginning 
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teachers because of their own internal need of professional 

development, others were forced to set up teacher induction programs by 

their state legislatures. In a national conference held at the 

University of Texas at Austin (Griffin & Hakill, 1983), state mandated 

teacher induction programs from Oklahoma and Florida were reviewed as 

well as one that was initiated at the school district level. 

As set by the legislature of Oklahoma, an Entry-Year Assistance 

Program was initiated during the 1982-83 school year. This program set 

specific and detailed objectives which had to be met prior to obtaining 

teacher certification. A committee consisting of teacher consultant, 

district administrator, faculty member of the college of education, and 

the entry-level teacher were appointed. Observations were made to 

determine whether the performance of the new teacher warranted 

certification. 

The state of Florida mandated that all school districts provide a 

plan for assisting beginning teachers. The basic premise of the state 

was that beginning teachers experience a difficult period during the 

first year and that a formal support system was lacking to help them 

through this period of adjustment. The responsibility of the quality 

control in education was placed within the profession. 

Although each school district was allowed some flexibility in 

developing a plan, several requirements were mandatory. A support team 

consisting of a building administrator, peer teacher, the beginning 

teacher, and another educator had to be included in each plan. The 

beginning teacher had to receive and participate in two summative 



evaluations. The competencies of the teacher had to be monitored and 

documented. The support team was required to make recommendations 

regarding the eligibility of certification of the new teacher. 
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The Helping Teacher Program in Lincoln, Nebraska was designed to 

meet their commitment of assisting in the adjustment process of their 

large number of new teachers. Three "experienced master teachers" were 

assigned on a three-year staggering appointment as a full-time "helping 

teacher" to work with new elementary teachers. The program was 

designed to meet the social, administrative, and instructional needs of 

new teachers. 

The "Care and Comfort" component of the program was based on a 

humanistic model of supportive and non-judgemental interactions. The 

second component placed emphasis on skills and information necessary 

for the everyday functions of the classroom teacher in the Lincoln 

school district. The last component was titled "Helpful Hints" which 

offered ideas for classroom management, classroom organization, and 

teaching strategies. The program was designed to meet the personal 

needs of the new teacher by a non-threatening professional who had a 

genuine interest in the development of the new teacher. 

Griffin (1984) suggests that the potentialities of beginning 

teachers can best be realized by a high level of interaction and 

collaboration with experienced teachers and understanding 

administrators. Immediate support should be provided by the best 

experienced teachers--peer teachers. Griffin states the peer teachers 

should be selected because they can help and should be well-trained for 



the job. Administrative support for the peer teacher-new teacher 

relationship is important. 
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In summary, the literature relates to the existence of teaching 

induction programs as ranging from the traditional orientation models 

to expanded programs teaming experienced teachers with inexperienced 

teachers. Historically, these programs were designed by individual 

school districts in efforts to assist in the adjustment of their newer 

staff members, however, the recent thrust has made a more global impact 

as state legislatures have become more involved. 

The current trend in education throughout the United States is the 

development of quality teaching performance. Many states have 

recognized that achievement of that goal begins at the entry level of 

the teaching career. Another trend, in light of financial limitations, 

is the pooling of existing resources found in experienced teachers. 

The Mentoring Process 

Many new teachers feel that they are functioning in a professional 

desert where they experience feelings of loneliness and isolation. The 

decision to leave the profession during this entry phase many times is 

due to the lack of adequate social support among their colleagues 

(Howey et al., 1978). 

A social support system is defined as a relationship with one or 

more people characterized by frequent interactions of a strongly 

positive nature--especially interaction that lend emotional assistance. 

Social support has been studied as a major distress antidote (Cedoline, 



1982). Although empirical data are limited, the existing research 

suggests that supportive social relationships with superiors, 

colleagues, and subordinates at work directly reduce levels of 

occupational stress. Researchers have found that anxiety over 

work-related matters decreases as cohesiveness within the work group 

increases (Seashore, 1954; Likert, 1961; Kahn et al., 1964). 

The popular terminology for social support is called "mentoring." 
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"A mentor is an experienced adult who befriends and guides a less 

experienced adult. A mentor can offer support, advice, and opportunity 

to a young adult" (Fagen & Walter, 1982, p. 113). Although the concept 

of mentoring has gained popularity in the 1980's, it has its historical 

roots in Greek mythology with a servant to Ulysses the king named 

Mentor. Mentor's duties were to take care and train Telemachus, the 

king's son. He was responsible for the total development of 

Telemachus. The role established by Mentor was expanded and used by 

the medieval trade guilds to train young protegees (Clawson, 1985). 

Odiorne (1985) refers to mentoring as "An American Management 

Innovation" analogous to the Japanese Management style. Although 

mentoring has always occurred on an informal basis, formal mentoring 

programs have grown rapidly in business and industry in the 1980's 

primarily due to equal employment laws (Odiorne, 1985). Businesses and 

governmental agencies have utilized the concept of mentoring in order 

to accelerate women and minorities into higher administrative and 

executive positions. Major firms and agencies currently applying 

mentoring on a formal basis include Merrill Lynch, Bank of the West, 



Federal Express, The Jewel Companies, General Accounting Office, 

Internal Revenue System, and the Southland Corporation. 
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In the business world, a mentor is usually a higher level official 

of a company not usually the mentee's boss. The role of the mentor is 

to serve as an advisor, coach, sounding board in order to develop 

skills needed for promotion. A young, talented and ambitious employee 

is matched with an experienced executive. 

In a study done by Roche (1979) of American executives, he found 

more than 63% of the 1,250 executives had one or more mentors. A 

mentor in this study was defined as one who takes personal interest in 

a subordinate, offers guides, or is a sponsor. In the results of a 

study of Hotel General Managers, Rutherford and Wiegenstein (1984) 

found that two-thirds of the respondents had a mentoring relationship. 

Mentored General Managers rose faster in their careers, managed more 

profitable hotels, and received more pay than those without mentors. 

The GM's generally reported high levels of job satisfaction with 

various aspects of their careers. Additionally, those who enjoyed 

their mentoring relationship tended to view their careers as lasting. 

Reich (1982) sent questionnaires to 520 executives who were 

enrolled in Columbia University Executive Program to find out the 

nature and value of mentor assistance. The study revealed that 75-90% 

felt that mentor assistance provided them more chances to develop their 

own abilities, allowed them to be creative, improved their 

decision-making skills, and most importantly, developed their 

self-confidence. Most interestingly, mentors reported that they felt 



good about furthering the careers of young, talented employees. It 

allowed the senior executives to use their experiences which created 

some inner stimulation and perhaps a revitalization of their own 

purpose of being. 

According to Speizer (1981), there is a general belief among 

professionals that a role model is a prerequisite for success. 

Essentially, a mentor is a positive role model. T. Kemper (1968) 

defines a role model as a "person who possesses skills and displays 

techniques which the actor lacks (or thinks he lacks) and from whom by 

observation and comparison with his own performance the actor can 

learn" (p. 19). 

The role modeling process is based on the works developed by 

Bandura (1969) on social learning theory. Bandura and his colleagues 

placed emphasis on the role of observation in the learning of responses 

to social stimuli (Bandura, 1965; 1969). When an observer learns 

(through imitation) something that is new, modeling behavior occurs. 

Modeling involves the acquisition of novel responses or new behavior. 

The capacity to learn by observation enables people to acquire large, 

integrated patterns of behavior without having to form them gradually 

by tedious trial and error (Bandura, 1977). 

According to social learning theory, modeling produces learning 

through an information process. Observers acquire symbolic 

representations of the modeled activities that serve as a guide for 

appropriate performance. Social learning is governed by four component 

processes: Attentional Process, Retentional Process, Motor 
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Reproduction Process, and Motivational Process. These four processes 

are necessary for imitative learning to occur with the following 

functions: 

1. Attentional Process--the subject must be attentive and alert 

to the modeling process. 

2. Retentional Process--the subject must be able to encode the 

information. 

3. Motoric Reproduction--the subject must be able to perform 

overt motor acts. 

4. Motivational Process--the subject must have the desire to 

attempt the task. 

Therefore, in order for an individual to role-model, the person 

must be attentive, capable of retaining, be able to perform 

motorically, and must be motivated to model. These factors are 

likewise essential for mentoring. In many ways, a role-model is the 

same as a mentor; however, the role of a mentor goes beyond observation 

and imitation to an interpersonal level of commitment and involvement 

(Kram, 1984). 

Roles of a Mentor. Levinson et al. (1978) suggests that a mentor 

relationship is the most important relationship in young adulthood. It 

is important in the young adult's development. Levinson further 

suggests the following: 

He (the mentor) may act as a teacher to enhance the young man's 
skills and intellectual development. Serving as a sponsor, he may 
use his influences to facilitate the young man's entry and 
advancement. He may be a host and guide, welcoming the initiate 
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into a new occupational and social world and acquainting him with 
its values, customs, resources, and a cast of characteristics. 
Through his own virtues, achievements and way of living, the 
mentor may be an exemplar that the protege can admire and seek to 
emulate. He may provide counsel and more support in times of 
stress ••• (p. 98). 

Schein (1978) says that mentoring consists of several roles, 

including teacher coach, positive role-model, developer of talent, 

opener of doors, protector, and successful leader. Clawson (1985) 

found that modern managers do not find their mentor roles as being 

comprehensive. Today's managers tend to emulate their mentors in five 

aspects of life: intellectual sharpness, job skills, managing a 

career, social skills, and emotional support. Dimensions such as 
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physical, recreational, financial scored low on a scale of the roles of 

a mentor. Thus, mentees do not tend to desire to emulate the 

lifestyles of their mentor. Clawson (1985) concluded that a modern 

definition of mentoring centers on the work place but excludes the 

development of personal characteristics. 

Another role of a mentor described in the literature is that of a 

career developer. In fact, in Clawson's (1985) question of whether 

mentoring is necessary, he posits that mentors are not necessary but 

rather career developers. 

Farren (1984) looks at three options to career development via 

employee alone, employee-manager, or employee-mentor: 

1. Option I: Train Employees--Can stimulate the morale and help 

employee identify skills, set career goals, and develop a plan of 

action to pursue goals. Disadvantage: Falls short of moving employee 



to "make things happen." 

2. Option II: Train Managers--Can coach, appraise, advise, and 

act as referral agents. The assistance and support provide employee a 

reality check against their skills. Disadvantage: Not every manager 

is capable of being a career manager and thus could do little to help 

the career. 

3. Option III: Provide Mentor--Career development programs that 

encourage still higher levels of management to become involved can 

increase the pay-off even further by adding the mentor component. 

Mentor activities include: Manage, Encourage, Nurture, Teach 

Organizational Responsibility. 

Thus, a mentor can also play the role of career developer which, 

some organizations are finding, has a greater return on investment. 

Informal mentoring goes on daily within every organization 

(Farren, 1984). In the informal process, a spontaneous relationship 

seems to develop between an experienced and inexperienced employee. 

There are no imposed demands to develop and maintain the relationship 

and the mentee has no high expectations from the mentor. In general, 

the mentee is grateful for whatever advice and guidance he can receive. 

The informal mentoring seems to evolve naturally and grows over time. 

In formal mentoring, junior employees are matched with senior 

employees for a prescribed length of time (Phillips-Jones, 1982). 

Formal mentoring programs are unnatural formations of relationships 

with imposed standards, procedures, goals, activities, and duration. 

They can be carefully monitored with particular regard for the 
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chemistry between mentor-mentee. 

The main purpose of formal mentoring programs is to introduce new 

people to the inner workings of an organization and to help them with 

career advancement. New employees indicate that the formal programs 

reduce much of the initial entry shock and ambiguity (Phillips-Jones, 

1982). 

Formal mentoring programs have been a success in the private 

sector with Jewel Companies, American Telephone and Telegraph's Bell 

laboratories, and Merrill Lynch. These programs encourage mentors to 

provide mentees with one or more kinds of mentoring help: advice on 

career goals and advancement strategies, instruction in technical as 

well as social managerial skills, visibility and exposure, counseling 

about work-related or personal problems, encouragement, confrontation, 

and actual opportunities to perform the new skill. 

Evans (1981) says "individuals who are mentored by a senior person 

are better integrated into the organization's information network and 

thus what to do (through the teaching and door-opening roles) and are 

likely to be highly motivated (through identification with the role 

models) and a reduction in fear of failure due to the protection 

afforded by the mentor" (p. 18). Thu~, when an organization has a 

large number of individuals involved in mentoring relationships, there 

is likely to be a lower control loss in the organization. 

The New York State Commissioner's Task Force on Teacher Education 

and Certification emphasized the importance of the selection of 

teacher-mentors with the daily responsibility of assisting the mentee 
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in a nonevaluative and non-threatening manner. The mentors were to 

demonstrate human relations skills, excellence in teaching, and a 

willingness to participate in the program. A matching process of 

mentor and mentee was suggested. 

The Wisconsin Improvement Plan outlined a mentoring program 

including communicating the mores and expectations of the community; 

dealing with professional ethics; and to assist the beginning teachers 

in becoming self-directed. An on-going training program was suggested 

as the most effective approach. 

Janet Newberry (1977) found that experienced teachers have a 

strong influence on beginning teachers, however, new teachers are 

hesitant to seek help as they are afraid that their request for help 

might imply incompetence on their part. Further, experienced teachers 

tend to be hesitant also in sharing ideas because of a fear of a lack 

of receptivity. The works of Newberry suggested a need for pairing 

mentor-mentee carefully with particular regard to pairing on same grade 

level, same curriculum, and with compatible teaching philosophies. 

Four basic elements of teacher induction programs were recommended in 

the Newberry study: reduced workload, time for study, peer discussions 

and mentoring. Although the internal factors may exist, many beginning 

teachers feel that the external factors are the true cause of their 

resulting failure and dissatisfaction. 

Mentoring Among Teachers. Fagen and Walters (1982) conducted a 

survey of public school teachers, police officers, and nurses on their 
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experiences of mentors and proteges in informal job relationships. The 

frequency and nature of mentoring was assessed as well as their 

relationship to job satisfaction, job burnout, and other personal 

characteristics. The authors of this study found the highest 

prevalence (76%) of mentoring among public high school teachers. 

The authors reported that 74% of teacher proteges attributed their 

gain in self-confidence to their mentors; 40% indicated that their 

mentors provided technical assistance; 67% reported that their mentors 

provided a "listening ear" to their ideas; 51% said they gained a 

better understanding of school administration; and 17% found their 

mentors helpful in learning interactional skills. 

Fagen and Walters discovered that the proteges tended to identify 

with specific traits exhibited by the mentors: dedication to the job, 

self-discipline and hard work, tactfulness, patience, honesty, 

persistence, and neatness. These are essential traits necessary for 

building strength and character in teaching. It is of further 

importance to note that few subjects learned negative traits from their 

mentors. 

In regard to job satisfaction, Fagan and Walters found that 

proteges with mentors were more satisfied than those without mentors or 

"diffuse mentors." Contrary to what the authors hypothesized, proteges 

with more than one mentors experienced more job burnout. It was also 

noted that having a mentor influences proteges to befriend other new 

teachers. 

This study is significant in promoting the value of the mentorin~ 



process for teachers. Fagen and Walters offered the following ways 

that school administrators can encourage mentoring: 

1. Teach novice and veteran teachers the importance of 
mentoring. 
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2. Reinforce veteran teachers who show a sincere interest in 
helping beginners. Praise, extra training, time off, and pay 
raises might be effective reinforcers. 

3. Arrange the working environment so it is conducive to 
senior and junior teachers becoming friends. Allow time for 
social exchange within the work day and promote off-work social 
activities (e.g. bowling team, bridge club, etc.) so that young 
teachers will become friends with more experienced teachers. 
(Fagan & Walter, 1982, p. 117) 

In a study conducted by Gehrke and Kay (1984) investigating the 

presence of mentoring among teachers and the nature of the mentoring 

relationships, one hundred eleven of the 188 respondents indicated that 

someone outside of the family had taken personal interest in their 

careers. The sample consisted of teachers from three high schools, 

three middle schools, and six elementary schools in a large, western 

suburban school district. The mentoring relationships were described 

as role model, confidant, developer of talents, sponsor, "door opener," 

"protector," and "successful leader." 

Gehrke and Kay reported how the mentor-protege relations~ips were 

developed in the school setting: 

• • • teachers said the relationship began when they came in 
contact with the potential mentor in an educational setting such 
as a class or their first teaching assignment. Reports of the 
teachers suggest that the relationship began with signals from the 
potential mentor that they were "taking an interest" in the 
teacher. Such behavior as frequent and apparently friendly visits 
to the classroom, joking and informal conversation and encouraging 
remarks were seen as the special attention labelled "taking an 
interest" (Gehrke & Kay, 1984, p. 22). 
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The authors further tended to suggest that the longer the mentor-

protege was able to maintain contact, the relationship further 

developed and matured with better results. They found: 

• • • as the relationship continued to develop, it became more 
professional and more personal--in other words, it did grow to be 
more comprehensive. The relationship was more informal and caring 
as between two friends, and yet it was more likely to address 
professional growth questions in instructional curriculum and 
classroom management issues (Gehrke & Kay, 1984, p. 23). 

The majority of the teachers in this study found the mentor as 

important to their teaching careers. One-fourth indicated that they 

would not have made the same career decisions had it not been for their 

mentors. A humanitarian need to assist others was noted as 187 of the 

188 indicated a desire to be a mentor assuming willingness to help 

others as they were helped. 

Galvez-Hjornevik (1985) conducted a review of entry level 

mentoring programs implemented in public schools. Schlechty's (1984) 

Career Development Program (CDP) at Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools is 

frequently referenced in the literature. In this program, beginning 

teachers were assigned to Advisory/Assessment (A/A) teams consisting of 

a principal, assistant principal of instruction, and a senior teacher 

mentor. The role of the A/A teams was to observe and confer regularly; 

provide necessary coaching; assist in finding appropriate resources and 

training. The principal was required to spend a half-day per semester 

in the classroom of the beginning teacher. The assistant principal and 

mentor were required to visit the new teacher three times. Schlechty 

revealed the greatest short-term weakness of this program as being the 



lack of systematic training and support for the mentor. 

Waters and Wyatt (1985) developed an intern-intervention program 

in Toledo, Ohio with experienced teachers training and evaluating 

beginning teachers in mentor-like roles. The role of the mentors of 

this program seem to reflect a supervisory function rather than a 

non-threatening supportive function. 

In the Sacks and Brady (1985) Mentor Teacher Pilot Project, 

retired teachers were matched with beginning teachers in a 

collaborative effort of the Bureau of Staff Development in New York 

City and the Barnard College of Education faculty. The program 

developed a slogan which was appropriate for the program: "to 

motivate, not dominate." The goal of the mentors in this program was 

to provide support to the beginning teachers and to encourage 

development of independence upon these teachers. 

In 1983 the California state legislature established a mandate of 

the development of a master teacher program for beginning teachers--the 

California Mentor Teacher Program. The purpose of this state-wide 

program was to encourage the retention of the excellent teachers as 

well as to develop and upgrade the newer and weaker experienced 

teachers. The California Mentor Teacher Program is the first of such 

programs to provide special funding for the mentors in the form of a 

$4,000 stipend. 

Specific guidelines were set for selection of mentors in order to 

maintain high standards and the California State Department of 

Education emohasized their commitment to: 
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1. Provide training for mentors. 
2. Secure commitment for site administrators and teachers 

for work with the mentor. 
3. Set reasonable expectations about what mentors can 

accomplish. 
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4. Provide a forum for mentor teachers to assist one another 
(California State Department of Education, 1983, p. 111). 

The California legislature demonstrates commitment to the 

improvement of the quality of their teaching staff. With the higher 

level of support for the implementation of the mentoring in the schools 

of California, the success of the program is likely to show favorable 

results. 

In the Model Teacher Induction Program (MTIP) implemented by the 

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the University 

of Texas, Huling-Austin (1985) discusses the utilization of a ''support 

teacher" in assisting beginning teachers. The pairing process of the 

support teacher and the beginning teacher reportedly affected the 

success of the interaction. Huling-Austin (1985) suggested that the 

pair should teach on the same grade level and be in proximity to each 

other. Compatible ideologies was encouraged regarding teaching style, 

classroom management, and discipline. Further recommendations from 

MTIP were: (1) support teachers should not be selected until after the 

beginning teacher has been hired and placed, and (2) the pair 

relationship should be structured formally for one semester. The 

speculation presented by Huling-Austin was that the successful 

experience of a formal relationship during the first semester will 

strengthen informally during the second semester. 

The effectiveness in the function of a support teacher was of 



concern in the MTIP. Huling-Austin reported that the MTIP showed that 

"because a person is an experienced, successful teacher, it is 

unrealistic to assume that he/she will have sufficient preparation to 

work effectively with a novice teacher" (Huling-Austin, 1985, p. 21). 

Thus, MTIP provided training to the support teachers prior to the 

beginning of school in order to develop the necessary skills for 

relationship-building. 

Social Support Training 
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Kaplan's et al. (1977) definition of support describes its value 

to an individual's basic needs for affection, approval, belonging, and 

security which are met by significant others. Not only is the quantity 

of support important but the types of support are of equal importance. 

There are two methods of providing social support: 

1. Socioemotional Aid (affection, sympathy, understanding, 

acceptance and esteem from significant others. 

2. Instrumental Aid (advice, information, help with work 

responsibilities). 

Thus, a social support system is a subset of persons in an 

individual's total social network upon which socioemotional aid and/or 

instrumental aid are dependent. 

In Kemper's (1968) theory of reference groups, socialization, and 

achievement, he proposes that reference groups are the social mechanism 

by which individual achievement can be fostered. Kemper's theory 

includes the importance of a role model as a function of comparison 
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groups. A role model is a demonstrator, which through observation, an 

individual can emulate. Duncan and Partridge (1980) define role models 

as "individuals whose behaviors, personal styles, and specific 

attributes are emulated by others" (p. 19). 

The socialization process included three areas which may be 

facilitated by reference groups: (a) conformity to basic cultural 

patterns; (b) adequacy of role performance; and (c) achievement. A 

role model can assist an individual in understanding specific standards 

and boundaries of a system, assist in improving role performance, and 

ultimately create a sense of achievement for an individual. This 

theory provides a framework for the type of assistance needed for 

beginning teachers. 

"Effective induction systems have mechanisms that encourage mutual 

support among status equals" (Schletchy, 1985). Support relationships 

provide assistance in coping with life situations on a short-term or 

long-term basis in a time of acute need or crisis. Short-term supports 

consists of three components: 

1. The significant other helps an individual mobilize his 
psychological resources and master his emotional burdens. 

2. Share the tasks. 
3. Provide extra supplies of money, material, tools, skills, 

and cognitive guidance to improve his handling of his situation 
(Caplan, 1974, p. 6). 

Support systems as described by Caplan (1974) offer guidance and 

direction to an individual and a safe retrieve from the real-world 

stressful environment. Schwartz (1961) defined the helping support 

group as: 
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The group is an enterprise in mutual aid, an alliance of 
individuals who need each other, in varying degrees, to work on 
certain common problems. The important fact is that this is a 
helping system in which the clients need each other as well as the 
worker. This need to use each other, to create not one but many 
helping relationships is a vital ingredient of the group process 
and constitutes a common need over and above the specific tasks 
for which the group is formed. (Schwartz, 1961, p. 7) 

The group serves as a "mutual aid system" where the leader helps 

people help each other. Each group member is able to bring experiences 

which might have some relevance to another group member. A group 

member might be able to add a different dimension of ideas to a 

hopeless situation. The collective collaboration of ideas brings a 

feeling of strength and encouragement to a failing group member. 

Some important elements of the mutual aid process include: (1) 

sharing data and ideas which have proven helpful, {2) dialectical 

exchange as an opportunity to sound out problems in search of tentative 

solutions, (3) discussion of "taboo" areas that are not safe to discuss 

among colleagues and administrators. In the mutual aid process, the 

group members develop the "all-in-the-same boat" phenomenon. It is 

comforting for them to know that they are not alone in their struggle 

to adjust to the work environment. An individual frequently is better 

able to deal with the difficult problems when others are experiencing 

similar problems (Schwartz, 1961). 

Possible obstacles to mutual aid were expressed by Schwartz (1961) 

indicating that effective interactions cannot be assumed or will not 

automatically develop. Acknowledging problems and concerns to a group 

of strangers can be a problem initially. Developing a mutual aid 



system is a complex task of open communication which requires mutual 

trust, empathy, and understanding by all participants. The group 

leader serves to control the dynamics of the group in helping each 

individual and the total group relate effectively to each other. 
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Small support group sessions allow teachers an opportunity to 

reflect and interact, assess their own needs, set their own goals and 

self-evaluation procedures. The material is presented on a practical 

level providing an opportunity to practice the skills under the 

protective guidance of a leader and and supportive peers. The ultimate 

goal is to enable the new teacher to become a more effective teacher 

(Howey, 1979). 

Preliminary Studies 

Survey of First Year Teaching Experience. In May, 1984, an 

organizational feedback survey was sent out to new teachers of the 

Southeast Subdistrict of a large, urban school district. The survey 

was helpful in providing a research base in identifying areas of 

concern and assisting in developing appropriate programming for new 

teachers. 

The twenty-item instrument was designed by King, Jackson and Bell 

in 1983. The survey measured (a) job satisfaction, (b) satisfaction 

with building administrator(s), (c) preparation for the classroom, (d) 

attitude toward peers, (e) feelings of stress, and (f) importance of 

job career. Respondents were asked to rate each of the items on a 

scale of 1 (Strongly Agree), 2 (Agree), 3 (Undecided), 4 (Disagree), 
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and 5 (Strongly Disagree). (See Appendix A.) 

Demographic information was obtained regarding sex, age, number of 

previous jobs, geographical location of college training, and types of 

student teaching (rural, suburban, urban). The new teachers of this 

study were young with 44% being between the ages of 18 and 25. The 

majority of the respondents (42%) were trained in a college located in 

the South although 33% reported coming from a college of the North. 

The student teaching experience of the new teachers was largely within 

suburban and urban school districts with 20% done in rural school 

settings. The new teachers taught predominantly at the elementary 

level. 

Male and female respondents tended to show no strong differences 

in attitudes except in a few areas. Females were more likely to feel 

that job-related stress had affected their health. Job demands were 

viewed by males as not being excessive while females disagreed. Men 

felt that individuality and creativity were encouraged far more than 

females believed. Both males and females tended to share good feelings 

about having a long future in teaching, about their job performance, 

and ability to cope. 

A general trend was noted in the attitudes of those who received 

college training in the northern, eastern, and western parts of the 

country as compared to the southern half. New teachers trained in the 

North, East, and West tended to have the strongest differences in 

philosophies compared to those trained in the South. Teachers trained 

in the North and West were less likely to feel that they had a long 



future in the teaching career. Those trained in the South felt the 

strongest level of commitment to teaching. 

Feelings of uncertainty about job performance were noted most by 

the North and East teachers while teachers trained in the South showed 

more confidence in teaching performance. Northerners and easterners 

tended to feel that their health was affected by job stress, that job 

demands were excessive, and they were slightly less likely to have 

someone to talk to about the job. Southern trained teachers believed 

they had more control over their success than the teachers from other 

geographical areas and felt in rapport with their school principals. 
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New teachers who did student teaching training in the suburban and 

urban settings were largely different from those of rural student 

teaching training. The more the student teaching training matched with 

the current job placement, the more likely the philosophical acceptance 

of the new teacher. Teachers trained in rural settings seemed to feel 

more job demands, more trouble with coping, more affected by stress, 

and less prepared for the classroom. Rural trained teachers further 

felt less socialized into their jobs as their level of acceptance by 

co-workers was not as great as their counterparts. However, they were 

happier to come to work. 

Teachers receiving student teaching training in an urban school 

setting seemed to feel that they had a long future in the teaching 

career and, further, had strong feelings about having control over 

their success. Thus, a higher level of confidence was noted by this 

group of teachers. A lack of togetherness and coooeration among 
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co-workers was expressed by the urban trained teachers. 

Suburban trained new teachers were the most indecisive group with 

less feeling of job commitment, less rapport with administrators and 

co-workers, and less part in the decision-making. They felt strongly 

about having control over their success as well as positive feelings 

about their job performance. Teachers trained in suburban school 

districts expressed the most dissimilarity with the life experiences of 

their students. 

A qualitative analysis was done on the comments shared by the 

respondents to the Survey of First Year Teaching Experience. The 

comments seemed to cluster in four general areas: (1) New Teacher 

Specific Problems; (2) Situation/Building Specific Problems; (3) 

District Problems; and (4) Individual Problems. The Situation/Building 

Specific Problems was the largest category of concerns with 33%. A 

sample of concerns in this cluster consisted of importance of school, 

co-workers, administrators in adjustment, lack of support from 

principals; where to seek assistance, and rigidity and reluctance to 

change. Twenty-five percent (25%) of the responses fell in the 

Individual Problems cluster consisting of items such as lack of 

commitment to teaching, chose the wrong profession, and not happy to 

come to work. Another twenty-five percent (25%) fell within the 

District Problem cluster. Some of the concerns in this cluster were 

not enough orientation, poor salaries, and too much emphasis on 

testing. Those items classified as New Teacher Specific Problems 

showed less concern. Respondents in this cluster saw a need for new 



teacher orientation and guidance on proper school procedures. 

In summary, the results of the Survey of First Year Teaching 

Experience tended to reflect the greatest disparity with the group of 

new teachers on the demographic factor of geographical location of 

training. The data revealed that the more similar the geographical 

college training and student teacher training to the current teaching 

position, the beginning teacher appeared to have been more adjusted. 

The further departure of experience from the southern, urban school 

district, the more problems were faced by beginning teachers. 

Implications of this study suggested the particular need for extensive 

training for beginning teachers with experience and training unlike 

their job placement. The proper training in the sensitivity of school 

districts' philosophical expectations and the procedures of the school 

district might be helpful in the adjustment process of the beginning 

teacher. 

Pilot Study. A pilot study was done during the 1984-85 school 

year--"Transition Through Mentoring: A Model for the Induction of the 

Beginning Teacher." The purpose of the research was to investigate the 

effects of a planned, on-going teacher induction program for beginning 

teachers. The program was designed to assist in the adjustment process 

from teacher training to work; to increase productivity through 

specific skills training; and to establish a feeling of job acceptance 

through confidence building and social support (mentoring). 

Forty-five beginning teachers were randomly selected and assigned 
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to one of three treatments--Control Group, Untrained Mentor, and 

Trained Mentor/Support Group. Each treatment group consisted of 

fifteen participants. Thirty experienced teachers selected to serve as 

mentors were assigned to two experimental groups--Untrained Mentor and 

Trained Mentor/Support Group. The mentors were selected by their 

principals with each being required to have a minimum of five years' 

teaching experience and exemplary performance. 

The pilot study was conducted over a seven month period with 

meetings held once a month for the participants of the Trained 

Mentor/Support Group. Pretest and posttest measures were administered 

to all participants consisting of: (1) Needs Assessment, (2) Purdue 

Teacher Opinionaire, (3) Job Description Index, (4) Survey of Teacher 

Attitudes, and (5) Teacher Evaluation. Mentors were administered the 

same instruments with additional scales measuring mentoring experiences 

on the Kentucky Mentoring Survey (Fagen & Walters, 1982). A program 

evaluation was also done by all participants to measure the 

effectiveness of the program. 

The pilot study procedure was conducted in order to refine the 

research design and procedures for later studies, to determine the 

appropriateness of selected instruments, and to eliminate inadequate 

procedures and instruments. The pilot study further served the role of 

practice for the experimenter as well as for the standardization of the 

procedures. 

The data revealed differences between the three experimental 

groups. The participants of the Control Group, who received only the 



minimum district orientation, showed the highest level of adjustment 

problems as measured by the dependent measures of teacher needs, 

attitude, morale, performance, and job satisfaction. 
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The Untrained Mentor Group was assigned an untrained mentor who 

was required to make contact with the beginning teacher at least once a 

week. The untrained mentor did not receive any formal training on 

effective communication skills. As a result, the Untrained Mentor 

Group was not significantly different from the Control Group. It was 

reflected that having an untrained mentor assigned made no difference 

from having no mentor at all. 

The Trained Mentor/Support Group showed the lowest level of 

adjustment problems on all of the dependent measures. In this group, 

the mentor underwent a formal training program and the mentees 

participated in a support training group. Because this group consisted 

of two treatment effects, the results were confounded in this study. 

However, in assessing the Program Evaluation, the mentees of this group 

indicated that they found having both a trained mentor and the support 

training group to have been more effective than having one treatment 

alone. 

The research design of the pilot study presented particular 

concern since the confounding variables of the combined treatment 

effect created research violations. As a result, refinement of the 

research design was recommended for any future studies. Since the 

Untrained Mentor Group showed no differences from the Control Group, 

the elimination of the Untrained Mentor Group as a treatment effect 



seemed appropriate. A tighter study would separate the treatment 

effects of the Support Group Only and Trained Mentor as well as to 

consider the combined effect of treatments. 

The procedures regarding the selection process of participants 

was appropriate, however, results of program evaluations revealed 

additional recommendations being that mentors should teach on the same 

grade level as mentee and should be in close proximity to mentee. The 

duration of the program could be reduced from the seven months as 

designed in the pilot study to five months, however, it was strongly 

recommended that the program be initiated at the beginning of the 

school year. 

In conducting the pilot study, the instruments were found to be 

appropriate in measuring the dependent variables. However, 

administering the same measures to the mentors did not prove to be of 

necessary value since the results of the beginning teachers were the 

primary focus. 

In summary, the review of the literature acknowledges the fact 

that new employees to an organization tend to suffer a period of 

adjustment and transition. Job needs, attitudes, morale, and overall 

satisfaction depend upon the degree in which the expectations of both 

the employee and the employer are being met. A preventive method of 

assuring work adjustment is to place special attention to the initial 

entrance in the work environment. 

The review indicates that beginning teachers suffer difficulty in 

adjusting during those early days of employment. The beginning 
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teachers lack the support, guidance, and further training that might be 

helpful in their adjustment process. Programs designed to induct new 

teachers into a school system have been initiated in some districts· , 

however, the programs do not seem to last long or they are not designed 

to meet the specific needs of the new teacher. 

Assumptions 

This study of the psychological adjustment of beginning teachers 

assumes the following: 

1. Beginning teachers are not adequately inducted into the 

teaching profession; 

2. Beginning teachers experience feelings of loneliness and 

isolation which may interfere with their feelings of confidence and 

then ability to perform; 

3. A lack of comradery exists among experienced and inexperienced 

teachers that might assist in the morale of inexperienced teachers; 

4. Beginning teachers lack a basic support system offering 

encouragement, guidance, and confidence-building; 

5. Beginning teachers experience difficulty in transferring 

theoretical training into practical application. 

The purposes of this study were to aid in the adjustment process 

of beginning teachers who enter teaching service from the pre-service 

level (college); to investigate the effects of a planned, on-going 

beginning teacher assistance program; to determine the effects of a 

social support system designed to promote professional adjustment as 



well as personal guidance through mentoring; and to determine the 

effectiveness of a support group designed to increase productivity 

through specific training as well as to develop feelings of job 

acceptance through confidence-building. 

Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were addressed in this study: 

1. Are there differences in the morale of beginning teachers who 

experience Orientation Only, Support Training Only, Trained Mentor 

Only, or Trained Mentor/Support Trained Group? 

2. Are there differences in the feelings of job satisfaction 

between groups? 
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3. Are there differences in teacher attitude toward pupil-control 

between groups? 

4. Are there differences in expressed needs in the classroom 

between groups? 

5. Are there differences in teacher performance between groups? 

6. Are there differences between levels of teaching (elementary 

and secondary)? 

7. Is there an interactional effect? 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are defined: 

Beginning Teacher--A teacher who is new to the school district 

with less than three years of teaching experience. 



Beginning Teacher Assistance Program--This term is used 

interchangeably with teacher inductiQn. It is programming of the 

professional entry into the school district and the planned support of 

the new teacher. 
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Mentor--An experienced adult who befriends and guides a less 

experienced adult. A mentor can offer support, advice, and opportunity 

to a young adult (Fagan and Walters, 1982). 

Trained Mentor--An experienced adult who undergoes a training 

program emphasizing active listening skills, methods of developing 

mutual respect, effective communication, and effective helping skills. 

Social Support System--A relationship with one or more people 

characterized by frequent interactions of a strongly positive nature 

especially interactions that lend emotional assistance (Cedoline, 

1982). 

Support Training Group--Beginning teachers who experience a 

developmental process of work adjustment dealing with survival, skills 

development, and mastery. 

Orientation Only--Beginning teachers who undergo the traditional 

one-week introduction to the particular school district (introduction 

of administrators, reviewing policy and procedure). 

Work Adjustment--A continuous and dynamic process by which an 

individual seeks to achieve and maintain harmony in the work 

environment (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984). 



Limitations 

For the purpose of generalization to other beginning teacher 

programs, there are some limitations that must be considered. This 

study was limited to a large, urban school district and may not be 

applicable to rural or suburban school districts. The selection 

process of mentors was not a randomization from a pool of experienced 

teachers which may limit the generalizations that can be drawn from 

this study. 

Method 

Subjects 

From a pool of 600 beginning teachers in a large urban school 

district in North Central Texas, 120 beginning teachers were randomly 

selected and assigned to one of four treatments (Group !--Control 

Group, Group !!--Support Only, Group III--Trained Mentor Only, and 

Group IV--Trained Mentor/Support Group). A total of 30 beginning 

teachers were assigned to each treatment which included 15 elementary 

and 15 secondary teachers. After attrition, complete pretest and 

posttest data were collected on 94 beginning teachers representing 

Group I {N=22), Group II (N=22), Group III {N=l9), and Group IV (N=24). 

A total of 12 cases was missing portions of the dependent measures and 

demographics and, thus, not considered as complete cases. 

The sample consisted of 72 females and 22 males. The ethnic 

groups for the sample included 69 Anglos, 15 Black Americans, 7 Mexican 

Americans, 2 Indians and 1 listed as Other. The age range consisted of 
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44 within the ages of 18-25, 38 teachers who were between 36-45 and 4 

teachers in the 46-55 age category. Fifty-five teachers were single, 

31 were married and 6 were divorced. Eighty-six of the beginning 

teachers held Bachelor's degrees and 8 had Master's d~grees. The 

geographical college training of the participants consisted of 28 

teachers trained in the North, 43 trained in the South, 10 trained in 

the East, 12 trained in the West and 1 listed as Other. Student 

teaching training for 44 of the participants was in an urban school 

district, 30 were trained in a suburban area and 20 were trained in a 

rural school district. Forty-five teachers had no previous teaching 

experience while 49 had previous experience. A geographical relocation 

was required by 50 of the beginning teachers with 43 already from the 

geographical area of the study. Descriptive information can be found 

in Table 1. 

Sixty experienced teachers were recommended by their school 

principals to serve as mentors for the beginning teachers of the mentor 

groups. The selection of the mentors was not random, which may be 

considered a limitation of this study. However, since it was important 

that the mentor, who was matched with a mentee, was located in the same 

building, taught on the same grade level as the mentee, was in physical 

proximity to the mentee, and was willing to participate in the program, 

random selection did not appear feasible for this study. The mentors 

and mentees were randomly assigned to groups. Recommended experienced 

teachers met the following qualifications: 

1. had a minimum of five (5) years teaching experience; 



2. had a history of exemplary teacher performance as measured by 

principal evaluation; 

3. taught on same grade level as matched mentee; 

4. were willing to participate in an on-going mentoring program. 
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Table 1 

Demographic Information 

Beginning Teachers 

DEMOGRAPHIC N PERCENT 

Sex Male 22 23.4 
Female 72 76.6 

Race Anglo 69 73.4 
Black American 15 15.9 
Mexican American 7 7.5 
Indian 2 2.1 
Other 1 1.1 

Age 81-25 44 46.8 
26-35 38 40.4 
36-45 8 8.5 
46-55 4 4.3 

Marital Single 51 58.0 
Status Married 31 35.2 

Divorced 6 6.8 

Degree Bachelor's 86 91.5 
Master's 8 8.5 

College North 28 30.1 
Training South 43 46.2 

East 10 10.8 
West 12 12.9 

Student Rural 20 21.3 
Teaching Suburban 30 31.9 

Urban 44 46.8 

Previous Yes 45 47.9 
Experience No 49 52.1 

Geographical Yes 50 53.8 
Relocation No 43 46.2 



Instrumentation 

Each participant in the experimental groups was measured on 

pretest and posttest instruments measuring teacher morale, teacher 

attitude, job satisfaction, teacher evaluation, and assessment of 

needs. (See Appendix F) 
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Purdue Teacher Opinionaire. The Purdue Teacher Opinionaire was 

developed by Ralph R. Bentley and Averno M. Remple originally in 1961. 

It has been administered to over 10,000 teachers since its development. 

It was designed to measure teacher morale with specific emphasis on the 

following concerns: how teachers feel about their particular schools; 

problems and tensions that might affect them; and how their morale 

compares to other teachers. 

The Purdue Teacher Opinionaire yields a total score in addition to 

yielding ten sub-dimensions or factors. The ten factors include: (a) 

Teacher Rapport with Principal; (b) Satisfaction with Teaching; (c) 

Rapport among Teachers; (d) Teacher Salary; (e) Teacher Load; (f) 

Curriculum Issues; (g) Teacher Status; (h) Community Support of 

Education; (i) School Facilities and Services; and {j) Community 

Pressures. 

This instrument is based on the theory that the level of morale is 

determined by the extent to which an individual's needs are met and the 

extent to which the individual perceives satisfaction as deriving from 

the total job situation. High scores (4.0) denote enthusiasm and 

interest in the job. Low scores (1.0) denote a lack of interest or 



enthusiasm for the job. Two important concepts borrowed from 

organizational theory are task-achievement and needs satisfaction. 

Productivity and progress have been found to be related to these two 

concepts. The authors of this instrument have found the satisfaction 

of both individual and group needs and their harmonization as a basis 

for morale. Although there have been instruments developed to measure 

morale and job satisfaction, few have addressed specifically teacher 

morale (Hoppock, 1935). The Purdue Teacher Opinionaire was an attempt 

to further explore the needs and morale of teachers. It was 

appropriate for this study since it uniquely addressed the concerns of 

teachers and was standardized specifically on a population of teachers. 

Due to the multidimensional view of job morale on the Purdue 

Teacher Opinionaire, factor analysis was used in identifying each 

dimension. The procedure used was a principle components analysis of 

the image-covariance matrix followed by an oblique (Carroll 

biquartimin) rotation of the extracted factors (Remple and Bentley, 

1964). Ten factors were identified and refined for this instrument. 

Test-retest reliability of the factors over a four week period for 

3,023 teachers was: Teacher Rapport with Principal, .88; Satisfaction 

with Teaching, .84; Rapport among Teachers, .80; Teacher Salary, .81; 

Teacher Load, .77; Curriculum Issues, .76; Teacher Status, .81; 

Community Support of Education, .78; School Facilities and Services, 

.80; and Community Pressures, .62. The test-retest reliability of the 

total score, assessed on the same sample, was .87. 

Validation procedures involved the use of peer judgements made by 
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fellow teachers. A rating form was included in the Opinionaire on 

which teachers were asked to identify three to ten teachers whom they 

considered to have the highest morale and three to ten whom had the 

lowest morale. On the basis of peer judgement, teacher morale groups 

were identified as "high, middle, and low." Mean scores were 

calculated for each of the groups. Significant differences were found 

beyond the .05 level. 

The responses on the Purdue Teacher Opinionaire are made on a 

four-point scale (A-Agree, PA-Probably Agree, PD-Probably Disagree, 

D-Disagree). The scoring is weighted in the following manner: (a) 

When "AGREE" is the keyed to a positive response, the weights are A-4, 

PA-3, PD-2, and D-1; (b) When "DISAGREE" is the keyed to a negative 

response, the weights are: A-1, PA-2, PD-3, D-4. Medians are used to 

denote the average item and factor scores across teachers. A median of 

4.0 is the best response and a median of 1.0 is the poorest. A median 

of 4.0 indicates that all the responses were either "Agree" (positive 

item) or "Disagree" (negative item). 

Normative data were established for elementary and secondary 

teachers based on a sample of 412 elementary and 174 secondary 

teachers. Elementary school faculties scored higher than secondary 

faculties on all factors. Thirty-four states were represented in the 

norming sample. 
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Teacher Needs Assessment Scale. In a study done by Veeman (1984), a 

list of the most serious problems experienced by beginning teachers was 

compiled and classified according to their importance and rank order. 

Item selection for the Teacher Needs Assessment Scale was taken from 

the top twenty problems of concern presented in the Veeman study. The 

instrument was designed by the authors of this study and used during 

the pilot-study (King, Jackson, Andrews & Bell, 1985) to identify 

problem areas experienced by new teachers to the school system. 

The twenty items of this scale covered topics that ranged from 

classroom discipline, which was the most common and biggest concern, to 

class size, which was less of a concern. All twenty items were 

identified in the literature as concerns for beginning teachers. In 

the present study, respondents were asked to rate each item on a scale 

of 1 (Not a concern at all) to 5 (Very much an area of concern). 

A total score was calculated for each respondent. The score was 

the sum of the individual item scores with the range of scores being 20 

to 100. Reliability and validity measures were not available for this 

scale at the time this study was done. 

Job Description Index. The Job Description Index was developed by 

Smith, Kendall, and Hulen in 1975 at Bowling Green University. The 

purpose of developing this instrument was to construct a scale 

measuring job satisfaction within a general and descriptive framework. 

The scale was to be applicable to a wide variety of people and jobs, 

written in clear language, inexpensive and include normative data. The 
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theoretical framework is based on a definition of job satisfaction as 

feelings or affective responses to facets of a situation. The feelings 

are associated with what a worker expects as fair and reasonable and 

what is actually experienced. Five areas of job satisfaction are 

covered by the Job Description Index: work, pay, promotions, 

supervision, and co-workers. 

The format of the Job Description Index consists of a series of 

adjective checklists referring to different aspects of the job. The 

respondent was instructep to indicate whether each word or phrase 

applied to the job. If it applied, the response was "Y" (Yes). If it 

did not apply, the response was "N" (No). If the respondent was unable 

to decide, the response was a question mark ("?"). 

The authors listed some advantages of the Job Description Index in 

measuring job satisfaction: (a) it deals with specific areas of 

satisfaction rather than global ones; (b) the stimulus phrases are 

short, simple, and not vague; (c) it does not ask directly if the 

person is satisfied with work (job referant rather than self-referant); 

(d) the Job Description Index is not a projective measure. 

The items for this instrument were initially obtained from a pool 

of other job satisfaction inventories. Extensive studies were done 

with item analysis in order to obtain the final items. Normative data 

were collected on Cornell University students (n=168) in one study and 

employees from two electronics plants (n=80) in another. Split-half 

reliabilities calculated by the Spearman-Brown Formula were .79 in the 

first study and .80 in the second. 



Test-retest reliability was difficult to establish since low 

correlations between two administrations meant that there were changes 

within the job situation rather than inconsistency of the scale. 

Correlations of .7 and .8 between the Job Description Index and other 

measures of satisfaction were found. A test-retest reliability of .45 

to .75 was found over a three-year interval for 45 employees in a 

farmers' cooperative. 

The direct scoring method of the Job Description Index is 

different from the traditional methods. Based on empirical evidence 

(Smith, Kendall, Hulin, 1975), the authors concluded that the "?" 

responses were more indicative of dissatisfaction than satisfaction. 

Thus, in the direct scoring method, the "?" response is not considered 

an in-between response and is given a weighted score. The weights for 

the direct scoring of the Job Description Index are: "Yes" to a 

positive item has a weight of 3; "No" to a negative item has a weight 

o~ 3; "?" to any item has a weight of 1; "Yes" to a negative item has a 

weight of 0; "No" to a positive item has a weight of 0. 

The respondents were asked to put a "Y" beside an item that 

described the job in each of the five scales (work, pay, supervision, 

promotions, co-workers); put "N" if the item did not describe the job, 

or "?" if there was uncertainty. The range of possible scores on each 

scale was 0 - 54 with the lower scores reflecting dissatisfaction and 

the higher scores reflecting satisfaction. The total score of an 

indifference response for each scale was 18. 
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A scoring key is provided with the appropriate response of 

"satisfaction" for each item on the Job Description Index. The number 

of expected responses for each subscale are: Work (30 "Yes" items; 24 

"No" items); Supervision (30 "Yes" items; 24 "No" items); and 

Co-workers (24 "Yes" items; 30 "No" items). 

Normative data for the satisfaction scores were based on a sample 

of over 2,000 males and 600 females. The sample included employees 

from 19 companies and 16 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas with 

stratification in the areas of sex, income, education, and job tenure. 

The Job Description Index was deemed appropriate for this study 

due to the precise format, ease in understanding, administration, 

scoring, and analysis. 

Survey of Teacher Attitudes Toward Children. The Survey of 

Attitudes Toward Children was developed as a part of an assessment 

packet on child discipline by Irwin Hyman. It is an abbreviated form 

of the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI) which was designed 

by Cook, Leeds, and Callis (1951). The MTAI has been used extensively 

in the literature with over 200 references noted in Tests in Print; 

however, it is no longer being published. 

The MTAI had 150 items and was based on the theory that children 

should be seen and not heard and that most children are obedient. It 

measured teacher's attitude or capacity for interpersonal relationships 

with pupils. The MTAI score indicated "progressive," "pupil-centered," 

"non-authoritarian," "conservative," or "teacher-centered 
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authoritarian" teacher attitudes toward children. The reliability as 

measured by Spearman-Brown Split-Half Formula revealed a coefficient of 

.93. The chief handicap was its fakability. 

The Survey of Attitudes Toward Children is a 27-item instrument 

representing commonly held attitudes toward child discipline. Like the 

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, the statements reflect 

"progressive, pupil-centered, non-authoritarian," "conservative," or 

"teacher-centered authoritarian" teacher attitudes. As indicated 

earlier in the review of literature, beginning teachers tend to come to 

the schools with progressive and liberal attitudes but over time tend 

to change to a more conservative and traditional teacher attitude 

(Muller-Fohrbrodt, 1978). 

Respondents were asked to rate their opinions of each statement on 

a 5-point scale of !--Strongly Agree, 2--Mildly Agree, 3--Neither Agree 

nor Disagree, 4--Mildly Disagree, 5--Strongly Disagree. High scores 

were reflective of progressive attitudes while lower scores reflected 

conservative attitudes. 

Teacher Evaluation Form. A Teacher Evaluation Form, designed by 

King, Jackson, Andrews, & Bell (1985), was initially used during the 

pilot study. Its purpose was to determine the level of teaching 

performance of the beginning teachers at the beginning of the study 

(pretest) and at the end of the study {posttest). 

The fourteen items of the scale covered the same general areas as 

the Teacher Needs Assessment Scale dealing with the teacher's classroom 



environment, teaching skills, pupil-control, and social interaction 

skills with parents, peers, and administrators. The instrument was 

completed by each participating principal. Respondents were asked to 

rate the beginning teacher on a five-point scale ranging from 

Outstanding (5), Above Average (4), Satisfactory {3), Improvement 

Needed {2), Below Average (1). 
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A total score was calculated. The score was the sum of the 

individual items with the range of scores being 14-70. Reliability and 

validity coefficients were not available. 

Program Evaluation. The program evaluation used for this study 

was previously designed during the pilot study (King, Jackson, Andrews, 

& Bell, 1985). In this study, it was administered to the beginning 

teachers of Group II (Support Training Group Only), the mentees of 

Group IV (Trained Mentor/Support Training Group), and the mentors of 

Group III (Trained Mentor Only) and Group IV. Mentees of Group III did 

not complete the program evaluation since the content specifically 

addressed participation in the group meetings. The mentees of Group 

III were assigned mentors but did not attend the meetings. The Control 

Group was also not included in the program evaluation. 

The program evaluation was conducted during the final meetings 

with the purpose of determining the effectiveness, value, and impact of 

the various programs. Further, it was designed to determine the need 

for program continuation and/or program modifications. 



The instrument covered seven general areas of focus: the 

organization of the sessions, purposes of the sessions, work of the 

presenter(s), ideas and activities of the sessions, scope of the 

sessions, involvement of the sessions, and the overall value of the 

sessions. Respondents were asked to circle the responses which best 

represented their reactions to the items. The responses ranged on a 

five-point scale from 5 indicating positive scores to 1 indicating 

negative scores. Each item included a descriptive value of the 

five-point scale. (See Appendix I) 
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Percentages of the responses for each group was obtained and used 

for descriptive data rather than for statistical analysis. Reliability 

and validity of the program evaluation instrument are not available. 

Procedure 

The design for this study was a pretest-posttest experimental 

design with a control group and three experimental conditions. The 

three experimental groups were Support Training Only, Trained Mentor 

Only, and a combination treatment of Support Training/Trained Mentor 

Group. A total of 120 teachers were assigned to the four groups. Each 

of the groups contained fifteen elementary teachers and fifteen 

secondary teachers. Each group is described below: 

1. Group I. Control Group--A group of thirty beginning teachers 

were assigned but did not participate in any formal assistance program 

outside of the traditional school district orientation. They received 

pretest and posttest packets with the stated purpose being to gather 



information for future programming for beginning teachers. 

2. Group II. Support Training Only--Thirty beginning teachers 

were assigned to this group and participated in Support Training, a 

specialized, formal beginning teacher assistance program. The 

participants received socioemotional and instrumental aid to assist 

them in their psychological adjustment to work. Participants met once 

a month for organized and planned activities conducted by the program 

leader. The areas of emphasis were professional survival skills 

development, classroom management, and mastery of teaching skills. 

Pretest and posttest scores were obtained for this group. (See 

Appendix H,.) 

3. Group III. Trained Mentor Group Only--This group contained 30 

beginning teachers and 30 experienced teachers. The beginning teachers 

of this group were assigned mentors (experienced teachers) to assist 

them in their psychological adjustment to work. Each mentor was from 

the same school as the beginning teacher and taught on the same grade 

level (ex. first, third, seventh, etc.). The mentors underwent a 

training program once a month emphasizing listening skills, methods of 

developing mutual respect, effective communication skills, and 

effective helping skills. Mentors were required to meet with mentees a 

minimum of twice a week. Pretest and posttest information were 

obtained from this group. (See Appendix G.) 

4. Group IV. Trained Mentor/Support Training Group--Thirty 

beginning teachers and 30 experienced teachers were assigned to this 

group. The beginning teachers were matched with a trained mentor and 
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participated in the Mentee Support Training Group. The assigned 

mentors underwent the Mentor Training Program which was held on a 

monthly basis. Mentors were required to meet with mentees a minimum of 

twice a week. Pretest and posttest measures were administered to all 

participants of this group. (See Appendix H.) 

Program Leader Training 

The program leader was a doctoral student who received training in 

the area of school psychology. The leader holds a certificate from the 

Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists as an Associate School 

Psychologist and has practiced school psychology for ten years. The 

leader has experience in conducting workshops, in-service training 

sessions, and consultations with teachers, parents and administrators. 

The leader designed a mentoring program for beginning teachers and 

conducted a pilot study during the school year of 1984-85. 

The curriculum of the Mentor/Mentee Training, in large part, was 

based on specific counseling techniques. Much of the theoretical basis 

for the training was obtained from the works of Carkhuff in The Art of 

Helping (Carkhuff, 1973), a humanistic approach toward the development 

of effective interpersonal relationships. Another source was 

Consultation as a Counselor Intervention (Myrick, 1976). 

Pretest/Posttest 

All participants in the study were provided pretest and posttest 

packets. The pretest measures were mailed to each participant prior to 

the first week of the treatment phase. The packet consisted of: (a) a 



cover letter explaining the packet material, the program goals, the 

return date, and a label with the return address; (b) a letter of 

consent outlining the names of the instruments, a statement of 

anonymity, and further rights of a subject; (c) an instrument for 

collecting demographic information regarding sex, age, ethnicity, 

marital status, academic degree, and the number of years of teaching 

experience; (d) Purdue Teacher Opinionaire; (e) Job Description Index; 

(f) Survey of Teacher Attitudes; (g) Teacher Needs Assessment. (See 

Appendix D.) 

The participants were given a two week period to complete the 

pretest packets. Letters were sent out to remind the participants one 

week prior to the deadline. 

The posttest measures were mailed to each participant two weeks 

prior to the completion of the treatment phase. The packets contained 

the same information and instruments as the pretest packets. 

Training of Participants 

The mentors met on a monthly basis for a total of five training 

sessions. The meetings were held at a training center which was 

centrally located. The involvement over a five month period allowed 

the opportunity for mentors to learn a skill, practice the skill 

("learn by doing"), and acquire a developmental mastery of the skill. 

The Mentor Training Manual outlined the procedures, objectives, 

and goals of each session. (See Appendix G.) The general topic areas 

covered in the manual were: (a) Session !--Introduction to the 
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Mentoring Perspective; (b) Session !!--Mentor as a Friend--Friendships 

and Social Support; (c) Session III--Mentor as a Consultant--The 

Helping Process; (d) Session IV--Stimulate into Action; (e) Session 

V--Mentor Review. 
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The mentees met on a monthly basis for a total of five training 

sessions. The meetings were held at a centrally located training 

center. The model of the Mentee Support Training was based on a 

continuous and gradual process. Watts (1980) suggested several ways in 

which an individual can be helped to advance from one state to another: 

1. Association with ideas and people whose thinking is slightly 

ahead and particularly helpful. 

2. Growth through experience with an opportunity to listen, 

question and conceptualize until the concept is mastered. 

3. Opportunity to be exposed to new ideas, experimentation and 

reflections. 

Through association, experience, and opportunity, a three-level 

developmental process was focused upon in the Mentee Support Training 

Group: State One--Survival (Job Adjustment), Stage Two--Support 

(Professional Networking), Stage Three--Strength (Mastery of 

Self-Confidence) (Watts, 1980). 

The survival stage concentrated on the immediate problems--the 

daily "what ifs. • • what do I do when. " Stage two dealt with 

the social development system of support and professional networking 

offering friendship, encouragement, and the pooling of resources and 

materials. The third stage--strength--established a confidence level 



with the job itself, the profession, and personal development of the 

teacher. 

The Mentee Training Manual outlined the procedures, objectives, 

and goals of each session (see Appendix H). The topics covered in the 

manual included: (a) Session !--Adjustment of the Beginning Teacher; 

(b) Session II--Support for the Beginning Teacher; (c) Session 

III--Meeting the Needs of the Beginning Teacher; (d) Session 

IV--Bureauracy: Learning the System; (e) Session V--Classroom 

Management. 

Protection of Human Subjects 

This study provided protection of its subjects through the 

guidelines outlined by Human Rights Committee. A cover letter 

{Appendix C) was sent with pre and post instruments to explain the 

following: 

1. No names were used on the instruments. Coding was done by 

matching numbers to a master list of corresponding numbers. Upon 

receiving completed test packets, the master list of code numbers and 

names was destroyed. 

2. Complete anonymity was assured. 

3. Participation in the study was voluntary. 

4. A form was included for consent of participation. 

5. Results of the study will be furnished upon request. 
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Results 

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate whether three 

models of beginning teacher induction programs had different effects 

upon job morale, job satisfaction, attitudes, expressed needs, teacher 

evaluation, levels of teaching and interactions. The source of 

information used to answer the statistical questions and to test the 

research hypotheses were scores obtained from (1) The Teacher 

Opinionaire, {2) Job Description Index, {3) Survey of Teacher 

Attitudes, (4) Beginning Teacher Needs Assessment, and (5) Teacher 

Evaluation Form. A computer program produced by SPSS-X (1984) was 

utilized to obtain the results. Statistical significance at the .043 

level was established prior to the data analysis in order to control 

for experimenter-wise error rate. 

To examine the differences on the measure of teacher morale that 

existed among the groups, an Analysis of Variance with Repeated 

Measures (2x4x2) was done indicating no significant difference. A 

multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) with the pretest being 

the covariant was done with no significant difference found among the 

ten subscales. The respective univariate F-test results of each 

subscale were: 

F
1 

Rapport with Principal F (3, 83) ~ .37800, ~:< .769 

F2 Satisfaction with Teaching K (3, 83) ~ .96189, ~< 1415 

r
3 

Rapport among Teachers F (3, 83) ~ .28217, ~ < .838 

F4 Salary (3, 83) ~ F .08218, ~ < .970 



F5 Teaching Load F (3, 83) = 49912, ~ < .684 

F6 Curriculum Load F (3, 83) = .89330, ~ < .448 

F7 Status F (3, 83) = .72764, ~ < .901 

F8 Community Support F (3, 83) = .67508, ~ < .538 

F9 Facilities F (3, 83) = .35545, ~ < .785 

Pretest and posttest means and standard deviations can be found in 

Table 2. 
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Using the MANCOVA with the pretest as the covariate no significant 

differences were found between the groups on the five subscales 

measuring job satisfaction. Univariate F-test results on each of the 

subscales were: 

Work F (3, 83) = .61568, ~< .607 

Pay K (3, 83) = .83488, ~< .764 

Promotions ! (3, 83) = .56695, ~ < .638 

Supervision F (3, 83) = .63393, ~ < .595 

Co-workers F (3,83) = .50969, ~ < .677 

Pretest and posttest means and standard deviations reported on Table 3 

showed no significant differences. 

The MANCOVA technique was used with the pretest variable as 

covariant to measure group differences in the area of teacher attitude. 

No significant difference was found between the groups on this 

variable. Univariate F-test results for teacher attitude were 

non-significant F (3, 83) = .38409, ~ < .765. Pretest and posttest 

means and standard deviations can be found in Table 5. 

On the needs assessment scale, there were no significant 



differences found between the groups as measured by the MANCOVA design 

using the pretest as covariate. Univariate F-test results for needs 

assessment was F (3, 83) = .87118, ~ < .459. A table with pretest and 

posttest means and standard deviations can be found in Table 4. 

On the teacher evaluation scale, significant differences were 

noted among the groups as measured by MANCOVA F (3, 83) - 3.4481, 

E < .020. The Student Newman-Keuls procedure was done to test the 

significance difference among the groups at the .050 level. The range 

of means for this procedure by groups was: Group IV--34.6770; 
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Group II--34.7889; Group III--36.8817; and Group IV--40.7110. Pretest 

and posttest means and standard deviations can be found in Table 6. 

To determine the differences between the independent 

variable-level of teaching (elementary and secondary), the MANCOVA 

statistical procedure was done. No multivariate differences of all the 

dependent measures were found between the levels of teaching. 

MANCOVA statistical procedures were done to determine any 

interactional effects between the variables. No interactional 

relationship was found among the dependent measures. 



Table 2 

Group Means and Standard Deviations 
at Pretest and Posttest 

(Job Morale) 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

M SD M SD M SD 
Purdue Teacher Opinionaire 

F1 Rapport with Principal 
Pretest 57.50 16.54 49.59 18.60 57.00 18.48 
Post test 50.81 19.89 47.78 19.30 54.10 16.69 

F2 Satisfaction with 
Teaching 

Pretest 63.27 10.75 62.04 13.34 62.37 13.03 
Post test 64.18 11.50 65.59 8.55 60.42 13.40 

F3 Rapport among Teachers 
Pretest 42.50 9.63 41.77 11.09 40.63 10.21 
Post test 40.09 9.09 40.31 9.79 38.47 11.38 

F4 Teacher Salary 
Pretest 16.68 4.35 17.90 4.26 17.05 5.57 
Post test 15.73 3.68 16.68 3.34 15.84 2.93 

F5 Teacher Load 
Pretest 31.18 5.90 3.032 6.68 30.05 5.63 
Post test 30.68 4.92 32.14 4.62 30.79 5.15 

Group 4 

M SD 

53.12 18.81 
46.25 19.88 

60.46 12.28 
59.04 15.11 

39.12 10.21 
39.20 11.08 

16.20 3.65 
15.66 4.48 

29.08 6.80 
30.12 6.26 

\0 
0 



Table 2 (Continued) 

Group 1 Group 2 

M SD M SD 

Purdue Teacher Opinionaire 

F6 Curriculum Issues 
Pretest 14.18 2.77 14.18 2.77 
Post test 14.36 3.27 13.23 3.75 

F7 Teacher Status 
Pretest 19.50 4.61 19.63 5.89 
Post test 19.13 5.44 20.00 4.90 

F8 Community Support 
Pretest 13.40 4.06 11.50 3.99 
Post test 12.95 3.93 12.09 3.56 

F
9 

School Facilities 
Pretest 13.04 4.66 11.45 4.33 
Post test 12.50 4.25 12.04 4.65 

F10 Community Pressures 
Pretest 15.23 1.95 15.40 3.71 
Post test 15.77 2.50 15.72 2.05 

Group 3 

M SD 

14.16 3.91 
12.10 3.48 

20.68 5.60 
19.84 4.68 

13.31 3.54 
12.21 3.98 

13.10 3.99 
11.84 4.28 

15.00 2.33 
14.74 2.49 

Group 4 

M SD 

13.12 4.52 
12.25 4.02 

17.92 4.86 
18.12 6.85 

11.37 3.30 
10.33 3.99 

12.29 3.60 
11.25 3.74 

15.50 2.63 
15.54 2.48 

\0 .... 



Table 3 

Group Means and Standard Deviations 
at Pretest and Posttest 

(Job Satisfaction) 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

M SD M SD M SD 

Job Description Index 

Work 
Pretest 33.32 10.77 34.64 9.08 33.58 11.33 
Post test 33.00 9.07 34.00 9.85 31.63 11.69 

Pay 
Pretest 19.73 15.03 18.90 13.85 21.05 12.74 
Post test 15.27 12.59 18.27 12.85 21.26 11.35 

Promotions 
Pretest 21.36 16.83 16.09 14.93 16.42 12.27 
Post test 15.54 14.30 16.18 16.43 15.58 13.30 

Supervision 
Pretest 36.59 7.56 29.59 13.58 31.53 13.23 
Post test 33.23 12.76 31.72 13.56 31.63 12.07 

Coworkers 
Pretest 36.41 12.74 37.32 17.10 32.08 14.04 
Post test 40.18 14.50 38.18 17.33 37.89 12.66 

Group 4 

M SD 

29.00 13.53 
32.04 12.56 

18.97 12.69 
19.58 16.52 

20.42 17.70 
19.66 14.94 

32.08 14.04 
33.04 13.59 

35.87 14.59 
33.70 13.45 

\0 
N 



Beginning Teacher 
Assessment Scale 

Pretest 
Post test 

Table 4 

Group Means and Standard Deviations 
at Pretest and Posttest 

(Teacher Needs) 

Group 1 Group 2 _ _ Group 3 Group 4 

M 

66.54 
69.68 

SD M 

19.32 66.54 
18.10 69.54 

SD 

19.33 
19.79 

M 

63.58 
67.63 

SD 

17.21 
13.45 

M 

70.04 
66.12 

SD 

14.99 
17.62 

\0 
w 



Table 5 

Group Means and Standard Deviations 
at Pretest and Posttest 

(Teacher Attitudes) 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

M SD M SD M 

Survey of Teacher Attitudes 
Toward Children 

Pretest 
Post test 

86.68 
91.72 

10.98 87.77 
10.00 88.31 

Table 6 

14.40 85.31 
13.00 87.52 

Group Means and Standard Deviations 
at Pretest and Posttest 

(Teacher Evaluation) 

SD M 

16.82 86.70 
13.83 87.87 

SD 

12.99 
15.23 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

Teacher Evaluation Form 

Pretest 
Post test 

*Significant p < .OS 

M 

38.87 
40.81 

SD M 

9.87 37.13 
7.63* 34.72 

SD M 

9.06 36.89 
8.64 36.79 

SD M 

6.29 37.14 
6.94 34.70 

SD 

9.06 
8.41 

\.0 
~ 
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Program Evaluation 

A program evaluation was completed by the participants of the 

group meetings. The respondents included the mentors of Groups III and 

IV, mentees of Group IV, and the beginning teachers of Group II. The 

beginning teachers of Group III (Trained Mentor Only) and the Control 

Group were not included in this activity since they did not actually 

attend the organized group meetings. The instrument, covering seven 

areas of concern, was used to measure the effectiveness of the program. 

A five-point scale was used with 5 denoting positive scores and 1 

denoting negative scores. Each item included a description of the 

scaling (see Appendix I). 

Percentages were obtained for each item of the questionnaire (see 

Appendix J). The data are skewed heavily toward the positive direction 

with 87% responding with a rating of 5 or 4. The data does not provide 

a dichotomy that lends itself toward statistical analysis for 

determining significant differences of proportions. The data from the 

program evaluation are intended to facilitate explanation of the 

foregoing results and suggest bases for future empirical investigation. 

The total average of the percentage of all participants indicated 

that 76% felt the organization of the sessions were "excellent," 23% 

felt it was "good," and 1% felt that the organization of the sessions 

was "fair." Eighty-two percent of the participants rated the purposes 

of the sessions as "clearly evident" and 18% rated it as "mostly 

evident." The work of the presenter was viewed as "excellent" by 83% 

of the participants and "good" by 17%. The ideas and activities of the 
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sessions were reported as "very meaningful" by 72% of the respondents, 

"meaningful" by 24%, "somewhat meaningful" by 3%, and "slightly 

meaningful'' by 1%. Seventy percent of the participants felt the scope 

of the sessions were "very adequate," 28% felt the sessions were 

"adequate," and 2% felt they were "slightly adequate." The involvement 

of the group was rated as "very beneficial" by 76% of the participants, 

"beneficial" by 20%, and 4% rated it as "somewhat beneficial." The 

overall value of the program was rated as "very valuable" by 78% of the 

participants, "valuable" by 17%, "somewhat valuable" by 4% and slightly 

'valuable by 1% 

Summary of Results 

Descriptive and statistical results of the analyses for the seven 

research questions were as follows: 

1. No statistically significant different relationship existed 

between the groups on job morale. 

2. Significantly different relationship was not found on job 

satisfaction. 

3. No significant differences was found between the groups on 

teacher attitude. 

4. No significant difference was found between the groups on 

needs assessment. 

5. A statistically significantly difference existed between the 

groups on teacher evaluation. Newman-Keuls post-hoc analysis indicated 

that the mean of the Control Group was significantly different from the 



treatment groups. Treatment means were similar. 

6. No significant difference was found between the groups on 

levels on teaching. 

7. A significant interactional relationship was not found among 

any of the treatment conditions. 

8. Program Evaluation showed differences in the responses of 

mentors, mentees, and Support Group Only participants. 

Discussion 

The discussion of the results focuses on the findings of the 

descriptive and statistical analysis of the differences that existed 

between the groups on job morale, job satisfaction, attitudes, 

expressed needs, teacher evaluation, levels of teaching and 

interactions. The discussion of these results must be considered 

within the limitations of this study. Findings may be generalized to 

populations similar to the one used in this study. 

Question 1 (Job Morale) 

In viewing the ten subscales of the Teacher Opinionaire measuring 

job morale, no statistical differences were found between the groups. 

However, some differences in directionality were noted on mean and 

standard deviation scores between the groups. The total responses of 

all participants of this study tended to reflect average to below 

average job morale. Each subtest tended to shift in the degree of 

morale between the four groups. The following information reports 
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those shifts: 

Rapport with Principal. All of the groups reflected an average 

view regarding rapport with principal and no significant difference 

between the groups. Pretest and posttest means and standard deviations 

reflected a downward trend of scores in all groups suggesting a 

declined rapport with principals. 

Beginning teachers often express the need to develop closer 

relationships with their principals but actually experience isolation 

(Howey & Bents, 1979). Some speculation with regard to the treatment 

groups is that these participants may have felt more comfortable in 

soliciting administrative guidance from the mentors (Group III and 

Group IV) and from the program leader in Group II. It is of further 

interest to note that comments from the program evaluation suggested 

the need for principals to participate in the training similar to the 

mentors in order to increase the sensitivity toward the needs of 

beginning teachers. The understanding of the needs of these teachers 

can increase the rapport level. 

Satisfaction with Teaching. The respondents of all of the groups 

generally responded above average to their level of satisfaction toward 

teaching at both pretest and posttest levels with no significant 

differences. Groups I and II showed improvement in the satisfaction 

with teaching while Groups III and IV showed declines in this area. 

The generally higher score on satisfaction with teaching tends to 

support studies found in the literature on work satisfaction of 



beginning teachers. As noted in the Bouchard and Hull (1970) study, 

more than half the teachers were satisfied with their teaching 

assignments and further reported that they would choose teaching as a 

career again. The upward trend reported by Groups I and II seems to 

support the findings of this research. Increased scores at the 

posttest level by the Control Group might suggest some internal 

motivation or drive for commitment and satisfaction to the teaching 

career. 
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In considering the treatment programs utilized in this current 

study, it appears that having a support group alone may enhance 

feelings of satisfaction toward teaching. The investigator suspected 

that the group processes experienced in Group II provided the 

participants the necessary confidence, development, and morale-boosting 

required to consider job commitment and satisfaction with teaching 

although no direct questions addressed these specific areas. The 

Bouchard and Hall (1970) study indicated that 75% of the beginning 

teachers related satisfaction to ability to motivate students. 

Participants of Group II were formally exposed to skills on motivating 

students by the presenter as well as informally through the sharing of 

ideas from other participants. 

It is interesting to note that the two groups with assigned 

mentors showed decreased satisfaction with teaching. It is speculated 

that the mentors' views toward teaching may have had some impact of the 

mentees' views. If mentors were experiencing stress, burnout, and job 

dissatisfaction, some carry-over might have been transmitted to the 



mentees. Although the majority of participants of the Fagen and 

Walters study (1982) indicated that they learned the positive traits 

from their mentors, a small number of teachers believed their mentors 

reinforced "complaining too much about the job." The possibility that 

an experienced teacher may be experiencing dissatisfaction with the 

profession may offer little hope for an incoming, inexperienced 

teacher. 

Rapport among Teachers. Among the four groups of this study, a 

fairly low score on the rapport among the teachers subscale was noted. 

Clearly, no significant differences were noted between the groups. 

Groups III and IV maintained lower scores on rapport among teachers as 

noticed on pretest and posttest mean scores. However, Group I and II 

maintained relatively higher scores over time. 

The treatment groups having mentors showed lower ability to 

establish rapport among other teachers. One explanation for the 

occurance of this phenomenon is that sometimes in the mentoring 

process, the psycho-social bonding that occurs between mentor-mentee 

might create a sense of possessiveness. This feeling of ownership by 

the mentor might tend to exclude other teachers from establishing a 

relationship with the mentee. The results of a survey sent to 520 

executives regarding mentoring showed that one-third of the respondents 

indicated that other employees identified them too closely with their 

mentor. One-fourth reported that peers identified them as "his person" 

(Reich, 1982). 
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If the mentor has already established membership in a certain 

clique or territory, the mentee's association with the mentor might 

cause some alienation from members outside the clique. This may be an 

inherent problem with formal mentoring programs as opposed to informal 

mentoring. 

Group II scored somewhat higher on rapport among teachers. The 

investigator suspects that the skills acquired in this treatment 

group--methods of mobilizing internal resources, encouraging 

dialectical exchange among professionals, and basic interpersonal 

skills--may have generalized to other settings outside of the small 

group meetings. 

Group I maintained a consistently higher level of rapport among 

teachers. It is suspected that this group developed its own support 

system in the absence of an adequate rapport with the principal. It 

can be further surmised that Group I may have even developed an 

informal mentoring network. 

Teacher Salary. Extremely low scores were found in measuring this 

variable across groups with no significant differences. All of the 

groups showed declining scores regarding teacher salary. 

In reviewing the literature on teacher job satisfaction, salary is 

not frequently reported as a determinant of job satisfaction among 

experienced or inexperienced teachers. Rudd and Wiseman (1962) 

reported salary as a major area of dissatisfaction of English 

elementary and secondary experienced teachers. However, in. the most 
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complete and recent review of perceived problems of beginning teachers 

(Veeman, 1984), salary did not appear in the list of 24 frequently 

perceived problems. 
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As theorized in the two-factor theory of job satisfaction 

(Herzberg, Mauser, & Snyderman, 1959), results indicating factors 

relating to good feelings about a job include: achievement and 

recognition, the nature of the job itself, responsibility, advancement, 

and salary. Salary is also included in factors associated with bad 

feelings about the job. Monetary reward for job performance fulfills 

the lower needs of Maslow's hierarchy and certainly has value to 

employees. Pay and benefits are the extrinsic motivators for job 

production (Herzberg, 1960). 

The overall low attitude toward salary found in this study and 

general lack of improved scores might suggest that participants were 

realistic about the teacher salary initially and this awareness 

continued in the posttest period. The nature of the teacher induction 

programs within this study offered no monetary advantage to 

participants in the program that might create improved attitudes toward 

teacher salary. 

Teacher Load, Curriculum, and Community Support. These variables 

were generally scored low by all participants with little improved 

scores at the posttest level. Although these are concerns of beginning 

teachers, these are also concerns of which the beginning teacher 

programs of this study did not intervene. No significant differences 



were found between the groups on these variables. 

A total of eight studies have been done in the literature dealing 

with large class size and was listed as the last problem for beginning 

teachers by Veeman (1984). Muller-Fohrbrodt, Cloetta, and Dann (1978) 

also included work load as a perception of problems for beginning 

teachers. Some teacher induction programs have included reductions in 

teaching load (Grant, 1981) for the beginning teachers. This type of 

sensitivity to a gradual increase in work load is a luxury most school 

districts are unable to offer. 

Curriculum materials are developed independently from personnel 

development and little modification can be made for experienced or 

inexperienced teachers. As a result, beginning teachers must adapt to 

the existing curriculum. Beginning teacher induction programs can 

serve as a useful guide to the implementation of the curriculum by 

providing demonstrations, observations, and didactical clarifications. 

Teacher Status. Low scores on teacher status were reported across 

all groups with no significant differences observed. Group I showed 

unchanged scores regarding status at pretest and posttest levels. Both 

Group II and Group IV improved slightly in their scores on status. A 

trend downward was noted in Group III in perception of teacher status. 

It is suspected an important aspect of Group II and Group IV that 

might have had an impact upon improved feelings of teacher status might 

have been the ability to leave the classroom during the school day for 

a special program. The participants of these two groups were able to 
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attend monthly meetings for support group training. This psychological 

advantage might have boosted their feelings of importance. Both 

Group I and the participants of Group III did not have this advantage. 

An increase in feelings of teacher status is likely to have a positive 

effect on job morale. Job morale, as indicated by Campbell (1973) 

increases as individuals become involved in extraordinary programming 

and develop a general feeling of belongingness. 

In summary, it appears that a movement in the direction of a 

support group may be an effective model for increasing job morale as 

determined by comparisons of pretest and posttest means and standard 

deviations between the groups. 

Question 2 (Job Satisfaction) 

Generally, the experimental groups of this study tended to have 

average to below average scores on the five subscales measuring job 

satisfaction. However, no significant differences were found on any of 

the subscales. The following information is based on the 

directionality of mean scores and standard deviations of pre- and 

post tests. 

Work. Group IV showed an improved score toward work. While both 

Group I and II made no changes in scores toward work, Group III made a 

slight decline. 

Studies done by Clawson (1985) suggest that mentees tend to 

emulate their mentor's attitude toward work. Fagen and Walters (1984) 

also discovered that mentees tend to identify with their mentor's 
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attitude toward work. Results indicate that the mentors may have had a 

positive effect on Group IV. However, it appears that the combined 

treatment (Group IV) may have been more effective than having a mentor 

alone (Group III) in regards to work attitudes. Groups I and II were 

also missing the advantage of this combined effect. 

Pay. Like the depressed scores on pay seen on the Teacher Salary 

subscale of the Teacher Opinionaire, the responses on the Pay subscale 

of the Job Description Index were equally as depressed between the 

groups. At pretest and posttest, both groups II and III had 

stabilizing scores while the scores of Group I fell greatly. However, 

Group IV had a slightly improved scores. The viewpoints reflected 

regarding Teacher Salary on the Teacher Opinionaire seems to apply to 

this variable (Pay) as well. 

Promotions. The responses on promotions reflected no significant 

differences between the groups. The groups tended to have quite 

depressed scores regarding the prospect of promotions. Group I 

initially appeared optimistic about promotions at the pretest level, 

however, turned pessimistic at the posttest level. Group IV decreased 

slightly but maintained a higher mean score than the other groups. 

Both Groups II and III maintained a consistently lower scores on 

promotions. 

The sharp decline in hopes for promotion demonstrated by Group I 

might be a reflection of the work adjustment of these participants. It 

is possible that this group fell within the "curve of disenchantment" 



(Howey, 1979) with little prospect of recovering from the initial 

adjustment. Group III also might have been victims of this feeling of 

hopelessness. Even though this group had a formal support system with 

an assigned mentor, it appears the additional peer support was a 

missing element. Groups II and IV focused on survival and mastery of 

knowledge at the entry level and perhaps gained acceptance of their 

realistic options for promotions in their support groups. 

Supervision. Average scores on supervision were reflected at 

pretest and posttest levels by all of the groups. Groups II and IV 

displayed slightly increased scores regarding the supervision 

subscale. While Group III remained stable, Group I made a notable 

shift downward with respect to supervision. 

Participants in Groups II, III, and IV might have felt that they 

were receiving adequate supervision by the program leader and the 

mentors based on informal comments reported by the participants. As a 

result, participants in these three treatment groups tended to rely on 

informal formative evaluations measuring their progress from the 

mentors and program leader. In view of the low scores reported by 

Group I on the Rapport with Principal subtest of the Purdue Teacher 

Opinionaire, it appears that Group I felt a lack of support and 

guidance from their building administrator. Further, Group I had no 

other known source of supervisory guidance. 

Co-workers. Average scores were reported in all of the groups at 

pre- and posttest levels on the variable of co-workers. However, 
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Group I showed the greatest increase in views toward co-workers. Both 

Groups II and III improved while a somewhat declined score was noted by 

Group IV. Although different trends were noted on means and standard 

deviations, a significant difference was not found between the groups. 

Developing and maintaining relationships with co-workers meets the 

hygiene needs that are necessary for job satisfaction (Herzberg, 

Mauser, & Snyderman, 1959). As noted by Ryan (1974), beginning 

teachers experience feelings of extensive isolation. Developing 

relationships with experienced teachers is often difficult to establish 

(Gehrke, 1978). As a result, beginning teachers tend to seek 

co-workers who have the same level of experience. 

It is the investigator's opinion that Groups I and III obtained 

higher scores in this subscale in order to fulfill needs of 

belongingness as a reprieve from loneliness as well as to seek peer 

support. It is suspected that Group II might have developed the 

necessary skills of personal interaction through the support groups. 

This skill may have some impact upon these participants in building 

relationships among other co-workers. As noted in the interpretation 

of the lower scores on the Rapport with Teachers subtest of Group IV, 

the assignment of a mentor might have created some interference with 

the development of relationships with other co-workers. 

Research Question 3 (Teacher Attitude) 

Respondents from all groups tended to score high on teacher 

attitude at the pretest level and reflected improved scores in all 

groups at the posttest level. Group I displayed the highest score 



while the three treatment groups responded similarly with no 

significant differences. 

The literature addressed a trend in beginning teacher research 

reflecting a shift in attitudes from the entry-level to the end of the 

first year of teaching. In the studies done by Muller-Fohrbrodt 

(1978)', Dann, Cloetta, Muller-Fohrbrodt, and Helmrich (1978) and Dann, 

Muller-Fohrbrodt and Cloetta (1981), beginning teachers tend to enter 

their new jobs with liberal and progressive attitudes toward pupil 

control but shift to more conservative attitudes after the first year 

of teaching. 

The custodial view toward pupil-control stresses the maintenance 

of order, distrust of students and a punitive moralistic orientation 

toward student control. The progressive view emphasizes trust in 

students and confidence in their ability to be self-disciplining (Hoy, 

1972). Experienced teachers usually have a more conservative attitude 

while beginning teachers are more progressive. 

The tendency toward continued progressive attitudes by the 

beginning teachers of this study might suggest a child advocacy 

attitude as the participants tended to be more against corporal 

punishment, against distrust of students, and in favor of child rights. 

Another point referenced in the Veeman study (1984) indicated that the 

more discrepancies beginning teachers experience between school 

realities and teacher training, a more conservative, authoritarian 

behavior is observed. The demographic information of this study 

indicates that the majority of the participants received teacher 
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training in an urban school district which is consistent with their 

current job placement. In support of Veeman's study, perhaps, the 

congruency of teacher training and current job placement might have had 

some justification for the continued progressive attitudes of the 

beginning teachers of this study. 

In summary, the three treatment programs did not support the 

attitudinal shift. However, the continued progressive attitude might 

reflect an advocacy role toward children. 

Research Question 4 (Needs Assessment) 

The respondents of all the groups tended to show a high level of 

needs in observing the pretest and posttest means and standard 

deviations. Further, the level of needs generally tended to increase 

at the posttest level except for Group IV which reported reduced needs. 

Laird, Laird, and Fruehling (1983) indicated that the most 

efficient employee is one who is able to satisfy the basic needs as 

well as some higher level needs. Additionally, efficient employees 

tend to seek the achievement of self-actualization in their job 

function suggesting the highest level of achievement and productivity. 

It appears that the results of this study reflects a trend toward 

a search for need-satisfaction in job productivity of the participants. 

The participants seem to reflect frustration and discontentment as they 

searched for job self-actualization. Group IV was at an advantage in 

that it benefitted from a dual support system. This combined treatment 

group may have had more resources available to assist in 



need-reduction. Further, the assigned mentor possibly provided the 

guidance in specific areas of need. 

As reported by Fagan and Walters (1982), teacher proteges 

indicated that their mentors provided technical assistance, a better 

understanding of school administration, and interactional skills. 

Three-fourths of the teacher proteges of the Fagan and Walters study 

attributed a gain in self-confidence to the mentors. 
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Assuming that Group IV benefitted from the program, it is 

suspected that the mentee/mentor relationship might have dealt with the 

development of the weaker areas of the mentees. Additionally, it is 

surmised that the increase in self-confidence alone might have 

influenced their need-reduction. In summary, it appears that Group IV 

may be a more effective model of teacher induction for needs-reduction. 

Research Question 5 (Teacher Evaluation) 

All of the groups tended to fall within the average range of 

teacher evaluation over time. A statistically significant difference 

was found between the groups with respect to the teacher evaluation 

variable. In closely inspecting the differences between the groups 

through post-hoc analysis, the following ranking, ranging from best 

teacher evaluation to worst, was noted: Group IV, Group II, Group III 

and Group I. 

The significant results of the pretest and posttest measures of 

the teacher evaluation among the groups may suggest that no involvement 

in a specialized teacher induction program, as in Group I, can have an 



impact on the improvement of teacher evaluation. Whereas involvement 

in some type of teacher induction program might improve teacher 

evaluation. Further analysis suggests that the implementation of 

Group II (Support Group Only) might create an appreciable increase in 

teacher evaluation alone as measured by the Teacher Evaluation Form. 
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The data seem to support the importance of "mutual aid" support 

systems in assisting novice beginning teachers in their work adjustment 

process. Schwartz (1961) indicated that individuals seem to gain some 

strength in conquering their problems when they know others are 

experiencing similar problems. This may have some relevance to this 

present study. 

Research Questions 6 and 7 

No specific research has been done in measuring the differences 

between elementary and secondary teachers on teacher induction 

programs. The data from this study showed no interactional effect 

between the variables. 

Program Evaluation 

Mentors tended to rate the program higher than the mentees as 

indicated by the percentage of responses of 5. Mentees generally rated 

the program as 4 whereas almost all of the participants of Group II 

rated the program overwhelmingly high with responses of 5. 

Although it was suspected that similar percentages would be 

observed from the mentees and the participants of Group II, some 

important implications can be made for future programming for 



experienced and inexperienced teachers. The fact that more mentors 

rated the program higher than the number of mentees supports Reich's 

theory that mentors gain from the mentoring experience just as mentees 

do. Mentors seem to feel that they are an important and valuable 

resource to the school district. As theorized by Reich (1984), the 

mentors develop a sense of importance due to their involvement in the 

development of a new employee. A new purpose of being is stimulated 

within the experienced teacher who may be facing burn-out. 

Ruling-Austin (1985) supports the need for proper training of mentors 

in order to develop the skills necessary for relationship-building. 

The overwhelming positive response to the mentoring training in this 

program seems to reinforce its importance. 

The results further tend to support the California model of 

mentoring which has the goals of retention and the revitalization of 

experienced teachers. This model includes a monetary reward in the 

form of a stipend as an additional way accomplishing their goals. The 

results of this present study suggest that experienced teachers benefit 

from the involvement of a mentoring program. The inclusion of the 

monetary rewards may heighten the positive feelings of experienced 

teachers toward involvement in mentoring. 

In the interest of cost-effectiveness shared by most governing 

bodies, the development of mentoring programs seem useful in the desire 

to retain experienced teachers. Such collaboration of existing 

internal resources would seem to promote the excellence in teaching 

that is being sought nationally. 
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In summary, the results of this study indicated the teacher 

evaluation of the participants was significantly different between the 

groups. The combined treatment effect, Trained Mentor/Support Group, 

proved more effective as it relates to teacher evaluation. Although 

general trends of increments and declines of means scores were 

discussed for each variable, no statistically significant differences 

were noted. The program evaluation was rated highly in support of the 

program with mentors and participants of the Support Training Group 

Only benefiting the most. 

Practical Limitations of Study 

In the interest of future research in the area of developing 

teaching induction programs, there are some practical limitations which 

may have had some impact on the results of this study and should be 

considered: 

1. It is suggested that teacher induction programs should begin 

at the beginning of the school year. This present study was initiated 

at the beginning of the second semester in January. The work 

adjustment process had already begun, at that point, and solutions to 

some of the problems may have already been sought. Informal mentoring 

may have taken place which might interfere with the impact of the 

formal mentoring program. 

2. The number of instruments used in this study may have had some 

impact on the results. Because of the excessive amount of paperwork 

required to be done by teachers, any additional request of paperwork is 
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considered a burden. It is felt that the drop-out rate (return of the 

pretest and posttest packets) can be attributed to this factor. Thus, 

fewer instruments may have more accurately measured the variables of 

concern. 

Recommendations 

1. Future study might be suggested to determine if the same 

results would occur with different program leaders. 
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2. A replication of the study might be useful to include 

different school district settings in order to see the effectiveness of 

such programs on rural and suburban school districts. 

3. For the benefit of the school district, a follow-up of the 

participants of this study might be valuable in order to determine the 

long-term effect upon job satisfaction, morale, needs, attitudes, 

evaluation, and even further job retention. 

4. Future studies might examine student achievement in 

determining the effectiveness of various beginning teacher induction 

programs. Methods of improving student achievement are a continuous 

interest for school administrators and the inclusion of this variable 

is likely to arouse the interest of the administrators. 

5. Observational ratings of the participants by external raters 

might also increase the reliability of the results of such a study. 

6. A follow-up study of participants of the group having mentors 

might be interesting in determining which mentoring skills were found 

helpful on a short-term and long-term basis. Further analysis into the 



effects of the mentoring process might be helpful for future 

programming. 
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dallas Independent school dlstrtct 

May 24, 1984 

To: New Teachers to Subdistrict II (1983-84) 

Subject: SURVEY OF FIRST-YEAR TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

Wnus Wnght 
a.-.. Suoemtenan 

I would like to express my appreciation for your efforts in 
launching a new career with Dallas Independent School District. 
Your teaching contributions have helped to make this a great year 
for Subdistrict II. 

In order to help us offer more assistance to new teachers for the 
coming year, I would like for you to provide some feedback 
regarding your first year teach;ng experience. This is a 

', confidential process that will assist us in the programing for 
next year. Please return the survey by May 30, 1984 to Delva King, 
Box 147. 

Thank you for your valuable assistance in this matter. 

Dissertation/Theses signature page is here. 

To protect individuals we have covered their signatures. 
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ll:MXRA.PHIC I~TI04 

~: Mile 
Fenaie 

~: 1!-V 
26-3.5 
36-4.5 
46-5.5 
~-6.5 

6'-over:::= 

Number of Prevtous Jobs (full-ttme) 

1-2 
3-.5 
6-10 

11-over 

Instruct tons: 

Geographical Locatton of COllege Tratntng 

North 
South 
East 
West 

Da fferent Country (Spect fy) :=: 

Tvpe of Student Teachtng Setttng: 

Rural 
Suburban 

Urban 

Grade Leve 1 s: 1 
2 
3 
4 
.5 
6 

I 
Thts questaonnatre contatns 20 statements about how you feel about your 

present job. There are no rtght or WTong answers. Select the number that best 
tells you ha.v you feel about the statement us ang the followang 1-.5 scale. 
Ctrcle the number that you dectde upon. 

1 • 

2. 

Strongly Agree 

Agree . 

3 • Undec 1 ded 

4. Duagree 

.5. Strongly Dasagree 

Please return by May 30, 1984 to Delva J. Kjng, Subdistrtct II, Box 147. 
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feel ••••••••••••••••••••• 

that I chose the r 1ght profess1on. 

Stronsly 
.Acree 2 3 4 

happy to cane to 'ACrk. 

2 4 

accepted by my CO-"'ICrkers. 

2 3 4 

togetherness and cooperataon among my co-workers. 

2 3 4 

capable of copang wath classroom probl~. 

2 J 4 

that &ndi vidual I ty and creat 1vi ty are encouraged an my 

2 J 4 

that my college adequately prepared me for thlS job. 

2 J 4 

that my profess&onal phalosophy is ccmpat 1 ble w1 th my 

2 3 4 

a part of the dec1s1on~kang 1n my school. 

2 3 4 

that my pr1ncapal wall lasten to me and offer support. 

2 3 4 

5 . 

' 

' 
school. 

' 

' 
school. 

' 

Strongly 
Disagree 

that I can talk to my pr1ncapal about my probl~ without my job be1ng 
j~pardazed. 

2 3 4 ' 
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I feel 

that I have control over ~ own success tn the classroom. 

StrongJy 
Asree 2 3 4 

Carrnents: 

Suggest tons: 

that I wtll have a long future as a teacher. 

2 3 4 

good about~ job performance. 

2 3 4 .5 

that job related stress has not affected~ health 

2 3 .5 

that mt ltfe exper tences are s tmtlar to those of my students. 

2 3 4 .5 

fortunate to have saneone to talk to about my job. 

2 3 4 ' 
that I am a flexible person -Mlo is wi lltng to rmke changes tn my 
professtonal style. 

2 3 4 .5 

that rrPf school distrtct offers resources for professional gr~h 
and Uf1)rovemen t. 

2 3 .5 

that the demands are not excess1ve on thts job. 

2 3 4 .5 

Strongly 
Disagree 
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December 20, 1985 

Dr. William J. Webster 
Special Assistant to the General 

Superintendent 
Dallas Independent School District 
3700 Ross Avenue 
Dallas, Texas 75204 

Dear Dr. Webster: 

I am forwardin~ to you a research proposal by Mrs. Delva J. Kin~. 
~rs. King is an associate school psychologist with the District who 
is in her 9th year with our deparrment. She is a doctoral candidate 
in school psycholo~v at Texas Women's University. The proposed study 
will constitute her doctoral dissertation. 

During the past school year, in Subdistrict II, Mrs. King conducted 
a preliminary study on her topic of beginning teacher assistance with 
the encouragement and support of Dr. H. B. Bell, then Subdistrict II 
Assistant Superintendent. Currently, she has discussed her present 

'. 

proposal with both Dr. Bell and Or. Geo and has received their 
support in pursu1n y. wit adjustment 
and maintenance 3£ new teachers, I feel that the study has genuine merit 
for the District, and wish to recommend its approval. 

5incerely, 

Martha K. Martin, Ph.D. 
Coordinator 
Psychological Services 

100 
Y E A R S 

* * * * 
Dallas lndeoendent 
Scnool Oestnct 

Linus Wngnt 
~nerll Supennrencent 

3700 Ross Avenue 
Dallas. Texas 75204 
12141824·1620 
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Letter to the Assistant Superitnendent of Elementary 
Schools of the Dallas Independent School District 
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OFFICE MEMO 

~ovember 8, 1985 

dalbs independent scroo diStriCt 
SOfOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 3700 ROSS AVE. 

To: Dr. H. B. Bell 
Assistant Superintendent of Elementary InstLuction 

Sub;ect Proposal for Be~inning TeacheL Assistance PLogram 

From: Del v a Kin~ 

Dear Dr. Bell: 

Since the fall of 1983, attention has been placed on identifying the needs 
and problems of new teacheLs to Dallas Independent School DistLict. The 
data base that has been established thLough needs assessment surveys since 
May, 1984 reveals that beginning teachers expeLience a stormy and frustLa
ting adjustment to the school district. The fLUstLations often lead to an 
abandonment fLom the teaching profession as a whole. The data suggest a 
need for developing programs that will help to build confidence and skills 
for our new teachers. 

Your innovative spirit and sincere desire for change alloved the initiation 
of a pilot-study last year -"The Beginning Teacher Induction PLogram." 
As you knov, the philosophy of this program was based on the belief that 
our ovn expeLienced teachers within D.I.S.D. are valuable, resourceful, 
and possess skills that could be transferrable to ouL young. inexpeLienced 
teachers. 

The results of the pilot-study yielded a positive evaluation of the program. 
The participants reported that their mentors effectively provided the neces
sary assistance, and the support groups helped to inflate their spirit, 
motivation, and confidence. the results shoved that having a mentoL and 
involvement in the support groups together created higher scores in teacheL 
moLale. attitude, performance, and job satisfaction. Beginning teachers 
who received no special assistance revealed depressed scores in those same 
areas. 

Attached you will find a copy of a proposal for beginning teachers of D.t.S.D. 
for this year - "The Study Of The Psychological Adjustment Of Beginning 
Teachers through ~entering And Support Training Groups; ~dels of Beginning 
Teacher Assistance Programs". This proposal is sponsored by Texas Woman's 
University as fulfillment of requirements tovard a doctorate in psychology 
and philosophy. 

The proposed study is a continuation of the pilot-study, with the same 
emphasis on the guidance and professional development of beginning teachers. 
With the legislative ~ndates for teacher competency, outstanding performance. 
and merit compensation, such a program could again place D.!.S.D. at the 
forefront of taking a proactive role in developing :he best teachers start
ing at the formative years. Research shows that teachers who experience 
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OFFICE MEMO 

dallas inde~ent sctro diStnct 
SCHOOL AOMINISTRATlON BUILDING 3700 ROSS AVE. 

To: 

Sub;«:t: 

From: 

-2-

a smooth transition and adjustment into their teachin~ careers tend to be 
more productive and have a longer commitment to the teaching profession. 

The projec~ed date for the program is January 14, 1985. Of the over 600 
new teachers to D.I.S.D., 120 would be randomly selected and placed in one 
of four experimental groups (Control, Support !raining Group Only, !rained 
~ntor Only, and !rained ~entor/Support !raining Group). Additionally, 
the principals of the participating schools would be asked to select ex
perienced teachers to serve as mentors for sixty of the beginning teachers. 

Copies of letters and forms to be sent out to the principal and teachers 
are included in the appendix of this document. !he packet of pre- and 
post-test materials to be administered to all participants is also included. 

Upon the review of these materials, I would like to set up an appointment 
with you in order to discuss the mechanics of the proposal. Your assistance 
and continued support is deeply appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Dissertation/Theses signature page is here. 

To protect individuals we have covered their signatures. 
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General Superintendent of Human Resources 
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Dr. Deberie L. Gomez 
Special Assis~ant to the General Superintendent-

Ruman Resources 
Dallas Independent School District 
3700 Ross Avenue 
Dallas, Texas 75204 

Dear Dr. Gomez: 

February 4, 1986 

You may recall my continuing interest in a Beginning Teacher Assis~ance 
Program for D.I.S.D. Since the development and initiation of the pile~ 
study on last year, I have been anxious to get the program started again 
this year. 

Through the cooperation of Dr. H. B. Bell and Dr. George Reid, the Begin
ning Teacher Assis~ance Program began at the start of the second semes
ter on January 28, 1986 and will continue through May, 1986. 

!he program is a purely research experimental design, since ~he da~a will 
also be used for my disser~ation requirements. Thus, the program con
sists of four experimental treatments- Control Group (No Treatment), 
Support Training Group Only, Trained Mentor Only, and Trained Men~or/ 
Support Training Group. The sample consists of 120 new teachers assigned 
to each of the treatments and 60 mentors selected by the principals. 

There will be meetings held monthly for the par~icipants of the Suppor~ 
Training Only Group, Trained Mentor Only Group, and Trained Mentor/ 
Support Training Group. The meetings will be held on the lst 'tuuda!fil;. 
2ndtand 3rd Thursdays at the Lincoln Instructional Center from 2:30-
3:4S p.m. 

Thank you for your suppor~ and interest in the initiation of the Begin
ning Teacher Assistance Program. If you have any questions or need 
further information, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 
.... , 

Dissertation/Theses signature page is here. 

To protect individuals we have covered their signatures. 
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February 14, 1986 

Ms. Delva J. King 
Associate Psychologist 
Psychological Services 

Dear Ms. King: 

In response to your letter of February 4, 1986 regarding the Beginning 
Teacher Assistance Program, I continue to be very interested in your 
research and the results. If we are to keep the teaching force we get 
and turn new teachers into successful teachers, a Beginning Teacher 
Assistance Program will be essential. I plan to build such a program in 
the Human Resources Department in the future. 

Please keep me advised of your progress and the results of your work. 

Sincerely, 

Dissertation/Theses signature page is here. 

To protect individuals we have covered their signatures. 
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January 23, 1986 

Dear 

You have been selected tp participate in our Beginning Teacher Assistance 
Program- a program designed to assist you as a new teacher to the Dallas 
Independent School District. We realize that you have come to us with a 
solid knowledge-base from your training and we feel that we can guide you 
to a successful adjustment to your teaching career in DISD. 

You have been assigned a mentor - an experienced teacher from your school -
who will be available to answer procedural questions, share skills, materials, 
ideas, assist in problem-solving, and to offer you support for the remainder 
of the school year. Your mentor wi 11 be: 

As a participant of the Beginning Teacher Assiatance Program, you will ex
perience an on-going program dealing with specific problems that you face daily, 
conflict-resolution, providing coping skills, and to establish a professional 
networking system. The goal of the program is to assist in your professional 
development and growth here in DISD and to strive toward ensuring a long career 
in the teaching field. 

Monthly sessions will be held from January- May, 1986. The first session will 
be held on January 29, 1986 at Lincoln Instructional Center from 2:30-3:45 p.m. 
Future meetings will be scheduled at the first meeting in order to accommodate 
the schedules of all participants. 

We are excited about having you as a participant of our program and hope that 
you will feel a part of the DISD family. 

100 
V E A R 5 

**** 
Dallas Independent 
Scnoot Otstncl 

I.Jnus Wngnr 
G.n~rat Supennrene1enr 

3700 ~oss A~ue 
Dallas. Texas 75204 
(214) 82'-1620 

Sincerely, 

Oelva J. King 
Associate School Psychologist 
Psychological Services 
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~ January 23, 1986 

Dear 

You have been selected to participate in our Beginning Teacher Assistance 
Program - a program designed to assist you as a new teacher to Dallas 
Independent School District. We realize that you have come to us with a 
solid knowledge-base from your school training, however, we feel that we can 
guide you to a successful adjustment to your teaching career in DISD. 

As a participant of the Beginning Teacher Assistance Program, you will experience 
an on-going program dealing with specific problems that you face daily, 
conflict-resolution, ~rovidinq coping skill~. and to establish a professional 
networking system. The goal of the program is to assist in your professional 
development and growth here in DISD and to strive toward ensuring a long 
career in the teaching field. 

Monthly sessions will be held from January- May, 1986. The first session will 
be held on January 28, 1986 at Lincoln Instructional Center from 2:30-3:45 p.m. 
Future meetings will be scheduled at the first meeting in order to accoomodate 
the schedules of all participants. 

We are excited about having you as a participant of our program and hope that 
you will feel a part of the DISD family. 

-....·u 

100 
Y E A R 5 

**** 
Danas rnCieoenCient 
Scnoor Otstnct 

unus Wngl'lt 
General Svpennrene1enr 

3700 Ross Avenue 
Dallas. Texas 75204 
12141824·1620 

Sincerely, 

Oelva J. King 
Associate School Psychologist 
Psychological Services 
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~ 
January 23 , 1986 

Dear 

You have been selected to participate in our Beginning Teacher Assistance 
Program - a program designed to assist in the adjustment of new teachers to 
Dallas Independent School District. You are a treasured resource to this 
school district as you have demonstrated exemplary teaching performance. 
As a result, you possess unique skills that could be helpful in strengthening 
our new teachers. 

You have been assigned a new teacher from your school-
Your role as mentor is to be available to answer procedural questions, share 
skills, materials, ideas, assist in problem-solving, and to offer support 
and guidance for the remainder of the school year. 

A mentor training program wi 11 begin on January 30, 1986 at the Lineal n In
structional Center from 2:30- 3:45 p.m. Future meetings will be scheduled 
at the first meeting in order to accommodate the schedules of all participants. 

We are especially excited to have you as a participant and hope that you will 
share in our. enthusiasm in helping our new teachers feel a part of the 
DISD family. 

Sf ncerely, 

Oelva J. King 
Associate School Psychologist 
Psychological Services 

100 
v e " R s 

* * * * 
Dallas ll"deoendent 
Scnool Otstnct 

unus Wngnt 
General Suoenntenaent 

3700 Ross Avenue 
Dallas. Texas 75204 
(2141824-1620 
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~ May 2, 1986 

Dear Participant: 

In January of this school year, you were asked to be a part of a program 
which involved new·teachers in support groups in the "Beginning Teachers• 
Assistance Program... The program was designed to nurture and guide new 
teachers into a successful adjustment to a new career wHh Dallas Independent 
Schoo 1 Oi strict. 

Enclosed you will find a packet of questionnaires which will serve as a 
follow-up to the same packet that was distributed at the beginning of the 
progran. It is hoped that the questionnaires are designed to understand the 
experiences and feelings new teachers face at the end of the school year. 
The information obtained will serve beneficial for further development of 
progrcmni ng for future new teachers to the district. 

Please return the completed questionnaires by M~ 16, 1986. A label is attached 
to the packet indicating the mailing address. sincerely appreciated your 
response at tbe beginning of the program and hope that you will be equally 
as responsive to this present request. Thank you for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Dissertation/Theses signature page is here. 

To protect individuals we have covered their signatures. 
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May 23, 1986 

!0: Nev Teachers of Dallas Independent School District 

SUBJECT: BEGINNING !EACHER ASSESSMENT PACKET 

This is a reminder of the deadline for returning the Beginning !eacher 
Assessment Packet. Your input is very important to us and could be 
useful in our process of meeting your needs. 

Please return the information as soon as possible. If you have misplaced 
the packet, let us know at 426-3234 Ext. 219 and another packet will be 
delivered to you. If you have already sent your packets, please disregard 
this notice. 

We reali .. that this is a busy time of the year and hope that this will 
not·be a great burden. Thank you for ~our cooperation. 

~"--• ... •lv. 

Dissertation/Theses signature page is here. 

To protect individuals we have covered th . . 
e1r Signatures. 
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~.d 
~~""-

~ 
'~ dallas ndependent scrcd · distrtct 

INFORMED COMS£NT 

I 9 , free 1 y consent to be a participant 
in a p1 1 ot study or new teachers to Oa 11 as Independent School 
Oistri ct. I wi 11 be asked to fill out questionnaires and 
demographic information including: 

• Job Description Inventory 
• ~1nnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory 
• Purdue Teaacher Opinionnaire 
• Problems Checklist 
• Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory. 

My identity on the questionnaires shall remain anonymous. I 
understand that the pur~ose of the questionnaires is to gain 
further insight into the needs of new teachers and will have no 
negative effect on me personally or professionally. I understand 
that after participation, if I choose, I will be fully informed of 
the results. I understand that I should feel frei! to discuss any 
fl!@lings due to my participation and that I may discontinue at any 
time. 

I understand that this consent and data may be withdrawn at any 
time without prejudice. I have been given the right to ask and have 
answered any inquiry concerning the fcr!going. I nave read and 
understand the foregoing. 

S1gnature 

bate 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

SEX: 

AGE: 

Male 
Female 

18-25 
26-35 
36-45 
46-55 
56-65 
65-over:=: 

TYPE OF STUDENT TEACHING SETTING 

Rural 
Suburban 

Urban 

ACADEMIC DEGREE: Bachelor 
Masters 
Doctorate 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF COLLEGE TRAINING 

North 
South 
East 
West 

Different Country (Specify) 

MARITAL STATUS ; Sfngle 
Married 
Divorced 

Have you had any previous teaching experience prior to coming to this school district? 

YES 
NO 

If yes, how many years? 

Was a geographical relocation made upon the acceptance of this teaching position? 

YES 
NO 

ETHNICITY: Anglo 
Black American---

Hex i can Piner i can __ _ 
Oriental 
Indian 
Other 
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150 - .. 
~---------------------------------------- THE PURDUE TEACHER OPINIONAIRE 

Prepared by Ralph R. Bentley and Avemo M. Rempel --------------------------.-:--,-------------------

T111a ,,.,,.._ •• ._..,._ to •""'"'o .,_ tho opportu!WtY to ••- your 
- _, .,_r -rll ao a teocller aM von-• ac-1 probl- "' your 
.,ertoculer ocllool ortvot..,.. Tit- are M "''" or Wroftt ,..IJOftiOO, 10 do Mt 
.... 11010 10 ,_,. 1110 lUI-tO franldy, 

f'UASE READ Tl4E DIRECTIONS FOR RECORDING 
RESPONSES ON 0Tl4ER SIDE 
00 NOT OMIT ~y ITtMS 

I. O.talla. "red tape. • and ~utred raoorts absortt 
too much of my ume 

Z. TM wort! of individual t.cuttv members ia appre
ciated and commended by our pnncapel 

1 T..c:hers 1-1 ,.. to criticize admanlstrativa 
ooiley at fKuitv m-tinga called by our pnncipet 

4. Tl\e faculty f_.a that their salary euggHtiontl 
.,.. ~uatatv transmitted by tho admaniat,... 
tlon to tho school board 

5. Our ptjftCipel enows moritlam In hM relations 
wiUt the toec:hefs In our schOol 

I. T..c:nars in thiS sctM»ol era eapected to do an 
unreason~~blo amount of record4~ng and 
ctericat-rtl: 

7. My pnnc;Qel mekH a reel effort to meintatn 
cloM contec:1 wrth the faculty 

I. CommunrtY domancta upon the taacMt'a time 
.,.. unreasonable 

1. I am satisfied wtth the pollcl" undet' wttleh pey 
rai&H are granted 

10. My taec:hlft9 loed ia greater than t"-t of moet of 
the other toec:hera an our schOol 

11. TM oll1ra-cumcular loed of tM taec:ttera In our 
school it unraaaonable 

12. Our pnncipeft taedershi11 in t.cutty -tinga 
challangH and stlmulatH our p:oiCAAoiof'lel growdt 

11 My taec:lung oo-rtlon givH me tho SOCial ltatua 
an tho communaty that I das•re 

14. Tlla numbef of hours a taaclter must wort! it 
unraaaontlb,. 

Ill. T..c:hint ana.,._ me to antoY many of the 
matanal and cultural thing• I llka 

II. My achool provicsaa me with adeQ~o ctauroom 
euppliH and equtpmant 

1 I. Thera ia a greet deal of gnptft9, arguift9, toltint 
tiCS... and feuding amo"9 our taachers 

11. Toachi"9 ''"" me • great deal of pef'IOftal satis· 
fKtion 

- 20. The curriculum of our ecrtool mokal reoaona!IM 
prov•aton for student individual ditforoftCol -- 21. The proc:edurH for obtatfting metor1ala and 
MFVICH are well defined and otfiCIOnt -- 22. a.nerally, teachers '" our schooC do not take - actvant.-.• of one anotfler 

- 23. Tho taocflers on our school cooperate with each 
other to Khiove common. personal. and profM• 
toonal objectlvea --- 24. Taacfl•nt onabloa me to make my graatoat con· 
tnbutlon to eoc1otv 

- 25. TM cumculum of our tchoot ia •n Med of major - riYISIOnS 

I'UASE FlU IN Tl4E FOLLOWING INFORMAT10N: 

SCHOOL: ............................................................................... ___ 

AGE: .............................. - SEX: .......... - .......... - ............... _ 

HIGHEST OEGREE 
DATE:-------- COMPlETtD: -------

28. I love to toec:h 

27. If I could plan my career again. I would chooae 
teaching 

21. Eaperioncod faculty members accept now and 
younger rn.mbors u colleaC)uaa 

zt. I would recommend teaching aa an occupation to 
atudonts of high schotauic ability 

30. If I could earn u much money in another occupe· 
tlon. I -ufd ttop teaching 

31. The achool schedu,. plaCH rny ctu .. a at a dlt· 
adVantot• 

l2. The acflool trioa to follow a genarous policy 
ragardi"9 frinto banofita. profauional travel. 
profeuional atudy. etc. 

33. My principal makoa my wort! aoaior and mora 
plouant 

34. ~nt uta profesatonolly it too much of a burden 

31. Our commu11ity makea its teachers f-1 u though 
they are a root pert of tho community 

31. Salary policiea are edminiatored with fatrnesa and 
justice 

37. Toec:hing affords me the aec:urity I want in a 
oo-•tlon 

38. My school principal undoratanda and rocotnizoa 
good toachtng procedure• 

3•. Teachers claarty understand tha policiH govornint 
salary lncraosaa 

40. My ctanoa are uaed a a •dumpift9 ground• for 
problem atudanta 

41. Tho II"" end mothoda of communication between 
teachers and the principal in our school are well 
developed and maintained 

42. My teaching toed in thia school is unraoaonable 

U My principal ahowa a real intoraat in my depart· 
mont 

44. Our priftCipel promote• a .. ,... of belonoang amono 
the teachers in our school 

41. My heavy teaching toed unduly restrict• my non· 
profosaional octivttios 

41. I find my contacts with atudonts. for the moat part. 
highly ntlatying and rewording 

47. 1 feel that I am an important pert of thiS achOol 
aystam 

48. Tho c::omo-tancv of teachers in our tchool compern 
morablv w1tfl that of teachers in other achoota 
that I know 

41. My school provadH tho teachers with adequate 
audlo·vllual a•d• and protection aquipment 

50. I f-1 succouful and competent •n mv present 

.-
·~ Pi~ ci 

~ fa.~ 0 

i 
I 

:t:·~ 1§ 0 I 
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•• DIRECTIONS fOR RECORDING RESPONSES ON OPINIONA.IRE 

Reed eecll eutament carefully. Then indicate whether you agree. pro!Mbly aqrH. 
!m)!!Pbly di .. a•••. or disagru with eecll natemant. Marte your anawen 1n the 
tollow.ng manner: 

If you aarH With the statement. completefy fill in circle.,.. 

If you are somewhat uncertain. !!Yt pro!Mbly agree with the 
statement. completely fill in circle "PA· 

If you are ~het uncertain. but pro!Mbly di!!free w1tll the 
statement. completely fill In c1rcle ·PO· 

If you dil!1!r!! w1tll the atatamant. completely fill in circle ·o-

51. I enjoy wortling -til etudent organiutlona. cluC.. 
and IOCI!tle! 

52. Our t..c:tlinfl staff is COft9en.., to wortl with 

53. Mv teecllinfl ..-oc:iatH are well prepared for th.Cr 
job! 

54 Our echOOI faculty 11M a tendency to tonn into 
ciiQUH 

51. The teacher! in our scnoot wortl wall together 

H. I .m at a diaadv&nU9• ptafHeionally beeaUM other 
t..c:hen are baUer prepared to teech than I am 

57. Our ICMOI P"'V .. .cMQIMt! cleneat Hrvlc .. for 
the teechen 

sa. Aa far as I know. the other teechen think 1 am 
a good teecller 

51. UM•rv fKilitiH and resourcH are ed!Qu!t! for tile 
grade or eubject arel wlltetl I teecll 

10. The ·u,... and et,.;n• resultint from teecllinfl 
makea teecll1"9 unde81reb&e for me 

11. My principal ia concerned witll tile ptablems of the 
feculty and llandles theM ptab&erns sympathetically 

12. 1 do not hesitate to cHacuu any school ptablem 
w1th my pnnc1pal 

ll. Teechlng g1vH me tile preatlga I deSire 

14. My teecllirtCJ JOb enables me to prov1d! 1 utit
fectorv standard of living for my fam1ly 

liS. The ulary eclledule In our schOOl adeCI~Mt!IV 
...cogn1zaa taecner competency 

H. Most of the people 1n tllll community underwtand 
and lf)t)f&elate good education 

17. In my judgment. ttMa community il a tood place to 
ra1aa 1 tam1ly 

II. Th11 community retpec11 1t1 teecllars and tr!ltl 
them like pt1)f..,.onal penont 

II. My prirteiPII ecu • thOugh he it intaretted In 
me and my problems 

70. My ICMof prirteipal supervii!S r!tl\!t tllan 
·anooperv•HI" the t!SCI\!rs 1n our sc:llool 

71. It'' dltt\cult for taecllers to tatn eccept!IIC! by 
tile people in tillS c:ommun1ty 

72. Teacllars· mHUntl as now conduc:ted by our pnn
c•c>el wuta tile ume and energy of tile staff 

7l. My pnrte1pal lin 1 reasonable understlndint of tile 
probleml connected wtth my teacll1"9 a111gnment 

74. 1 IHI tllat my wortl is Judted fatrly by my pnrtelpal 

75. S.lanet paod 1n tillS acllool system compare favor• 
ably w•tll utartel 1n other systame w1th w111ch 
I am familiar 

~~3··l~ 

~~~· 

USE A NO. 2 PENCIL ONLY 

71. Moat of the !C'tiona of students irritate me 

77. The c:ooparttivaneee of teachers in our school 
h!IPI make my work more enjoyable 

71. My students retard me with respect and sHm 
to heve confidence in my profH11on11 ability 

71. The pu11MJS!I 1nd objecttve• of til! achool 
c1nnot be achieved by tile prHant c:urnculum 

10. The teachers in our acllool have • dasirtble 
1nftuance on the value• and 1ttltude8 of their 
atudenu 

11. This community expac:U itl teachers to mHt 
unraaaonaole penonal st1ndarda 

12. Mv student• IPf)rKiata the help I give tllam 
w1tll their acllool wortl 

13. To me there it no more challentint wortl than 
teecllint 

14. Other taechen in our schOOl are IP9f9Cilttva 
of my wortl 

11. Aa a taecher in this community my nonprof!l· 
sional ect1v1tie• outside of achOOI 1ra unduly 
rattncted 

U. Aa • teacher. I think I 1m u competent aa 
mo•t other teachers 

17. The teachers with wttom I wortl llava !lith 
pt1)f!NIOnal atnica 

n. Our school curriculum doH a good job of pre· 
parint students to !!!Coma enlightened and 
competent citizane 

11. I really enjoy wortlint witll my studantl 

to. The taechers in our 1chool snow 1 great daal 
of inttiallve and creativity in their 
taeclling auignmentl 

11. Teechen in our community feel f,.. to dlscu .. 
controversial iaauH in their cia .. ,. 

12. My principii tn!l to make me feel comfortable 
when he v111U my c:laaaea 

13. My pnncipal makH effective uea of tile indlv•d· 
~MI teacher"• capacity and talent 

M. The peop4a in tllis community. generally. llava 
1 airteere tnd wholehearted intaraat in the 
school ayatam 

H. Teachers feel free to go to the principal lbout 
problem• of personal and group welftre 

H. Thi1 commurnty supports ethical procedure• 
regardint tile 1ppo1ntmant and retppointment 
of the teaching stiff 

17. Thia commun1ty IS willint to support a good 
protrlm of ldUCitlon 

11. Our c:ommun1ty eapec:ta the teachers to partie· 
ipat! in tOO many SOCIII ectJVItl!l 

H. Community prasaures prevent me from doing 
my belt aa 1 teacher 

100. 1 .,,. wall sat1sflad w1th my present teacllint 
po!IUOn 
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THE JOB DESCRIPT!VE INOEX 

CODE NUMBER ____________ _ 

COMPANY ______________ _ 

CITI _____________________ __ 

Please fill in the above blanks 
and then turn the page ..••••••• 

Bowling Green State University, 1975 
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Think of your present work. What is it like most of the time? In 
the ~lank beside each word given below, write 

Y for "Yes" if it describes your work 

N for ... NO .. if it does NOT describe it 

? if you cannot decide 

WORK ON PRESENT JOB 

F asci nati ng 

Routine 

Satisfyin9 

Boring 

Good 

Creative 

Respected 

Hot 

Pleasant 

Useful 

Tiresome 

Healthful 

Cha 11 eng i ng 

On your feet 

Frustrating 

Simple 

Endless 

Gives sense of accomplishment 

Go on to the next page •••••••.•••. 
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Think of the pay you get now. How well does each of the following 
\10rds describe your present pay? In the blank beside each ~rd, put 

Y if it describes your pay 

N if it does NOT describe it 

? if you cannot decide 

PRESENT PAY 

Income adequate for normal expenses 

Satisfactory profit sharing 

Barely live on income 

Bad 

Income provides luxuries 

Insecure 

Less than deserve 

Highly paid 

Underpaid 

Now please turn to the next page •..••.•.•. •·• 
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Think of the opportunities for promotion that you have now. How 
well does each of the following words describe these? In the blank 
beside each word put 

Y for "YES" if it describes your opportunities 
for promotion 

N for "No" if it does NOT describe them 

? if you cannot decide 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTION 

Good opportunities for promotion 

Opportunity somewhat limited 

Promotion on ability 

Dead-end job 

Good chance for promotion 

Unfair promotion policy 

InfreQuent promotions 

Regular promotions 

Fairly good chance for promotion 

Go on to the next page .••.••..•••• · 
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Think of the kind of suoerv1s1on that you qet on your job. How well 
does each of the following words describe this supervision? In the 
blank beside each word below, put 

Y if it describes the supervision you get on your 
job 

N if it does NOT describe it 

? if you cannot decide 

SUPERVISION ON PRESENT JOB 

Asks my advice 

Hard to please 

Impolite 

Praises good work 

Tactfu 1 

I nfl uenti a 1 

Up-to-date 

Doesn't supervise enou9h 

Quick tempered 

T!lls me where I stand 

Annoying 

Stubborn 

Knows job we 11 

Baa 

I nte 11 i qent 

Leaves me on my own 

Around when needed 

Lazy 

Please go on to the next page .••••.....••• 
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Think of the majority of the people that y"u work with now or the 
people you meet in connection with your work. How well does each of 
the following words describe these people? In the blank beside each 
word below, put 

Y if it describes the people you work with 

N if it does NOT describe them 

? if you cannot decide 

PEOPLE OH YOUR PRESENT JOB 

Stimulating 

Boring 

Slow 

Ambiti,us 

Stupid 

ResponsiblP. 

Fast 

I nte 11 i gent 

Easy to make enemies 

Ta 1 k too much 

Smart 

Lazy 

Unpleasant 

Active 

Narrow interests 

Loyal 

Hard to rTW!et 

Go on to the next ~aqe ••••.•.•.••• · 
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Think of your job in general. What is it like most of the time? In 
the b 1 ank beside each word gi 'len be 1 ow write 

Y for "Yes" if it describes your job 

N for "No" if it does NOT describe it 

? if you cannot decide 

JOB IN GENERAL 

Pleasant 

Bad 

Ideal 

Waste of time 

Good 

Undesirable 

Worthwhile 

Worse than most 

Acceptable 

Like to leave 

Better than most 

Disagreeable 

Makes me content 

Inadequate 

Excellent 

Rotten 

Enjoyable 

Poor 

Copyright, 1975, Bowling Green State university. 

Revis~d, January, 1982. 
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SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD CHILDREN 

Oi rect ions: 

The following statements represent commonly held attitudes. You will probably 

agree with some and disagree with others. We are interested in your opinions. 

Please read each statment carefully. Then, please indicated your agreement 

or disagreement by coding the appropriate number on the answer sheet: 

1-Strongly 

Agree 
2-Mi Idly 

Agree 

3-Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

4-Mi Idly 
Disagree 

5-Strongly 
Disagree 

1 - Physical punishment should not be allowed in the schools. 

2- A child should never tell an adult that she/he is wrong. 

3 - Corporal punishment is just and necessary. 

4- Children are not being allowed enough freedom today. 

5 - Corporal punishment is an effective deterrant to school 

discpline problems. 

6 - Corpor•l punishment is absolutely never justified. 

7- Children have no moral obligation to remain loyal to their 
parents no matter what the circumstances. 

8 - Someone in the schools should be given the opportunity to 

punish children by paddling. 

9 - Training in adherence to the authority cf teachers hinders the 

development of self-rei lance in children. 

10- You can't change human nature. 

11 - Scaring a student, now and then, by promise of a whipping is 

likely to have negative emotional consequences. 

12- Loyalty on the p•rt of children to their parents is something 

that parents should earn. 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4. 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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13 Physical punishment is an effective way to control student 
behavior. 

14 - Corporal punishment should be used frequently as a method 
of disci pi ine. 

15 - Children "owe" their parents a great deal. 

16- Children are the constitutional equivalents of adults. and 
thus should be accorded the same rights. 

17- If you spare the rod. you will spoil the child. 

18- Children in school have to earn their rights. 

19- Since paddling and spanking students may have negative 
consequences. we should discontinue the practice. 

20- If a child acts mean, he needs punishment rather than 
understanding. 

21 - A young child's thoughts and ideas are his own business. 

22 Corporal punishment is not necessary in modern education. 

23 - Children should have the opportunity to evaluate the 
educational materials they will be using in school. 

24- Since corporal punishment has not eliminated school 
dlscipl inary problems. society should abolish lt. 

25- Since teachers act "In loco parentis" (in place of parents) 
they should be penmitted to physically punish a student. 

26- Children should be greatful to their parents. 

27 - When teachers hit students as punishment, they teach them 
that "Hight makes right". 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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NEEDS ASSESSM!N"r 

NOT A CONCERN AT ALL l 2 3 4 s VERY MUCH 
AN AREA OF 
CONC!RN 

l. Classroam Discipline 
l 2 3 s 

2. Motivating Students 
l 2 3 4 s 

3. Dealing with Individual 
Differences l 2 3· 4 5 

4. Relations with Parents 
l 2 3 4 s 

s. Org a:ni%ing ~ork 
l 2 3 4 s 

6. Sufficient Materials and 
Su'J)l) lies·· l 2 3 4 s 

7. Deal:i.ng with Individual 
hcblems l 2 3 4 s 

8. Time Manqement 
l 2 3 4 s 

9. Teaching tcad 
l 2 3 4 5 

10. Relad.cnship with 
Colleagues l 2 3 4 5 

ll. Less a1 Plmning 
l 2 3 4 s 

12. Repertoire of Teaching 
Methods l 2 J 4 5 

lJ. Awareness of School 
Policies and Rules l 2 3 4 5 

14. De term:i.n1ni Lurning I.avels 
of Students l 2 3 4 s 

15. Burden of Clerical Work 
l 2 3 4 5 

16. Relations with principal/ 
adlllin1s tta tor 

l 2 3 4 5 

17. Dea..li.ng with Students of 
different cultures and l 2 3 4 s 
deprlved backgrounds 
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18. Inadequate Guidance 
and Support_ l 2 3 4 5 

19. Effective use of !estbo~ 
and Curriculum Guides l 2 3 4 5 • 

20. t..rge Class Size 
l 2 3 4 5 
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TEACHER EVALUATION FORM 

Q 
~ 

~ 
Q 
~ 

G ~ 
~ u z ~ 

<= > 0 c:J 
c:J c( ccz ... < z cc Q z cc 
0 LoW ... tit ~ ~ 

:> u tit X: :> 
z < < u ~ < < &A. ... :> ... LoW 

~e 
Q ~ "' :> cc • ... Q a.. ~ 

~ CD c(Q,. X: 1.1.1 COMMENTS Q < en- - CD 

Classroom Climate 

Control of Students 

Knowledqe of Content Area 

Planninq/Preparation 

Use of Materials & Resources 
-

Teachin_g_ Methods 

Involvement of Students 

Dealing with Individual Differences 

Assessinq Student Proqress 

Relationship with Colleaques 

Method of Disciplining 

Relationship with Parents 

Dealinq with Students 
of Different Cultures 

Relationshio with Princioal 



APPENDIX G 

Manual for Mentor Training 
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A Manual For Mentor Training 

The Psvcholo2i~al Transition of Be2innin~ Teachers 
ThrruJ2h Mentorinst and Suppnrt Trainin~ Groups: Models 
of Be2innin~ Teachers Assistance Pro~ram 

Delva J. Kin!l, M.A. 

Dallas Indeoendent School District 
and 

Texas Woman's University 
1985 
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I~7RODVCTION 

The material contained within this manual was complied for the training of experienced 
teachers as mentors as a part of a study interested in assisting the adjustment of 
beginnin~ teachers. 

This workbook consists of outlines of significant material essential to the presen
tation of this program to experienced teachers, as well as handouts to be given to 
each participant in training. A list of suggested readings appears at the end of 
chis manual. A large portion of im?ortant information for conducting this training 
manual was taken from the works of Robert R. Carkhuf! in The Art of He1Pin£. ~uch 

of the information is not contained in chis manual but is presented and discussed 
by the program leader. 
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Session I: The Mentoring Prespective 

I. Reflections 

Problems of Be2innin~ Teachers 
Productivity Throu~h Peoole 

II. What Is A Mentor 

What A Mentor Is Not 
Expectations of Mentors 
What A ~entor Does 
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Session I: the Mentoring Prespective 

I. Reflectin~ Back To The Beginnin~ Years 

Discussion 
Similation 

II. Tovard Understandin~ the Problems of the Be~inning Teacher List the 
Areas of Problems: 

Discipline 
Planning 
Relations with parents 
Motivatin~ students 

Concern about Discipline 

- What is the appropriate behavior that I should establish in my 
classroom? 

- How do I establish it and keep it? 
- Hew do I react to inaopropriate behavior? 

Bein2 Liked bv Students 

- For the new teacher, it is 1 time of hiah need for approval. Usually. 
it is the initial plun~e into the adult world of work. Thus, they 
need to have a feelin~ of Success. 
nuestions: Am I succeeding? Is the instruction relevant? Am I 
really meetin2 the needs of ~ students? Are they as bored as they look? 

Subject Matter - Knowledge of subject matter, content. 

Materials 

Other Teachers, Admin~strators, Parents 

New Teacher must learn hov to deal with adult relationshios. 

- Experienced Teachers: Many times they welcome the new teacher and 
extend their services to help but they seem to disappear, to step 
back. The new teacher has to learn to measure up to the other 
teachers' standards before being accepted. 

- Principals and other supervisor - Complex realtionship. 
Principal - JUDGE or Evaluator. 

- Parents - Often e~ected to be natural allies in the education of 
their children but not always so. They are sometimes difficult to 
reach and have a different perception of their child's problems. 
Many times will bl&me the new teacher. 
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!II. The Effects of ~irst Year Teacher Problems 

l. - The "Curve of Disenchantment" (Durinsz the first four months). 
-Curve Stablizes buc not at an all time high (Later in first year). 

2. Old Saying: A teacher not having ~enc:.· years of experience but 
having one year of experience tventy times. 
~an .. • teachers fail to gro-w and develoP. They get set on material, 
procedures. and simply reoeat that year after year. 

3. Many suffer ~hysically and emotionally. 

4. Others leave the profession and become totally disillusioned by the 
teaching profession. 
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RESULTS OF THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

CLASSROOM DISCIPLINE 

MOTIVATING STUDENTS 

INSUFFICIENT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 

BURDEN OF CLERICAL WORK 

TIME MANAGEMENT 

ORGANIZING WORK 

LESSON PLANNING 
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WHAT IS A ~tNTOR 

Webster's Definition: A trusted counselor or guide, tutor or coach 

Criteria for bein2 a ~entor 
l. Hentor must be higher up on the professional ladder 
2. Should be an authority in his field; more experience 
3. Influential 
4. Interested in your Frowth and develop~ent 
3. Willin~ to commit time and emotion to the relationshop 

What a ~entor is Not 
1. Automatic pal or close friend; should not expect social relationships 

or to mix with family or friends 
2. "On call" to listen to grievances and frustration: don't impose on 

the mentor to deal with all minor problems 
3. Exclusively yours 
4. Not to be ~racefully dismissed when you no longer have use for him. 

Role of Mentor 

Greater than just a peer role model. Their help is through the sharing of 
experiences. They warn you of your pitfalls and offer guidance. They can 
tell you their perception or the problem. 

What a 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 

~entor Does 
Gives upward mobility to career 
Boosts self-esteem by believing in you 
Shares your dreams 
Gives \71sion 
Provides advice. counsel, and support 
Gives feedback of your progress; how do others see you 

E~ectations of ~entors 
1. Cooperatively transfer experience and skills 
2. Communicate more's and community expectations 
3. Professional ethics 
Help beKinning teacher to become more self-directed and self-analytical. 
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~entor Group Activitv 

Ask each participant to think of an eX?erience that he or she has never told 
anyone. 

Allaw them time to think of an experience and for interest to rise but tell 
them that they do not have to write the experience down. 

Ask each participant to think of one word or short ohrase to describe what 
conditions would need to exist in the group for him/her to share the secret. 

Have participants to write down the word or phrase and hand in to the leader. 

Read the list of words and place them on the balckboard. 

Discuss the words. Ask what each means or implies. 

Summarize the list. Explain that words like trust, understanding acceptance, 
warmth, re~ard, caring, conditions needed for oeople to share something about 
themselves to others. These are the occasions for "helping conditions" to 
arise. 
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"t/riAT IS A MENTOR? 

~;ebster's uefini:ion: t trusted. c~unselor or guide, tutor, coach. 

C~ I TeE I A f QF. BE I r~G t ;.~Ei :TOP. 

i. Mentor must be higher up on the professional ladder 

2. Should be an authority in his/her field; More experience 

3. Influential 

4. Interested in teacher Growth and Development 

5. Willing to commit Time and Emotion into the relationship 

WHAT A MENTOR IS NOT? 

1. Automatic Pal or Close Friend 
2. "On Call" to listen to Grievances ard Frustrations 

3. Exclusively Yours 
4. Nat to be gracefully dismissed 



=-xP-CTAT I Ot'.. OF u.-I!TQRC" I..J t I '~ i1tth IJ 

1. Coope~ativeiy transfer experience and skills. 

2. Communicate mores and community expectations. 

3. Professional Ethics. 

4. Help beginning teacher to become more self-directed 

and self-analytical. 
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WHAT A MENTOR DOES 

1. Gives Upward Mobility to Career 

2. Boosts Self-esteem by Believing in Mentee 

3. Shares their Oreaas 

4. Gives Vision 

5. Provides Advice, Counsel, and Support 

6. Gives Feedback of Mentee's Progress 
(How Others See Him/Her) 
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MENTOR AS FRIENDLY SUPPORTER 

I. The lmoor~ance of Friendship 
A. Social Support 

a. Depression 
b. Inadequate Coping 
c. Alienation 
d. Physical Illness 

B. Friendshio: An lnnoculation for life's Stresses 
Friendship is a "life vaccine." 

Jl. Why People Have Trouble Making Friends 
A. Shyness: An Unnecessary Evil 

1. Lack of Social Skills 
2. Social Anxiety 
3. Self-Defeating Attitudes 

8. Three Basic Types of People 
1. The Unfriendly Person 

UOP,lesant to be around 
Unaesirable characteristics that tend to repel others. 

2. The Neutral Person 
Neither turn people on or off 

3. The Friendly Person 
Makes people feel good about themselves and people like to be 
areund this type of person. 
They listen and have a genuine interest in people. 
Sensitive to other's feeling 
Don't have bloated sense of self-importance. 
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Session II: Mentor As Friend 

Friendships and Social Su~~ort 

I. The broortance of Friendship 

A. Social Suoport 
l. Provides stability and strength 
2. Social Support carries us throu~h hard times. 

a. Deoression 
One of the key factors of depression appears to be the amount 
of social satisfaction we receive from life. 

b. Inadequate Co~ing 
c. Alienation 

- Low Social Support -- Alienation 
A sense of· not being a part of thin~s. 

- Low social support -- Low Self-Esteem 
d. Phvsical Illness 

- Loneliness seems to change us physically in such a way 
that we become less resistant to illness. 

- People having little social support tend to get ill more 
than those having high social support. 

Depression 
Decreased Coping 

Ability 

Alienation 

B. Friendship: An Inoculation for Life's Stresses 
l. Friends share out life exoeriences to test our ideas, encourage 

us toward fulfillin~ our goals and dreams, help us release our 
tension and stress, comfort, understand us, and gives us feelings 
of self-worth. 

2. Friendship can inolucate us a~ainst many of life's problems -
not to eliminate the problems but to ease the pain. 

3. Friendship 15 a "life vaccine". 

II. ~v People Have Trouble Making Friends 

A. Shyness: An Unnecessarv Evil 
l. Lack of Social Skills 

How do ~ou make small talk? 
What to say and when to say it? 
- Friendshipmaking Checklist 

2. Social Anxietv 
Another aspect of shyness is a physiological one - Anxiety arousal 
in social situations. 
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- Social Anexiety 

c::z?> ... ____ ._ 

/J~1 

Breathing 1' 
High Bloo~ Press t 
Hear~ Rate f 
~ 

"'Fight or Flight" 
Reaction 

the ac~ivation of our fear response 

Brain sends out a signal through our 
nervous system to cer~ain glads which 
release a variety of potent chemicals 
into our bloodstream 

~ 
Creates a dramatic change in our bodies 

Ready to fight the threat or run to safety. 

Fear in social situations makes us feel uneasy and distracts us. 
-Anxiety makes us want to escape whatever's making us feel this 

way. But we cannot escape having some type of interaction with 
others. Thus, people with social anxiety end up feeling fearful 
or anxious a great deal of the time. 

Poor Social Skills 

..lJ 

~ 
Shyness 

Social 
Anxiety 

3. Self-Defeatin~ Attitudes 
Shy people usually feel: 

Inadequate 
Insecure 
Unlikaable 

~ 
Self-Defeating 
Attitudes 

Can't imagine anyone wanting to be their friend. 
These feelings translate into: 

~egative Self-concept 
- "If you don't like yourself, it's going to be difficult to 

get ~ to like you. 

B. Three Basic t~es of Peoole 
1. The Unfriendlv Person 

Unplesant to be around 
Undesirable characteristics that tend to repel others 

2. the ~eutral Person 
~either cum people on or off 

3. the Friendlv Person 
Makes people feel good about themselves and people like to ~e 
around this type person 
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- They listen 
Have a genuine interest in people 
Sensitive to other's feelings 
Doa't have bloated sense of self-importance. 

- Uhat About You 
Taking Stock of Yourself 

III. Assessing Your Friendship Potential 
A Look at You, Your Attitudes !award Yourself and Others. and Your 
Friendship Potential 

Fr1endshio Potential 
The degree to which you able to relate with others in a warm, 
satisfying aad rewarding manner 

Activicv: Friendship Potential Inventory 
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tV. Rules of Friendship 
Rule One: Like Yourself 

Engage in Positive Self-Talk 
Rule Tvo: Reach Out 

Greeting Talk 
!nitiating Conversation 

Rule Three: Getting Involved - ~ke Contact 
Rule Four: Be Ple&aant 

Be Polite 
Giving Compliments 

Step l: Give Only Genuine Compliments 
Step 2: Practice Giving Compliments 

How to Accept Compliments 
Smile at People 
Express Positive Feelings 

Rule Five: Get to Knaw People; Develop an !nterest in People 
Step 1: Relax Around People 
Step 2: Treat People with Respect 
Step ): Pay Attention to and Listen to People 

Rule Six : Let People Know You - Self-Disclosure 
What !s Self-Disclosure? 
Why People Can't Self-Disclose 

Activitv: Self-Disclosure Rating Scale 
~ot Too ~ch Too Soon 
Self-Disclosure Skills 

Rule Seven: Communicate effectively 
How to Get Through to People 

Rule Eight: Handling Conflict Constructively 
Consider the Other Person's View 
Try ~ot to Ar;ue 
Don't Be Vindictive 
Admit Your ~~takes Quickly and Unequivocably 
Be Able to Say You're Sorry 
Know How to Compromise 
Be Able to Tolerate Criticism and Hostility Without Rancor 
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WHAT IS FRIENDSHIP? 

Voluntary. This means we don't have to be dragged into them, we're 
involved because we ~ to be. We choose to spend time 
and efforts on frien~ 

Informal. Unlike ~-loyee-e~loyer relationships. Friends don't make 
rules, they let the relationship develop on its own. 

Dynamic. Shifting and changing along with the people involved. Some 
friendsHips zip fast and others creep. 
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Satisfying. If a relationship is ~ere heartache than good times, it won't 
last. It has to be enjoyed by both parties. They don't need 
to be sati!fying constantly but-n!ld to be happy 10st of the time. 

Communication. friends are able to talk and usually on a deeper level 
tnan just discussing the weather. Friendships form a 
bridge gaving th~ way for sharing, warmth, mutual support, 
and pro 1 em-so 1 v1 ng. , 

Mutual Acceotina.Friends accept each other, remain loyal even when a 
friends' actions are insulting, ridiculous, and frustrating. 
Friends accept each other for waht they are, not what the 
other person wants them to be. 

Enjoyable. Friends enjoy each other's ~any, give freely of their own, 
and do a myr1ad of other th1ngs. . 

Reciorocal.Friendship is a "two-way" street. 



WHAT !S FRIENDSHIP? 

Voluntarv. This means we don't have to be dragged into them; we're involved 
because we ~ to be. We choose ~o spend time and efforts on friends. 

Informal. Unlike employee-employer relationships. Friends don't make rules; 
cney lee the relationship develop pretty ~ch on its own. 

Dvnamic. Shifting and changing along with the people involved. Some friend
ships tip fast and ochers creep. 

Satisfving. tf a relationship is more hearache chan good times, it won't 
l£st. !t ~to be enjoyed by~ parties. They don't need to be satis
fied constantlv with che relationship but they need to be happy with it 
mo•t of the time. 

Communication. Friends are able to talk and usually on a deeper laval than 
just discussing the weather. Friendship forms a primary bridge paving 
the way for sharing, warmth, mutua1 support, and problem-solving. 

~cual Acceocing. Friends accept each ocher, remain loyal even when a 
friend's actions are insulting, ridiculous, frustrating. Friends accept 
each other for what they are, not what the ocher ?•rson ~ them to be. 

Enjovable. Friends enjoy each ocher's company, give freely of their own, 
and do a :yriad of ocher things. 

Reciprocal. Friendship os a "tvo-way" s tree c. 
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lEN TOR AS FR I ENOL Y SUPPORTER 

I. The fmoortance of Frtendship 
A. Social Support 

a. Depression 
b. Inadequate Coping 
c. Alfenation 
d. Physical Illness 

8. Friendship: An lnnoculation for Life's Str~sses 
Friendship is a "li fa vaccine." 

II. Why People Have Trouble Making Friends 
A. Shyness: An Unnecessary Evil 

1. Lack of Social Skills 
2. Social Anxiety 
3. Self-Defeating Attitudes 

8. Three Basic Types of Peoole 
1. The Unfriendly Person 

UnP,l esant to be around 
Undesirable characteristics that tend to repel others. 

2. The Neutral Person 
Neith~~ turn people on or off 

3. The Friendly Person 
Makes people feel good about themselves and people like to be 
areund this type of person. 
They listen and have a genuine interest in people. 
Sensitive to other's feeling 
Don't have bloated sense of self-importance. 
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T AK J NG STOCK OF YOURSaF: 

1. What are my unfriendly characteristics? 
• J'1 too impatient at times. 
t.. I' 11 too ·pushy. 
3 • 
... _______________ _ 
5. _______________ _ 

'·---------------7. _______________ _ 
!. _______________ _ 

II. What ar! !Y friendly characteristics? 
· 1. I 1 i stan canfu 11 y. 
2. I try to be 1 oya J to rrJ friends. 
3. ------------------------------4. ----------------------------5. ------------------------------6. ------------------------------7. ------------------------------8. -------------------------------

Ill. Chances I Wish to ~e 
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RULES Cf FRIENDSHIP . 

Rule One: Like Yourself 
Engage in Positive Self-Talk 

Rule Two: Reach Out 
Sreeting Talk 
Initiate Conversation 

Rule Three: Get Involved - Make Cantac~ 
Ru 1 e Four: Be Pl ~as ant 

Be Po 11 te 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 

Gfve Compliments 
Sfve Only Genuine Compliments 
Practice Siving Compliments 
How to Accept Compliments 
S.11e at People 
Express Positive Feelings 

Rule Five: Get to Know People: Develop an Interest in People 
Step 1: Re 1 ax Around Peop 1 e 
Step 2: Treat People with Respect 
Step 3: Pay Attention to and Listen to People 

Rule Six: Let People Know You - Self-Disclosure 

Rule Seven: Communicate Effectively 
Rule Eight: Handling Conflict Constructively 

Consider the Other Person's View 
Try Not To Argue 
Don't Be Vindictive 
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SESSION III 

Mentor as Consultant 



PRODUCTIV!TY THROUGH PEOPLE 

Magic Uo~ds: Treat people &a adults. 
Treat th~ aa partners; 
treat them with dignity; 
treat them with respect. 

Treat them ~ the primary source 
of productivity gains. 

!f you want p~oductivity and high achievement that goes with it, you ~t 
treat your workers as your most important asset. 

·~at :akes it live at these companies is a plethora of structural devices, 
systems, styles, and values, all reinforcing one another so that the compan
ies are truly unusual in their ability co achieve extraordinarv results 
through ordinary people." They turned average Joes into winners. 

It goes back to teachers waitini Eor motivation, control over their 
destinies, and mak1ni meaning for them. 
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MENTOR AS CONSULTANT 

ea~e ~ . ,£~~:1~ :-_______ 
7

.. ' Teach~;ne~' 
Consul tee ~ ' 

~ntor ~ 
-------------~ r 

~rect Services to 
the student 

I. Define Coa.ultation 
Coa.ultation VS Counseling 

Consultant: 1. Shares Information 
Ideas 
Perception 

2. Helps to put ideas into action through 
planning and strategizing 

Definition: Consultation involves sharing information, ideas, coor
dinating, co~aring observations, providing a sounding 
board and developing tentatively hypothesis for action. 
Emphasis is placed on joint planning and collaboration. 
!he purpose is to develop tentative recommendations which 
tit the uniqueness of che child, teacher, and the setting. 
(P.l87) Dickmeyer (L968) 

Consultation: Is initiated by some one who is concerned about someone 
else such as the new teacher. This concern shifts down 
co the student indirectly 

f2!!: Help teacher grow personally 
Become more aware ~f themselves 
Be able to perfo~ ~re effectively 

Conaultin~ Relationships can be Developed: 
Level t - Centers upon external matters that are not personally 

threatening such as curriculum. 
Level ti - Deals oore with introducing creative and innovative 

ideas chat ~an create a positive Learning environment. 
In tune co feelin~s. encourages, and is basically con
cerned about che ~rowth of che teacher. 

Level tii - Same ~ualicy and intensity of Level !I but is continued 
in time ( :iunson, L970) 

The Basic Foc\15 ---Chan~e 
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ti. Initiating the Consultation P~ocess 
A. Self-Initiating 

The new teacher approaches someone for help 
Advantages: Consultee is motivated, ready co accept ideas and try 

new approaches and is receptive to gain aid. 
Warning: Sometimes the messages are not clear or the~e may be some 

'"hidden agenda", but teacher consu.lcee does not know how 
to go about handlin~ it. 

B. Other - Initiated 
Someone else seeks help for consultee (principal, supervisor, etc). 
Here the consultee may ~ be receptive co consultation. 

~o matter how much the consultant wanes to help, the consultee must 
be responsive, cooperative, receptive to assistance. 
Consultee must demonst~ate a ~llingness to change. 

Row Does Consultant Oeal with Other-Initiated Referrals? 
l. Conf~ont consultae directly 

Warnins: Consulcae may become defensive and even more resistant 
to change 

2. More effective approach: Talk to the teacher about classroom ex
periences in general with the ~oal of getting the consultee's per
ception of the situation. 

r\ctivi:v: 
Consultant: 

Consultee: 
Consultant: 

"The principal mentioned to me that you were having problems 
handlin~ your class and he asked ~• to come help out. 

"Oh, I'm handling things just fine. (Defensiveness) 
"How are things going so far." 
"How do you think the kids are adjusting?" 
OPEN-ENDED STATEMENTS THAT !SVITE DISCUSSION. 

Dinkmeyer and Caldwell {L970) outline soma necessary conditions for mentor 
consultation: 

l. ~entor must be perceived as one who cares and is capable of giving 
help. 
Should communicate that he/she shares the teacher's concerns 

2. Readiness for a.sistance. 
3. ~!usc be a relationship with mutual cespecc, crust, and confidence. 
~. ~utual ali~ment of goals and purposes. 
5. ~ntor must be ampathetic. 
6. Emphasis ~n developing a collaborative relationship. 
7. Consultee has the choice of acceptin~ or rejecting ideas. 
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The Art of Helping 

From the first moment of life to the last moment of life, humans need 

nourshment and direction. As they ~row physically, emotionally, and 

intellectually. 
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An Overview of Helping 

Helping is a p~ocess leading to nev behavio~ for the person being helped: 
the helper ~t guide him in his development. This nourshment prepares the 
person being helped fo~ the more directionful or initiative behavior of the 
helper. 

When the person is suffiently nourshed, he will involve himself into the 
p~oper direction. AI he, himself, becomes capable of making his own decisions, 
he usumes maturity /tUSteey. 

Betore we can acquire the skills of helping, we must understand the goals 
of helping. In order fo~ an individual to learn nev behavior, he must first 
explore where he is. He simply cannot R•t to any ~oal if he does not first 
know where be is. He must explore himself in relations to his wo~ld. He must 
know the problema before we can change the behavior. First goal of helping is 
Self-Exploration. 

Activity: Where were you~ere are you 

In exploring hi~elf, the person seeking help is attempting to understand 
where he is in relation to where he wants to be. The pu~ose for exploration 
is understanding. A helper has to filter the helpee's experience through his 
own - put it into perspective - put the pieces of the puzzle together - and 
enable the helpee to understand his experience at deeper and fuller level. 
When the helper moves beyond simply responding to the individual's expereince 
to initiating f~om his own expereince in this manner, he facilitates this 
Self-Understanding - the second goad of helping. 

Finally, self-understanding is not real until the individual has acted 
uoon it. !he only eurpose for understanding behavior is to be able ~ 
to learn new behaviors. 

In Actin~ - the person acts upon how to ~et rrom where he is to where 
he want to be. !he more a person underst~ds himself, the more constructively 
he can act to help others. The helpee will model after the helper who demonstrates 
effective initiative behavio~. The third ~oal of helpinlit is C•>nstructi.on Action, 
vs. Dest~ctive Action. 
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~entor Training 

Alorarenus S ta8_! 

1. To develop communication relation skillls to promote peer development. 
2. To develop supportive posture skills of facilitation and guidance of 

peers. 
Skills of: Cooperation, Coordinatin~. Supportin~. Relpin~. Relievin~. 

Commending, Suggestin~. Planning, Evaluating, Praising. 
3. To devleop skills of cultivating and developing personal qualities 

that result in feelings of self-worth and ~rowth. 

Develop building blocks ot successful teaching: Respect, Confidence, 
Clarity of, Expectations, Autonomy, Compromise, Analysis, Reciprocity. 

Reciprociev - a mutual exchange among oeople involving many different 
kinds of activities essential to the complex tasks of teaching and 
learnina. 

Consistency Generates Respect 
Openness Stimulates Confiendce 
Expectations Improve Performance 
Autonomy Promotes Determination 

Activitv: List thin1s that "Cramp your Style". 

Activitv: "What I would like to do if I could". 
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!mnonant Factors .!!! !!!:!! ! ~ Listener 

1. ~achy - "! can understand" 

2. Warmth/hst'•ct - "! care anci rupect you" 

3. c.nuine - "!'aa for real" 

.lli.£. Builders ~ ~ Ustaning 

1. Attentive 

2. Dnderscandins 

3. ~n-Juds.mental 

4. Discri=inator Of Factual Information 
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A participant 1D a l&boratory ezperiance-bued program vill lurn t:o 
tha es:act that be can be open, be honest, and be etfect:ive 1n his 
~c:atioa with ocher people. Effective communic:ation means not 
oaly apeakiaa directly and precisely, but also l1stan1ns carefully &nd 
UDdarataDdina vbat is beina 1aid. 

Active llitanina involves cryioa t:o understand 
1. the words people use 
%. tba different meazU.na• vaNs can have for 

people 
3. peoplu' fetl.1D~ and actions aa vall 01a 

thair VIOrd• 

Tbe first purpo•• of active liaten1D1 is to undar
at&Dd vhat a person 1s sayinK. thinkina. and feelinc. 

The second purpose of active listenins is to help 
a person undantand f\imsalf batter. 

Purpoae • To halp people b.&ar ucb. oth&r on aaare 
than =• level 

Procell - Ducusa- ''Most people feel freer to 
chan1• ~ir behavior when they feel 
they •~ understood and cared for." 

.JuJ.u, - Before anyone can say anyc!U.Dg, he m.tst 
first repeat v~t the previous per1on 
hu just sud. 

He 1.1 noc: to repeat tha exact wording 
~at rather the intent of the previous 
statement. 

tf tha ,arson ra;-eats ·o~h 1t he think.s he 
hAs heard ~d the parso~ ~ho ori;inally 
-.de :he statamenc feel~ t~ac this is 
not what he really meant to say, he is 
then oblised to ~orracr c~ac person. 
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Group Strocture 

Member's Attitudes 

Mer.lber' s Se!'-.a:r..o.~ 

Group Process Styles 

Colla.bor:lt1ve 
Flexible. 

Leaders arise as needed, 
eve~;one can be a leader. 

GI'OU;) generates an::t decides 
am:mg ideas. 

Comcetit~ve/Authorttart~~ 
Rigid. 

Croup mi;;h: b'!neraee 1de3.S, 
but leader decid~s. 

Everyona' s ide~ are important: • Only own or the lea.c:er, 5 
id.e.:J.S arc ~Ort<lt\t. 

It 's good to bring · · veryon~ 
into the c11.scuss1on. 

Get:ing cred.it 1sn It important • 

arouo u acre creative tt-..an 
arc/ one 1ni1 vidual. 

Elabo:-ating on oth~:-s 1dea3. 

Orasr_ng people cut. 

L!steni."lg to others. 

Friendly beha Viers . 

GiVing use~ r~ac~. 

Don't tro; t::> br~ ot~rs 
1nto t~ discus.:ion. 

Ciettir.g c:-edit 1.s im;:·:a•tmt. 

Individual is rrx:)re creat!•te 
than group. 

DiscouragL~ others. 

Cr!.:icisir.g others 1dea.s. 

Shutt!r.g ~eople da.m. 

G1~-~ ~~~ble r~:~ck, 1~ 
at o.ll. 

When all rr.em!:ers !n the groou~ feel that ti~~!: i:.?ut is valt.:e-.:1, :n~~ L3 a ~J.t~:
chance or can!r.g up ~-lith novel ideas. 'The ?roc;~~ ~-11!! also ~~ ~!'"t! :;:!.t1zt"';1~ a:-.: 
the prod.uct of the gr-oup ·....u.l be better tha.n i:· i:!..~yor.~ of :~e g::"''up acted alc~e. 
People wi.l.l feel bee:er about collaborat.!•re ~u?~ a."\d w·il: ~e r:-...:lre l.!.kely to s:.ay 
together ;dth o:'le !r.:>ther ani to !.nterac~ :rore C!=~:'.l:l ar.d !r~l.:l. 
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SESSION IV 

Stimulate into Action 
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Bow To Stimulate Action 

Purpose Orientation 
ChallanR• 

Talent Is Imagination 

I=agination provides the opportunity to identify alternatives, sreater 
choicu. 

Accivitv: Participate in a decision 

Talent Is Stimulation 

Skill Is Talent - Based 

Oecisioo Is Thinking Skill 
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NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR MENTORIHG 
(OinK Meyer and Caldwell, 1970) 

1. The mentor must be perceived as one who cares and is capable of 
giving ~elp. 

2. Readiness to ~elp is essential. 

3. There must be a relationship with mutual resoect, trust and 
confidence. 

4. There is a mutual alignment of goals and purposes. 

5. The mentor ts empathic. This is observed by prompt response to 
request and by ~1 s/her attitude that he/she shares the new 
teacher's concern. 

6. There ts an emphasis placed on the development of a 
collaborative relationship. 

7. The responsibility and decision for using or rejectin9 any plan 
always remain with the mentee. 
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MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE MENTEE 

I. ATTENOIN6 PHYSICALLY 

t A physical act on the part of the mentor. 
• Communicate an interest by attending physically to the 

men tee. 
1 Make our attention avanable independent of the rnentee's 

behavior. This lets the men tee know that you va 1 ue him/her 
by attending without imposing conditions. 

• The attention may involve physical contact with the mentee. 
The most human extension of contact involves holding the 
men tee. 

1 Posturing 
Our posture conmunicates our "readiness• to respond to the 
mentee•s needs. l)ften, 'lur thoughts and feelin9 reflect our 
posture. When we posture curse 1 ves for our own comfort and 
convenience, we tend to think of ourselves. When we posture 
ourselves to attend to others, we tend to think of them. 

• Facing Fully 
One way of posturing curse 1 ves to attend to men tee is to 
face him/her fully. 

t Proxi•ity (Moving Forward) 

• Attendin; Psychologically 
We shou d posture ourselves fn everyway possible to 
comnunicate our full and undivided attention. We attend 
psychologkally to the mentee wnen we comnunicata a 
"hovering attentiveness." 

1 Maintaining Efe Contact 
the key way o attending psychologically involves how ~e use 
our senses, particularly our eyes. We communicate 
attentiveness when -e maintain eye contact ~ith the helpee. 
The mentee ts aware of our efforts to make contact with 
him/her psychologi~ally through our efforts to make contact 
with him/her visually. 

• Observing Cues 
The mentor uses his/her eyes to see the men tee. He/ She 
observes the mentee fully, takinq in all of his/her 
appearance and behavior. He/She studies all external 
behaviors that will give him/he1" cues to the mentee·s 
internal behaviors. In addition, -!Ye contact gives both 
mentor and men tee the ooportun i ty to check each other's 
behavioral expressions out. 
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MEET1N6 ntE NEEDS· OF ntE MENTE£ 
Page 2 

I I. LISTENING 

Perhaps the key ingredient of attending is listening. When we 
give the mentee our full and undivided attention, we have 
prepared ourse 1 ves for 11 steni ng to the men tee. The more we 
attend to the mentee, the better we can listen to the cues of 
his/her inner experience. The more we view the mentee, the more 
we prepare ourselves for listening to him/her. 

WAYS TO DEVELOP OUR LISTENING SKILLS 

1. The listener should know why he/she is there. We should have 
a reason for listening. If we are going to help, we should 
be establishing a relationship that makes helping possible. 
We should be listening for the important things that the 
helpee is express1ng about himself/herself. 

2. Next, it is important to suspend our judgement in listening, 
at least inithlly. If we are going to listen to what the 
men tee has to say, we must suspend temporarily the things 
which we say to ourselves. Just let the mentee' s message 
sink fn without trying to make decisions about it. 

3. The most important behavior in listening is to !!!!!! 
distractions. Try to resist outside d1stractions, noises, or 
anything that wi 11 take us away from the person to whom we 
are listening. 

4. Practice wafting a full 30 seconds before responding in any 
way to the mentee's expressions. 

5. R~all Content 

6. Look for com~an themes. The themes •i 11 te 11 us what the 
speaker fs really trying to say about nimself/"terself in 
r!lation to his/her •orld. 

7. The main result of listening is hearing. Hearing means 
understanding what it 1s the 1nentee IS trying to exoress in 
h f s/her behav1 :)r and soeecn. Hearing means caoturi ng the 
:nusic behi.,d the words and manner1sms. Hearing ~ans that 
the mentor is Z!roing in on the :nentee' s feelings about 
himself/herself in relation t:) nis/.,er word. The critical 
question which the ,nentf)r must answer, tnen, is whether 
he/she can hear the mentee cl~arly. 
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MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE MEHTEE 
Page 3 

8. Most tJf us have been taught not to listen or to hear. We 
have been conditioned not to listen or hear, now we must 
train ourselves to listen and h!!!· 

9. You might try to practice matching the appropriate kind of 
helping behavior with the mentee's expressions. This is not 
to say that you must match the exact intensity. It is to say 
that you communicate an openness and a receptiveness to the 
mentee. You conmunicate a readiness to respond to his/her 
further expression of "is/her concern. 

Gradually, you will respond more rapidly. Whereas initially, 
you are struggling to be with him/her, increasingly you are 
with hi~/her and your responses ~ill flow easily. 

10. Again, the function of attending to the mentee's needs is to 
give him/her the feelings of security that make the helping 
process ooss1ble. 
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HOM£ WORK HANOOU T 

H{HTOO Is tW4{ : _______ _ H£HTEE•S HAM£: ________ _ 

WHKLY TASKS 

ATTENDING 
-~slcally 

Posturing 

E~e Contact 

Prox tail_r 

Attending Ps_rchologlc•ll,r 

LISTENING 
-- Resisted Distraction 

Practice Waiting 

look for Common Theaes 

Closely hear what 
Is being said 

Percentage of Maxl•u• • 

FREQUENCY 
(I TIMES OOHE 
IN A WEEK) 

1214567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

1234567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 2 1 4 5 6 1 

1214567 

xlOO • I 

C~nts on Hood an~ Effort This Week: 

POINTS 
EARNED 

TOTAL 
WEEKLY 
POINTS: 

H.\ X 
POINTS 

35 

15 

35 

35 

35 

35 

35 

35 

35 

SCUOOl : ____ _ 

SUCCESS LEVEL (1-5) 
SaVERY GOOO 
1•VERY POOR 

WEEK 
2 3 4 

N 
0 
w 



HEHTEE: 

HELPING SITUATION 

You are a first year teacher. Your room is located in a portable which is 
isolated from the rest of the world! The ~ortable is old, the floor makes 
noises, and the windows have black shapes that can never-Qpen. In other 
words, the room is ukky! 

You feel terribly lonely, depresse4 about the classroom, and not 1 part of 
the school 

~: 

~: 

~: 

You are very distant and aloof. You make definite jestures 
reflecting that you are noc-Tnterested and don't care about 
h/her problem. 

You fail or refuse to make eye-contact. When you do comment, 
you don't respond to the problem and also give an inappropriate 
judgement or opinion. 

You are trying to listen to the problem but seem rather distracted. 
You have the appropriate posture and proxmity to the mentee 
but just not "in tune" to the problem. You sometimes throw in 
an empathetic comment but soon start talking about the problems 
~are having. 

You present a posture of concern, facing the mentee fully, and with 
good eye-contact. You are observing the mantee, checking out 
h/her feelings and behavior. You are "in tune" to meeting the 
needs of the mentee. You listen to what is being said and try to 
relate to the common themes. 
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Svmbolically Nourishing 

A nending Physically 

Symbolically Holding 
Holding 
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Posturing Facing Fully 

Moving Forward 
Attending Psychologically 
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Maintaining Eye Contact Obsarving Cues 
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Communicating Interest j 
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Not Attending 

Attending 

Reaching Tom 

Turning Tom Awav 
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Resisting Distractions 

Waiting to Respond Recalling Content 
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Looking for Themes 
Considering 

Hearing 

Conditioning 
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Responding 

Ruching Out 

Exploring 
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"Y ou feel . . . , •• ..... 
"You feef sad." 

"Y ou feef discouraged" 

"You really f&tH grea(' 



Sad 
Distressed 
DeQr~ed 

Down 

,-\ , , 
. - J 
L_... 

, 1 furious·· "You really ee 

Happy 
Excited 
Elated 

Up 

Angry 
Anr~oyed 
Furious 
Uptight 

ggling "You are stru rds" 
for the right wo 
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"You f-' tom" 
''You feel cgnflicted" 
"'! ()U feel . • . • • . • • 
"You feet .....•.• " 

"You feel confused" 
"You feef lost" 

"Ycu feel ....... . 
"You faef ........ " 

"You feef blocked" 
''You feet frustrated" 
"Yo:J ~ .•...... 
''You feei ........ " 
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Activity 

Ask consult••• to taka three minutes to talk about something about themselves 

that they would like to change. 
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DIRECT FEEDBACK MODEL 

A. BE SPECIFIC ABOUT THE BEHAVIOR 
tGIVE AN EXAMPL£, BE DESCRI PriVEt 

B. TELL HON THE BEHAVIOR MAKES YOU FEEL. 

C. TELL WHAT THE FEELING MAKES YOU WANT TO DO. 

N 
...... 
\0 



FOUR GROUND RULES FOR CONFRONTATION USING THE FEEDBACK MODEL 

1. THE PERSON CONFRONTING HAS 3UI~T UP SOME TRUST WITH THE OTHER 

INDIVIDUAL IN PREVIOUS DEALINGS, 

2. THE FEELING OR PROBLEM BEING CONFRONTED HAS BEEN A PERSIST~NrJ 

UNPLEASANT ONE OVER A PERIOD OF TIME, 

3. THE PERSON CONFRONTING HAS ATTEMPTED TO UNDERSTAND WHERE THE 

OTHER INDIVIDUAL IS •coMING FROM" IN THIS PERSISTENT FEELING. 

4. WATCH CHOICE OF WORDS AND THE INTENSITY WITH H~ICH THE 

CONFRONTATION IS DELIVERED. 
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THE SYS~ATIC APPROACH TO CONSULTATION 

I. IDENTIFY THE PROBELM 

BE A Ll STENER 

• II. CLARIFY THE CONSULTEE'S SITUATION 

BE A SELECTIVE LISTENER 

<1) FEELINGS OF THE PERSON 

<2) SPECIFIC BEHAVIORS WHICH HAVE OCCURRED 

(3) PERSON'S EXPECTATIONS IN THE 
SITUATION 

<4> WHAT HAS BEEN DONE 

<5) POSITIVE ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS 

III. IDENTIFY THE GOAL OP. DESIRED OUTCOMES 

IV. I:ENiiFY RElr/ANT BEHAVIORS WHICH ~ILL OBTAIN GOAL 

V. DEVELOP A PL4N <SHORT RANGE OR LONG RANGE) 

VI. INITIATE THE PL4N <TIME INTERVALS FOR ACTION) 

VI I. FOLLOW-UP 

• THE PROBLEM iHE CONSULTEE CAME IN WITH ~AY NOT BE THE REAL 
~QOBLEM. ANY OF THE STE?S IN fll MAY BRINl- THE REAL ONE OUT, 
~HEN THIS HAPPENS GO 3ACK TO # , 
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SESSION V 

Mentor Review 



·~~~r~o ~,.. ... ,..1 o~' 'I , .~\ Ull ..,C.,.)~ H 

I. i~entor ~evie'N 

Awargness of the Problem 
Jeveloping a Friendship 
CJmmunication Ski 11s ( Trust, '.;~th, ~a thy, Understanding) 
Problem-Solving 
"Helping Relationship is one "in which at least one of the 
parties has the intent of promoting the arowth, develocment, 
maturitv, imcroved functions, irncroved cocina with the life· 
of the other." (Carl Rogers} 

II. ~·fodel of the Heloino Relationshio 

A. The Task 

~ssistancs ~lways 

·:escs~ 

( JE?E'ID2·tCY) 

J 
Sy~ton~~elief Only 

I 
I 

I 

-~· 

Jif7ic~1t to ie~inats 
ielationsnip 

8UC.~TION 

.~ss is :ancs 'lo 
1 ""nc=r "o=~=ri ._..., .w .• c;: .......... 

L 
lncreasas ~er.:ae· 

~~; sdom, abi 1 i :·; 
to sclve :r~b1~~ 

,, ~ rcnmen -r. 
~ . 

I nc .. o~s ~s _.,.,---
...... c:; .. c ... :: 

~~o i em-sci,,,~; 
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Prob 1 em: ~,en tee may b 1 arne mentor 
for inadequate help if 
he cannot replicate 
successful results. 

a. The ~enter and Mentee Perscective 

Problem: Causes frustration in 
mentee.who has strong 
need for symptoa-
re 1 i ef. 

Personal characteristics of both are major factors influencino 
the process and outcome of the helping relationship. Two · 
characteristics of particular importance - the motives and 
self-imace of mentor and mentee. Three motives are necessary 
in understanding the dynamics of the helping relationship: 

Power Motivation (n Power) 
Affiliation Motivation ( n Affiliation) 
Achievement Motivation (n Achievement) 

Power Motivation 
1. Determines how much they will be concerned with influeRCino 

or controlling one another. 
2. The mentee is in a dependent position.where he feels weaker 

and more vulnerable to the source of help. 
3. rne mentor must deal with tendancies to feel superior, there· 

b y letting the satisfaction of power and control over
shadow the elusive goal of acting in the mantee's best in
terest. 

4. If mentor is unable to resolve power struggles and bring . 
about power equalization, the relationship can degenerate 
into rebellion and passitivity by the mentee and rejection 
by the mentor. (''H/She doesn't appreciate what I'm trying 
to do for h/her.") 
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Affiliation Motivation 

1. Determine how much they will be concerned with the factors 
of intimacy and understandina. 

2. To be helpful, the mentor must know the mentee and under
stand how he perceives his problem. 

3. Effective understanding and intimacy is difficult to achieve 
when mentor has impossible demands on his time. 

4. Too great a concern for affiliation by the mentor and mentee 
can produce pressure toward conformity and mutual sympathy 
which may cause the mentor to lose perspective of the 
mentee's problem. 

Achievement Motivation 
1. Influences how concerned mentor and mentee will be about 

accomplishing their task or solving a problem. 
2. Problem lies with defining the goal of the helping relation

ship. (Does-~.the mentor decide what is good for the mentee 
or does the mentee decide what help he wants?) 

3. Sometimes help is often so late in coming that both mentor 
and mentee have a compulsion to accomplish "somethin~". 

4. Results usually minimize mantee's immediate desperation 
rather than diagnose the casue of the problem and learn 
to solve the problem himself. 

GOAL; :~oderate levels of Achievement, Affiliation, and Power 
:~ativation are Optimal for Effective Helping. 

JYNA:~ICS: Influence Intimacy Understanding 
Concern~!or Task Accomplishment 
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Self-lmaoe and Attitude are lmcortant 

;entee: Must see himself as capable of improving and also willing 
to receive help. If not, helping activity must center on 
building self-confidence and optimism before learning can 
take place. 

~enter: ~st see himself as capable of helping and yet must not feel 
himself to be the "know-it-all" expert. Mentor must be 
willing to influence and at the same time have empathy with 
the feelings of the person he is-helping. 

C. Environment and Psycholoaical Climate 
Behavior is a function of both the person and the environment. 

0. Information Feedback 
Characteristics of the Information 
Accurate or Distorted 
Intense or Mild 
Positive or ~Jegative 
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CO~~!CAT!OS !~ ~~~OR:~G 

Communication is important in ~•ntorin!· If a ~entor is t~ establish an 
at~sphere for the open sharing and exploring of ideas, the cocmunication 
:u$t be tvo-way. It involves both the verbal and non-verbal expressions 
by both parties involved. 

Researchers suggest that some responses tend :o be ?erceived by the rece~ver 
as ~re empathic, caring. war-n. and person-centered. C~nsequently. t~ese 

responses have a higher ?robabili:y than others for creating a hel?ing 
relationship. A continuum of response leads is listed below from least 
to most facilitative: 

l. Advising 
2. Interpreting/Analyzing 
3. Reassuring/Supporting 
4. Questioning 
5. Clarify1.ng/S~ring 

6. Reflecting/ Cnderstandin; of Feeling 

A SYST~.A!!C -\PPROACH :o ~!nTORI~G 

!. !dentl.iy the ?roble:n 
Be a Listener 

!!. Clari!y t~e C~nsultee's Situation 

?!..~\~H~G - ?ROSL~~-sot·::~:c 

Ab&t are some ~c:!vities ~e :an do 35 a 4roup to ne1? :he ?rofessional and 
soc~al adjustment of :~e ~entees~ 
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APPENDIX H 

Manual for Mentee Support Training 
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A ~anual For ~entee Training 

The Psychological Transition of Seginning Teachers 
Through :·!encoring and Support Training Groups: :iodels 
of Be~innin~ teachers Assistance Pro~ram 

Delva J. Kin~. ~.A. 

DallAS :ndependent School ~istrict 
and 

Te~as Woman's CniversltY 
1985 
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SESSION I 

Beginning Teacher Adjustment 
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I. 
II. 

III. 
A. 

Introduction 
Welcome (Or. Sell) 
Put1Jose 
Reflection Activity: Relaxation and Visual Imaginary 

Sit back and relax 
Close your eyes ~d concentrate on your breathin~ 
Concentrate deeply on every breath 
Is it fast or is it slow? 
Relax 
Relax all of your muscles 
Relax 

~ow: For ~ent~rs, think back 5, 7, 10 years a~o. on your first day as a teacher. 
Look at yourself in a m1rror. Kow do you look? Kow do you i!!l? ~at 

are your thoughts~ 

~ow step co the left and look into another mirror six weeks later. How 
do you look? Feel? thoughts? 

For new teachrs, think back on August 27, 1984- the first day of school. 
For some, the very first day a• a teacher. Look at yourself in a mirror. 
How do you l£2!? How do you 1!!1? What were your thoughts? 

Discussion - Share your feelings, the way you looked, and your thoughts. 

B. Problecs of the ~ew Teacher 
Reality Shock 
Transi t1on Shock 
Stress (Physical and ~motional) 
Turnover - Become Totally Dislllusioned 
"Curve of Disenchantment 

C. Toward a Solution 
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IV. Toward A Solution 
Heart of the problem: We put an under-trained individual in a complex and de
manding environment with little or no supervision and fEW human or material 
supports. 

Therefore, the psychologically-strong with well-developed social skills W1l1 
survive; whereas, those who are uncertain and who lack interpersonal skills will 
!ail. Luck plays a part of this. If a teacher is placed in a well-run school, 
she will have a better chance of surviving. 

A. Conceptual Changes 
l. loie mus: believe that it is a "solvable problem". Just because historically 

"everyone has gone through the beginning teacher syndrom'', does not Man 
that it has to continue. 

2. We should conceive of entrance into teaching as a special stage in a person's 
personal and professional life and respond to it institutionally and humanly 
1n an appropriate way. People need to be inducted into new situations. 
Special things need to n&ppen. 

3. We need to focus on the real problem for the new teacher - survival. 

There are three stages of teacher development (francis Fuller, U.!., 1975): 
Stage t Survival 

~astery 

Student ~eeds 
4, We should not e~ect the nes teacher to be able to do everything. Rather, 

we should find out what he can ao ~ell and have him do that. Play to h1s 
professional strengths - increase likelihood oi success. 

8. Instructional Activities 
l. At the Un1vers1cy level" 

a. Offer course on the First Year of Teaching 
b. Provide ~ore support 

2. School S~stem level: 
a. ~ke a serious effort at providin~ or1entation to new teachers 
b. ~ew teachers need a special inservtce program: l) to be a continuation 

of the special orientation; 2> time should be set aside co deal w1:h 
individual ?roble~. .~ on-staff mentor could thus be hel~iul here. 

C. Human Sunnorts 
Peopie are the solution. ~ew teacher is isolated from e~erienced teachers 
and needs them for adv1ce, human contact and encouragement. 

1. AJsignment of mentor or buddy 
2. Team Teaching 
3. Special counseling !or first year teachers. 

D. Subdistrict II Solution 

Sta~e t 

!eacner !nduc:i~n ~entor~ng Program 
A pilot study of JO new teacners and JO ~entors des1i0ed to dete~ne the 
effectiveness ~f such a pro§r&m 

Since our interest in the area, we have ~ecome aware ~f s1~ilar ~ro§rams ~c~oss 

the country , though lim1t~. (Show Art1cles1 

~ev reachers 
Concentrat~ on joo adjustoent 
Personal/Proiess1onal ~t:~c~des 
Daily :ana~ement ~f problems 
Values Clartfication 
Soc1al and Professional 

:-!en tors 
vr:er :riendshl~. encourage
~nt, and non-~uagementa~ 
support 
vffer ~&terlalS, ~e SU§
gestions 
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.Usoc1at1on 
Ex~erience 
Opportunity 

-2-

St&ge II Establish teacher/student 
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!~ SEARCH OF EXCEUE.'iCE lN !EACHI~G 

!. Teachers ~aiting for ~otivacion 
(A Ba~ic Seed for All Individuals) 

1. All of us are s~entered, suckers for a bit of praise and generally like 
to think of ourselves &a ~nners. But the fact is that our talents are dis
tributed nor=&lly 

~-~---

f~--

~oe of ~ is as really good or as excellent as we would like to think because 
of the natural distribution of people. 

- What does the news m.dia pick-up on? 

But rubbing our noses ~ in that reality does not do us a bit of good. 

* Refer to newspaper ~gazine articles 

~. ~. are creatures of our environment, very sensitive and responsive :o external 
rewards aod ~un~snment. ~e are ~lso strongly driven from within, self-mocivacec. 

3. ~e desparately need ~an1ng in our lives and w1ll sacrifice a great deal co 
institutions that ~11 provide ~eaning ror us. 

How ~ Our Employers Deal ~ith Our Feelin~s? Refer to Overhead. 

Excellent co~anies design a system that ~nlv produce lots ~f winners. Thev celebrate 
the ~nning once it occurs. They ~ke extraordlna~: use ~f ~oneta~ incentives. 
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Close to the Customer 
- Who is the cuatomer in Education? 

T&achers 

Excellent companies are close to the cuatomers 

- Frito Lay s1~ly lives for its sales force. The system succeeds because it suoports 
the route salesman, believes in him. and makes him feel essential to its success. 

- Three Principal themes 1n Effective Service Orientation: 
1. Intensive action involvement on the part of management 
2. A remar~ble £!22l! orientation 
3. A hiih intensity or feedback. 
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Things to Remembe~ About In-Service fo~ Beginning Teachers: 

Involvement determines the success of the program through dialogue, s~oup interaction, 
aoal setting by the participants, negotiating activities, identifytng resources, and 
evaluat1ng outcome. 

The participants should share experiences to assure others that they are not alone 
in the battle. Relationships can be formed and identities established when partici
pants are involved. Only when participants are truly invested Will the p~ogram have 
meaning. 
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SESSION II 

Support for the Beginning Teacher 



qen<ia (Mantee) 

I. Introduction 
Getting to Know Each Other 
Participatory Action 

II. Program Clarification 
What u A ~entee 
Criteria for Being a ~entee 
What a Mentee Is Not 
Expectation. ot Mentors 

III. Meeting Your ~eeds (Problem-Solving Activity) 

IV. The Art of Receiving Help 
Overview of Helping 
A. Self-Exploration 

Activity: When Am I? (Individual) 
Where Do I Want to Go? 
- Problem - Analysis (Croup) 
Each aroup is given a problem and asked Where Am I ~d Where Do I 
Want To Go 
- Coal-Setting - What do you want to accomplish and by when 
- Chart Feelings Calendar 

8. Self-Understanding 

C. Coa.tructive Action 

V. Planning 
Activ1ties such &a a Networking System 
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:,;ana OF THE PROGRAM - PARTICIPATORY ACTION 

"I hear and I forget 
I see and I remember 
I do and I understand" 

Confucius 



~'HAT IS A ~.fENTEE? 

GEFINITION: One who is guided, tutored, or coached by a 
trusted person. 

CR ITER I A FOR B£ I NG A MENTE£ 

1. Mantee must be new to the school district. 
2. May or may not have had extensive experience. 
3. Must be interested in Growth and Development. 
4. Must be willing to committ Time and Emotion into 

the ralationship. 

WHAT A MEN TEE IS NOT 

1. An Automatic Pal or Close Friend 
2. "On Call" to listen to Grievances and Frustrations 
3 .. Exclusively Yours 
4. Not to be gracefully dismissed 
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PROGRAM GOALS (FIRST STAGE) 

1. To assis~ in Personal and Professional Adjustment to OISD. 

2. To offer Solutions and Suggestions 1n the daily management 
of prob 1 ems. 

3. To establish a social and professional Support System. 
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An Overview of Helping 

Helping is a proces1 leadin& to new behavior for the person being helped: the helper 
~t JUide him in his development. This nouriJhmenc prepares the person being helped 
for the more directionful or initiative behavior of the helper. 

When the person iJ sufficiently nourished, he will ~nvolve himself into the proper 
direction. AI he, himself, becomes capable of making his own dec1Jions, he &asumes 
maturity/maatery. 

S.fore we can acquire the skills of helping, we must understand the goals of helping. 
lD order for an individual to learn new behavior, he must first explore ~ere he is. 
He simply cannot get co any goal if he does not first know where he is. He ~ust 
explore h~elf in relations to his world. We must know the problems before we can 
ch&nse the behavior. First soal of helping is Self-Exploration. 

Activity: Where were you/Where are you 

In explorina himaelf, the person seeking help is attempting to understand where he 
is La relation to where he wants to be. The purpose for exploration is understanding. 
A helper h&l to filter the helpee's experience through his own - put it into perspec
tive - put the pieces of the puzzle together - and enable the helpee to understand 
his experience at deeper and fuller level. When the helper moves beyond simply 
responding to the individual'• e~erience to initiating from his own experience in 
tb~ =anner, he facilitates this self-understanding - the second goal of helping. 

Finally. self-understanding is not real until the individual has acted upon it. 
The only purpose for underttanding behavior is to be able co act co learn new be
haviors. 

~Acting - the person acts upon how to get from where he is to where he wants to be. 
The ~ore a person understands hi~elf, the ~ore constructively he can act to help 
others. The helpee will model after the helper who demonstrates effective initi
ative behavior. The third goal of helpin~ is C~nst~uctive Action vs. Destructive 
Act11)n. 
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Last Moment 
First Moment 

Otrectlon 
Nourishing 
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He( ping 

Modetin~ 

Exploring Understanding 



INTERNATIONAL RESULTS OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

CLASSROOM DISCIPLINE 

~TIVATING STUDENTS 

DEALING YITH INDIVIDUAL JIFF(~ENC£3 

ASSESSING STUDENTS~ WORK 

RELATIONS WITH PARENTS 

ORGANIZING ~ORK 

INSUFFICIENT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
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SESSION III 

Meeting the Needs 
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rENTE£ GROUP 

I. Getting To Know Each Other (Activity) 

II. ~eting Your Needs 
;~rob 1 em-So 1 vi. ng/Goa 1-Set t i ng Act i v; ty 

III.Program Goals (First Stage) 

1V. RESULTS OF NEEDS ASSESS~ENT COMPARED TO RESEARCH 



What Can I Do? 

en. \IIIII to c:ornbat the trusuao::ww in your life il to rac:h our to 
odwL Scwnean~~~e tabtg a IN minuta to rMke lnOCher penon's dllv 
blna-~ to~ your own t.anga oi glocm-"' ~ 
The mew ad ot thinking up scmethii og JC)80al for someone you care 
about an dwng8 your~ cocs.....,. U&n Hwdev ~ 
out in You Are Not ct. T aF9M that you ,... rn.a. ric:h by the act ot 
~ the ~ is itl own rw.rd. 

L.ilr ~ tnc.e s-ncns who man a lot to you. TMn. pidc 
pallllibil 11111',11 ot cxpc-- og your ~ to dwn. 

(~ ., ____ ..... · 

PLAN OF ACTION: Thil monrh 1-MI -----------------
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Tune Management 

T-=tww ~ !Walll ~ dmL en. .._ tD '-on how tD "*''I!JJ 
~ tiiDI il tD r.::ard how ~ .-1d ~ am. far a \llllllllk. 

MOM:lAY 

r 
6clO A.M. 3:30 

1:iXJ 4:00 

7-.30 ~ 

aoo 5:00 

1:.30 !c30 

9:(1) 6:00 

9'.30 &3D 

Uk(l) 7:00 

10:3) 7:30 

11:(» 1:00 

U:3D 1:.30 

12:a) P.M. 9:00 

~ 9'.3) 

1:00 10:00 

1.:.30 lCt30 

2:00 ll.1X) 

U) 11:30 

~ 12:00 

\. 

• n. Tcdw't C ' t 
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nJESOAY , 
6:30A.M. 3:30 

7:00 4:00 

7:.30 4:.10 

1:00 ~ 

1:.30 5:.10 

9:00 6:0D 

9'.30 6:.30 

UkOO 7:00 

10:3) 7:.30 

ll"OO 1:00 

11;30 a3D 

12:00 P.M. 9!Q) 

~ 9'.30 

L'OO 10:00 

1;30 1Q:S) 

2:00 11:00 

2:.30 11:30 

3."00 12:00 

-..... 

l..ooicq bedl OUiir ttw - two ... what il ""' moll ~ arne? -------

u.. ~----------------------------------------------
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WEONESOAV 

6:.3) A.M. 3:.30 

7:00 4:0) 

7:Sl 4:30 

acl) ~ 

U3 ~ 

9:a) 6:01) 

9-.30 *3D 

10:00 1:00 

10:30 7:.» 

u.-cm I:(D 

11:3) u 

l2:00 P.M. 9!(X) 

12:30 9-.30 

1.'00 10:00 

1:.30 UU) 

2:00 ll.1XJ 

2:30 U:lD 

1«) 12:(1) 

• n.r~.c • t 
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'TKJRSOAY 

6:.J) A.M. 3:30 

7:00 4:00 

7:30 4:30 

1:00 5:00 

1:30 5:.10 

9:Q) &00 

9'.30 6:lO 

10:00 7:00 

10:30 7:30 

u.-oo 1:00 

11:3) 1:30 

12:00 P.M. 9:00 

12:3) 9".30 

1.'00 10:00 

l:JO 10:30 

2:00 11:00 

2:30 11;30 

3.'00 ~ 
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FRIDAY 

r 
6t.J) A.M. u 

7:00 4.'00 

1:30 ~ 

1:0) 5::00 

1:30 U) 

9!'00 &GO 

9'.3) 6:.1) 

10:0) 7:00 

10:30 7:30 

U.1Xl aoo 
11;.1) 1:.10 

12:00 P.M. 9:(1) 

12:30 9'.30 

1.'00 UkOO 

~ 10:.S) 

2:00 1l.1X) 

2:30 ~ 

3:00 12:00 

-.... 

u.~ -------------------------------------------------



SAnJROAY 

r 
~ ,6JI(. 3:30 

7:00 4:0Q. 

1:30 4;30 

1:00 5:GD 

1:.30 5:.30 

9:00 *GO 

9'.30 *3D 

10:00 7:G) 

10:3l 7-..30 

11:00 1:00 

1~ 1:.!0 

12:00 P.M. 9!Q) 

12:.30 ,...30 
1;00 10:00 

1;30 Ut30 

2:00 11:(1) 

2:30 11:30 

3:00 12:00 

\.. ..J 

\Nhllt lcind ol t.anca ~ m mv ~ ~ mv mosaa'.-arlalli n pe..ai liW 

TOC!Ii Pi I ... hcurw -----------------·----

T~ ~~------------------------------------------
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Reappearing Resolutions 

51\JDENT AC'TMtY 
.z....v • lba bwitiulllll rncnm fer ~ ~ • bllll::h « N. 
Yws ~ n.v an \8llliv m.a. • ~ HIM a 
~ ItCh~ ca. ~bout how 1D ... thia. CgWd ~ • 
c:tD::. ~ cto.t .. -.cy ltca ra• tD dwm. m.t ttwv t.i 
cuata•ir:ted tD ~on. lnd wra tt.n an~~ (Yau 
cncuid do one too.) lnc:1uda ._ oi acDan lor ClnVinl ~ an ctw 
~ On tt. a. dllv oi -=n rnr.nn. Mnd our tn. ~ 
k1r IIUCWa to cx:M!"'N. dri abOuc. lftd ncc. ~ on. II..,. 
..-.a ... WlY ~about u.r llcX oi ~ lftd ... 
.... 1D - ~!bout u.r geM. octwn il u. SJ'OUP rMIJ n.w. c:ancra 
-- far ....,. cn.m. 
~ cadn:l tD ~ ~ abaur !hi*~ It ...... 

., work Wlidl • iila IUCh • , ,._... nee tD n.n.x ~ 
P1nC1ft wfto il ....... • ~ zt. , - ID Ill .,. t.a..• 

IJ 

0 

' 0 
~ 

a 
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Yo 1 untary. This nans we don ' t have to be dragged 1 nto them, we ' re 
1nvo lved because we ;mt to be. We choose to spend time 
and efforts on fri en~ 

Informal. UnJike ~loye~loyer relationships. Friends don't lake 
.ru es, they let the relationship develop on its awn. 

Oyna!ic. ~1tt1ng and ~iryg along_ vith the people involved. Son 
fr1endsftips zip fast and others creep. 

Satisfying.jf a relationship fs sn heartache than good t111s, 1t wn' t 
ast. It has to be en joved by txlth part 1 es. They don' t need 
o bl sati!Tying constantly bUtrm!d to be happy IIJst of the tin. 

~1cat1on. friends art able to talk and usyally on a deeper level 
man 1ust discussing the weather. friendships form a 
bridge gav1 ng th• vay for sharing, vanrth, IIJtua 1 support, 
and pro 1-solvu~g. 

~1 Acc&Dt1no.Fr1ends accept each other, rsain loyal even when a 
TFit!tfds' actions art insulting, ridiculous, and frustrating. 
Friends aceapt each other for Vaht they an, not what the 
other person ~ th• to be. 

Enjoyable. Friends enjoy each other's ~any, give freely of their own, 
and do a IY",ad of other things. · 

Reciprocal.Fr1endsh1p is a "bo-wy11 street. 
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T AK J HS S11.tx Cf YOURSa.F: 

1. What ar9 ty unfriendly characteristics? 
1. I'• too f~atient at times. 
2. I'• too pushy. 
3. 

··---------------5. ______________ _ 

'·---------------1. ______________ _ 
!. ______________ _ 

II. What are !Y friendly characteristics? 
1. f listen car-efully. 
2. I try to be loya 1 to rJ fr1 ends. 3. ____________________________ _ 

4. --------------------------5. ____________________________ _ 
6. ____________________________ _ 

7. -----------------------------8. ___________________________ __ 

Ill. Changes I Wish to Make 
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RULES tf FR I EMDSH I P 

Ru 1 e tile : L 1 ke Yoursal f 
Engage in Positive Self-Talk 

Rule Two: Reach Out 
Gree~ing Talk 
Initiate Conversation 

Ru 1 e Three: Set I nvo 1 ved - Nake Cont~~ 

Ru 1 e Four: Be Pl yasant 
Be Po 1ta 
61ve Colpliments 

Step 1: Siva ()lly Senuine Colpli11811ts 
Step 2: Practica Sfv1ng Colp11.ants 

fbi to Ac:apt Colp 1188l1tS 
s.tle at Peoole 
Express Pos 1 t 1 ve F n 11 nqs 

Rule Five: Set to Kmv People: Develop an lntenst in People 
Step 1: Relax Around People 
Step 2·: . Trut Peep 1 e v1 th Respect 
Step 3: Pay Attention to and Listen to Peop 1 e 

Rule Sfx: Lst P9opla Knov You - Self-Disclosure 

Rule Seven: Cc.Jn1cate Effectively 

Ru 1 e Eight: Halidli ng Conf11 ct Constructive 1 y 
Consider the Other Person's View 
Try tilt To Argue 
Don't Sa Vindictive 
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SElf-ACTION PlAN 

POINTS Of DISCORDANCE 
ASS US liAIILITIU \lt£M OOfS PROIUH OCCUA 

~lOM&-RAHG£ GOALS I SHORT-TERM GOALS I METHODS 

£ffltTS OF OWN ' 
OTHER INT£RV£NTIOMS SPECIFIC MUDS 

I RUOURCU I WHEN Vlll ACTION TAKE PlACE 

N 
0\ 
....... 



SESSION IV 

Bureaucracy: Learning the System 
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ORGAN IZA!I ONS 

I. Syatam - Collection of people who come together for a shared purpose 

Sub-aystema - Special interest groups interdependent 

Complex System 

Thin II 
l. 
2. 
). 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Central and Building Administrators 
Clasaroom Groupings by Grade &nd Deparonent 
Faculty Groupings by Subject ~tter or Age 
Spacial Support Depar~ents 
Clerical 
Maintanance 

to Conaidar in Assessing Systems 
Are t .. ~ performed satisfactorily? 
Bcv are t .. ~ dona (many meetings, done by one person, shared responsibility) 
Do subayst~ work together smoothly (is there jaalouay becween groups; 
do people foraet to touch baae with those involved; what is the atmosphere?) 
What informal group1 further subdivide a subsystem (philoaophical, religion, 
racial differences; What about a grapevine - a ~overful grapev~ne often 
leadl to confusion.) 
What are the lines of communication batveen groups - open, info~l. 
written memo, none at all. 
Identify - which group haa the pover - is it legitimate power structurally 
or is it infor=&l power of superiority 
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ENTRY ANO SURVIVAL IN A 3UREAUCP.ATIC 
ORGANIZATIONAL SYST~ 

I. What is a System? 

A system is a collection of people who come together for 
a shared goal or purpose. 

Subsystems - special interest groups that are interdependent. 

II. Who are its members? 

Schools are complex sys~ems consisting of: 

Central and Building Administrators 
Classroom groupings by grade and department 
Faculty groupings by subject matter or age 
Special Support Departments (Special Ed, Chapter l,etc.) 
Clerical 
Mainteaance 

Gatekeeper- Individual who controls internal and external 

access to the organization. 

Boundaries- Every system has boundaries; procedures and 
norms to accept and reject people. You come 

in as a new system. 

~tt:IQ 
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\.~at is the source of Power? 

The administrator sets the tone. (Administrative Style) 

Autocratic Democratic 

PRODUCTION 

9-1 Concern for Production is Paramont 
No concern for the human element 

Abdicratic 

9-9 Works gets Accomplished and People are Committed 
Trust and respect for each other. 

5-5 Adeauate attention to both People and Production 

1-1 Minimum exertion of Production or human concern 
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5. What are the lines of communication between groups 

{open, informal, written memo, none at all) 
6. ~~ich group has the power- is it legitimate power structurally 

or is 1t informal power of superiority, competence, or 

allegiance to others? 
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Ill. How to enter a system? 

1. Understand the Norms (attire, time, punctuality,etc.) 
2. Be sensitive to ~· 
3. Learn the languaoe of the system. 

4. Be visable and socially aggressive within limits or 
as it is allowed. 

5. Don't get involved with factions and polarity. 
6. Establish raooort with peers. 

(a) To 1ower defenses 

(b) To increase clarity of communications 

{c) To make sensitive data more accessible 
{d) To facilitate adjustment 

IV. Assessina Your System 

1. Are tasks performed satisfactorily? 

2. How are tasks done {many mettings, by one individual, 
shared responsibility) 

3. Do subsystems work together smoothly ( is there jealous1y 
between groups: do people forget to involvw others: what 
is the atmosphere?) 

4. What informal groups further subdivide a subsystem 

(philosophical, religion, racial differences; ~hat about 
a grapevine -a powerful craoevine ofien leads to confusion~ 
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ORGANIZATIONAL HABITS 

Organizations cause the new employee to feel that the organization 
fs much more powerful than you are as an individual. Tens to 
create a feeling of powerlessness. 

POWERLESSNESS,--------rASS I VENESS 

The dependancy is necessary in order to socialize the incoming 
member to meet its norms and values, i!! way of doing things. 
Individuals who are overpowered and overcontrolled by 
organizational constraints become listless and passive. 

Those who are challenged by the tasks they face and encouraged 
to~ard responsibility can move toward success and mastery of 
organizational life. 

CHALLENGE---------ACT I VENESS 

The organization often reads passitivity as a sign that the ne~ 

employee wants and needs more direction and control -he wants 
to be told exactly what to do. 

Organizations need people who are innovative, creative, and 
independent thinkers in order to survive and remain productive 
in a rapidly changing environment. 
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ORGANtZATIONS 

1. Cause the new ~loyee to feel that the organization is much more powerful than 
you are a. an individual. Creates a feeling of Powerlessness 

Organization has a tendency to "oversocialize" new member. 

PQWerlessnesa - Passiveness 

2. Create a sense of Dependency. 
The Dependencv is necessary in order that the organization can begin to socialize 
the 1nco=1ng =~ber to meet its norms and values, its way of doing things. 
Organizations tend to oversocialize their new member. tndividuals who are over
powered and overcontrolled by organizational constraints become listless, passive. 

Those who are challenged by the taa~ they face and encouraged toward responsibil
ity caa move covard success and mastery of or,anizational life. 

Tbe orsanizacton often reads passivity aa a sign that the new ~loyee wants and needs 
.are direction and control - he wants to be told exactly what co do. 

Organizations need people who are innovative, creative, and independent thinkers in 
order co sur-vive and r~in productive in a rapidly changing environment. 
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ENT'RY AND SURV!VAL I!l A 8UlU:AUCUTIC ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEM 

I. What 11 a Svstem? 
Collection of people who come together for a~ purpoae (common goal). 

Subayatama - Special intereat groups that are interdependent 

II. Who are its ~embers? 

III. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 

IV. 
l. 
2. 
3. 

School• are complex system. conJilting of: central and building administrators 
Cla.sroom groupings by grade or department 
Faculty ~roupings by subject matter or age 
Special support department• 
Clerical ~ 

Maintenance ""' {wraor Enviroament \ 

(O.I.S.O.) -......_ \) 

Organization ·,, 
/(Individual School) 

.' ..;:-- Input 
Catekeepers , 
-, Output ~.;:::> · .... . / .. 

~ 
Catekeeoer - Individual vho controls internal anc external access to the 

organ1tuion 
Secretary 

Boundarv - Every system has boundaries; ?rocedures and no~ to!££!£! and 
reject people. You come in as a new JY2tem 

How !o ~nter A Svstem? 
~nderstand the ~orms (Attire, Time, Punctuality, etc.) 
ae sensitive to cues 
Learn the language of the system 
Be V1sable and socially aggressive w1thin limits or as is allowed. 
Don't ~et involved with factions and polarity! 
t.tab11Jh rapport ~th peers 
a. To lower defenaeJ 
b. To incre&Je clarity of communication• 
c. To =ake sena1t1ve data 30re acces1ible 
d. To facilitate adjUJtment 

Aasesstns Your 5vstem 
Are t&a~ ?•rforced satisfactorily? 
Hov are t&JkJ done (many meetin~s. done by one person); shared responsibility? 
~o subsystems work to~ether saoothly (is there jealousy between ~roups; do 
~eople for~et to those involved: what is the atmosphere?) 
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Things That Bug Me! 

Ada.,...._. ~ il ~ ht .. toRrd daaling ...at~ than. 
In dlil .aMtv. c:onaidlr thole d'lingl - ~ yeo If IChacX. il 
~ ' mu. lbaur yow ~ md abed ~ Wra 
~ ....., tfwv amov ~ and rbm loall an ~ on. yeo can do 
atllid&4 zbout. 

AT SCHOOL 

• eo. aul ~ an. ~ ~ QnnCt c:hllngl. Ocil 
~ ant ~ -.. ~ eDt dD lai'OIIhic .,.._ n.s. .. 
'IfNI ..... \ftMr ~ al AdbL. 

PLAN C6 AC'TION: !ttl ldtDai I CDiid ----------------

1n rnv cJwaOUlJa r c:auld ---------------------

Amen~ rav ::' ~~-I c:ouid -------------------

AbtN1. ~I aUd ---------------------
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Positive Postcards 

Somt ol the .,_ tn.r acc:oti4JGIIA btiiChing ..- from nepCiw 
~ with panmtl lnd the gcwral pubic. ~ in touch 
with a. t.TWv. ~ wtwn you an _.. to .,_. ~ 
inb'mabon. • one ~ to brW down bwriln 10 tn.t you em wen 
~. Thin. ~ prcXMnw InN. penoms ... - INty to ~ 

· Odes llilleiy. TMv .., tNr you ai1D rKOiJ ize the good qur.litiea i'l 
tt.r chikhn. 

An IIIIIIJ wev to lind out~ ~ i'l a~ 
rnr~wr il to purehiM a !)Ide ol ~ Ditto a form ttwt can be 
~ onto m. card. Addraa the c:ardl in advance, 10 rhat you ..... 
• .._ two for wrwry llUOint in your a-. Try to .xi homl a t.w 
carda a 'MIIek. Try to Ill one c::ard to .wJY home blion panm. 
talidw UA .. CC& 
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Picture It Positively 

You can u. a~ \oWiian ol "'PCII!itiw Pwu:act.• to t1lliNorcc tn. 
bet-..or ~ de8rw - '-' ~ know about it. Phoc09 .,n the 
~ in the mdlr ot polliDw behaYior. C,_. I bu.Gctin boM:J that 
.... ~ -with I perict ~ .-,• 011 ~ the 
r.dw 'M1h dMwa 00111 chorea.. 011 '"ruding QUildy during trw am... 
011 .~Qyjng in your - dunng ~ pc'ioci .. ChooM to ft:iJde 
wnatr.c ~ you willh to ~ Picn.&ns ll"d ~ can be 
~ an the bukan bolrd a tn.n Mnt home. 

) 
; 

I I 

I 

\ 
\ 
\ 

' 
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Feedback from First Impressions 

Tum back to~ 8 n look 111 ~ My 0... •u.ng ~ 
cf&nrnt ~. INIU doG wt.w ~ a- il now and c:onnct 
cn.m. 

Talk with otMr tuchcn in your IChooL If I runbcr ol ttwn .. 
~ ~ 1r1 the ..,.,. aru.. you mill/ want to g~t f09rther .nd 
c:om1 14) wtth 10m1 topiC • pi DOC Ill for .,_ICI'VIa heAp from In 

actu anwn atcr. 
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A Letter from Me 

Na¥cnbcr - 19-o.. ____ _ 

I,_ good d\et I an------------
·-l'ftll,llllif- .terneOnl who ---------

Pt :f ..a.,., the-in~ 1 do \WIve -----

·~------------------------------
And I tea c:cn6dlnt wt.n l c:an ---------

The bac thing~ beini a radw il -------

,.,. 
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH MY CLASS 
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SESSION V 

Classroom Management 



+~ _g ---

cat 
bol \ 

Classroom 
Mana9ement 

Workshop· 

tt) 
~ 
I 
\ 

' \ 
' \ 
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%. Whc & 1tudent doa Dot beh&'ft i.D the unner • deair•, we rupoDd with a 

...necy of cU.ac:ipUAI.rr &Ctiocw. I...Ut the cU.ac::ipl.i.zs&ry act.ion.a you now 

t~~~Plor. 

1. '· 

2. 7. 

3. •• 

4. '· 

s. 10. 

em the ... u 11M attar •.ch &C'd.CXl 10U U.Ud, r&Dk th•e acticma tro. l ..... t 

Mrioa.a to .,.t aertoua with 1 bei.zlir the l ... t aerioa.. 

u. • oftass ~ 4•ind beharior with re!Alorc.n. Liat the ra1Aforcen 

,.,.a eaplor .. 

, . 
2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

'· 
'· 
•• 
'· 

10. 
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~ILDI'ES POa IMPttO'TDIIC DISCULilf'! 

.!..!! XiDCJ, Math..,. ed Seibert 

1. ltDI!eat:a are tint cl..ua citisaaa. 

2. l'ftry chileS aeeda a fHUDq of aucee.•. 

l. a. nthuai&atic. 

5. W..ry c!ay u a ow day. 

a. A'9'0id .uaq thrM ca. 

9. AY014 ~. 

1 1 • ea tcb 1Aappropriate beha"fior bet on the clu• ~ t:a oat of cocn:rol. 

1 3. le coa.8uteat. 

,,. oaa•c &rrl'l•· 

1 7 • A9'0i.4 Dael¢.oq • 
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23. let a poei t1-n uaple. 

2&. X.., 1"QZ cool. 
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GUIOELIMES FOR EFFECTIVE PRAISE 

!~~:criVE PRAISE: INEFFECTIVE PRAISE: 

l. fs delivered contingently l. fs delivered randomly or 
unsystematically 

z. specifies the part1culars z. fs restricted to global 
of the accomQ 1 1 s hment positive reactions 

3. shows spontaneity, variety, 3. shows a bland uniformity 
and other signs of credibility; that suggests a conditioned 
suggests clear attention to the response made with minimal 
student's accomplishment attention 

4. rewards attainment of specified 4. rewards mere participation, without 
peri onaance cr 1 ter ia (which can consideration of performance 
include effort criteria) processes or outcomes 

s. provides fnfor.atfan to students s. provides no information at all or 
&bout their c~tence or the gives students information about 
value f1f their accomo11smnents their status 

s. orients students toward better s. orients students toward comparing 
appreciation of their own task- themse 1 ves with other~ and tn i nlc i ng 
relatad behavior and thinking &bout c0111f)et1ng 

7. 
&bout problem solving 
uses student's own prior accom- 7. uses the acc~listunents of peers 
p11sh1Dents a the context for IS the context for describing 
~scribing present acc011- students' present accomplishments 
plis~nts 

8. fs given in recognition of 8. fs given without ~egard to the 
noteworthy effort or success . effort expended or the meaning of 
at difficult (for this student) the accoarpl ishllent (for this. 
tuks. student) 

9. attributes success to effort g. attribute~ success to ability 
111d ability, i~~glying that alone or to exte~nal factors such 
successes can be expected in IS luck or Ceuy) task difficulty 
the future 

10. foster1 endogenous attributions 10. foste~s exogenous attributions 
(students believe they expend (students believe they expend 
effort on task because they effort on the task for external 
enjoy it and/or want to develop reasons -to please the teache~, win 
task-relevant skills) a competition or rewa~d, etc.> 

11. focuses students• attention on ll. focuses students' attention on the 
their own tuk-relevant behavior teacher as an external authority 

figure who is sanipulating them 
12. fasten appreciation of, and 12. intrudes fnto the ongoing process, 

desi~lble attributions about, d1stract1ng attention from task-
task-relevant behavior after relevant behavior 
the process is c~leted 



~ .2! ~ .!::!2 
(A po~ of eluaroo. u.naq ... nt tec:hniquea tbat Vill help) 

2. tui•t oa ha.ndra.iainq ~unor. Iqnoro stndenu vho do .!!.2! raiae their 

hand. Model ~ai•izlq be.b&nor ju.t u SOOil u you uk a quHtion. 

4. c:reet atudeata at the door. c•~r u.c:h day u • uw c!ay.) Oon't be. 

fi.a..1sh.i.nq ap the day • • board 'fOrk u a tude a c:o. ia. '!'b.e wy they en t.er 

the roca oftea cSeeeraiDM the toDe of the whole day. 

5. u roo &n nally h&nnq t:1"CQ.ble, ll&.ke • cle&l vi t.b fC'O,nel.t. Set .. • qoal 

tc k .. p eoauol and.l 10s00, etc. ftT to eztlmd eoa=-ol period eac:b c:S&y. 

6. Wbe you an h&Yinq troa.ble vi t.h a.n 1Dd.i Tic!u&l, try aa.Jti.nq b.a vri te ( or 

4ietate to fOU) ~Z']'1:J11..D9 he baa l!oae wrooq ~on he ea.n <JO to recttaa, 

bc8e, etc. lie • U iM"'i ta.bly thi:ak of t.b.i.nqw you aiaaed. 'rhea f'OU will h&ve 

•~thi.Dq to """ 011 !or ec:.orrow. 

7. trr!t.inq aet1"1"it1H help with control, "peeially ia the 31. Pl.&D writ.inq 

act1 "1"1 tiea tor JOU w:Ha t d.Uf iea.l t ta.a of the day. IQ t .E:2!.:.,! .!:!,2!!. 

trri tiD4J ac:"C.i "1"1 ti .. , ac:hool wart, eboalcS Dot be Gled u pazUJibMnt. 

1. tlhan a et:udut hu an altercatioc vit.h aJIOt.b.er attlde.at, try uJti.Dq hia to 

write h.U new of the lit:u.atioa. 

9. '!he t.OO'OD the atudent.a qet, the aoftar you need to apeak. 't'bey'll have to 

ru.lly ll•ten to hear fOU• 
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• o. ~ !1annq 1.11 al1:arn.auve &C1:.i-ri ty tile tor indiVic!u&.la or ~e elua u.inq: 

1 ) old u 1:ar1&l you'._ uuqh t 11eeka aqo 

2) curran 1: aa1:ari&l you are now WIOrkiJ1q on 

l) aa t.ari&l you V1ll .,_t to tb.U week or n~ 

1!1 .. e &C1:1nu .. ean be u.ed Well uai..,..nu an tiAi•bed e&rly. 

1 1 • MI.Jte ""rk euiar for weak atudenu. Take & yellow u.rker and al.iaina1:a e.o10 

of foar c:ho1ett• oD a aleiple c:hoica qua•'d.on. 

tl. Sbldaz2ta like aDd need etructu.rtt. Peat fO'U' ec:hedule tor the cS&y eo they'll 

Dow wbat to upect. 

14. 'ft'y DOt to ~Oil D~ r-&rr the r:!IS, 'D.U, etc. too web. Zl ... Dtary 

at:adau an •now• oriented. 

15. Wbe ques'd.OIU:lq, qi.,. ~ta or cu... CJae choic:ea if nee•••&rT· '"Vaa it 

bqqie or Ja?• bep rou.r ~•icc pc-iod .o.-t.nqJ 

15. O•e •apcmqe• &Ctirtd.u to kHp •~eDU acadeaiea.lly enqa~ the eDt.ire 

period. (1 .. &~Dt) 

17. 'fell tb• what 'fO do, net what D.Ot to do. 

John, cSoa • t nm in the hall. 

Job.D, .. a trc::.. ----- to ----

19. a..o.. tedu.cd..,. 1e-, e. g. baaeba.ll glO'ft8, .otorcycla aaqu.i.ne8, ..Xaup 

llirron, perfuae, ate. 
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lO. le Ter"f clear in your l!irecuon. Do ~ qi ve c!irec t.i:>rut acre ~ once. 

They Will quidt..ly 1MrD they cion' t h&Ye t:o U•un u1:il the tenth t.l.Jae! 

21 • 'fry 1e~ atlden~ h&.e & aiqn vi t.b •I need help• en one side and •I need 

a pat ca the b&a• Oil the o=er. 

22. When atudenta are wodcaq i.JKlepeDdently, allow th• tc cirel• the nuaber of 

tt.e ClQMd.Oil Oil vtlich they had eo u.ke a vil.cS flU .. • &ftd put a ttieqle 

~ a cra-ti= 011 vb.ic:h they bad S088 illtonaad.on bat •n not sure of 

t!lei.r &D-81Mr. '1'hU will keep th• frca uld.llq their Daiqh.bor or 

intarnpt:i.Dq you. It will al.ao help th• tc analyu their OWD iDtor11&tioll. 

23. Do lfO'%' at&Dd at:adeta 1n hall u a fora of iaol.&d.co. 't'!lay mat be 

npet:'Tised. '!!ley' U aJ..o qat i.nto lou of trouble. 

25. Do 1101' correct ac:ro.a the roc.. It will c:reau he~~tillty &Ad reauu.nea. 

IU better to wuper a correc:d.OD or to ut st:Dda.nt to •ee you 1A eb.e hall 

tor a quidt CODfenace. 

26 .... llt &r'OQJ)d u rou ee&c:h. St&Dd clo•e to ~1e apota. Proxiaiey ia ftry 

iJiport&ll t. 

27. toa an the 808t illporuAt .odel 1n roar roc.. u you t.a.llt 1A • 1ood .-oiea 

.a will f'OOr atadnta. U roa an c!iao~ed f0\1%' stadenta Will aJ.o be 

d.Uo~ed. Pria.ncU.y, ~ taac:ha.n will eDCOUraqe cooperatiTe at:Qdenta. 
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-~- Three ~ri-
lli Re&AiorcemeAl 

Soaal RaiDJorcan The ftnt ur
. • JJr• oi reu:Uorcament coDJi.lts of 
- ,_ :~ reuU'orcers. Soc:W rein
.. r.:!rs occur m aay interacnon 
···"·' HD rwo or morw people. The 
.::e!tnoo a m.adent pts from the 
~ ..1c:her il soc:W reinforcamenL 

.;.,me soc:W rtiD.lorcers i.Dcludr. 
~h 1ki111 band•-•P•Ihetti 

•Shw the ~nr's arm so it 
wtgles lib spqherti.) 
soul l:wu:iahab ( .. Cive me 
5ve.l 
!npr sha.ka (Hook oaa b,er 
with one of the student's.) 
sroup b.&ndahake {Conduct it 
li.ka a team chnr.) 

i)ns.sm, a m.adent 
c;,·m, a student eye contact 
-5milina 
·.ritW.nJ 
:-!u~llll 
i' Jlltni 1 student on the back 
C:1pplll8 
:.rhtStlina 
c.illiq a studenfs parents with 

some poaitlVe feedback 
: ~eUiq the principa.l sometb.iq 

j:IOSlUve about the student (so 
~hat the student can b.ear) 

':"elli111 &notber student some
tbtQi poattive about the stu· 
:Saot (so th.&t the student can 
laar) 

uuna with the students 
Coant out to r.cea with tha 

students 
?ta~u1 111me with 1 rtudent 
\\'orXU1J W\tb I studeDt 
:-f~\·tnt the princspal spend 

:une \ltlth the student 
"ia,·:na the counselor spend 

~unt with the student 
~ntnt the custodian spend 

:une wtth tht student 
~a\':nv the secntary spend 

:ame wttb the studant 

Social reinforcers i.ac.lude ar
tenuon that students want &nd 
ond from the teacher: tbanfore. 
this ureaory of reinforcers i.s one 
that should be carefully analyzed. 
Social reinforcers have a tre
mendous potential for ch&Dfllll 
student behavior. iU you're rwad· 
iDa the remainder of this bookleL 
remember that social reinlorars 
an tha euiat to implemenL the 
cheapest to use. and the moat 
powerful reinforcer for the ele-
mentary studenL 

Acth1ty ltetAforcen Activity 
reinforcers can be very effective 
i.Jl the c:iuaroom. Activity rein· 
(orcan an my ICtivitia that 
c:hildnD miJht ··set to do."· u a 
reward for aood behavior. MaDy 
jobt and situation~ that occur 
every day em be uad u activity 
rem!orcars. Even tub like wuh· 
ilia dab em be Uloid u activity 
rein.forc.rs ii the teacher leta stu
danta know that svch IC'tivitia 
an .. privil~p~." Below il a lUt of 
activity mnlorcers: 

C.ttina frH time 
Chooains 1 iame tor the dua 

to play 
T&kinla note to the ol!ce 
Beins a tine leader 
Putti.UI up a bulletin board 
Pain tina 
S..i.nlafUm 
Cettint to 1ft the boiler room 
Uama a record player 
Uaiq a tape recorder 
C.ttint to be on sa.ftt)• patrol 
Cettint to be 1 hall mol1ltor 
Cettint to c:hOOM a soa.c to •inl 
Playtns wtth clay 
Watennt pia.ntt an the room 
FH<iina the ash (or other pets) 
T&.kina 1 cluatoom pet bome 

for the wHkend 
Tutorinl U10ther student 

Pusing out ut supphes 
Pum~ away matenaJs 
C.ttins free tailctng nme 
Playing with pu.z:.lts 
Readi.ns to the clua 
Civi.ni a report to tht clus 
C.tt1.1lg extra time for?.£. 
Conducting 1 scieJU:e txpen-

cnent 
RUJUUn.g a lap around the track 
R.aac:iint 1 book 
Collecttnalunch tiwtJ 
SittinJ i.n the teacher·s chair 
Rwming a projector 
TIUUing the Almstrip on the 

projector 
Helpint the teacher arade 

papers 
Writint OD the chalkboard 
Eruiq the cl1&lkboard 
Coiq on I 4eJd trip 
Grading ocher studants · papers 
Uaint a stopwatch 
Playu11 the piano 
Wuhi.ng d.asb 
Orawtnaa pictu.re 
Helpms plan 1 party 
Holdina cooresu with other 

ciUNt 
Play1n1 team 1ames withia the 

da.uroom 
C.ttina to use 1 typewnter 
Sh&r"i.nf (show and tell) 
Openint or cloalllJ the drapes 

or blinds 
Spendin1 time i.D a t .. .nu.na 

Clnter . 

Taapble a.mtorcen Tm,ible 
reinforcers include any physical 
object that can be given to a stu· 
d.nt u 1 rewud !or good behav
ior. Tangible resn!orcers have 
some dnwbacb. One drawback 
il obV'ioUJ-they cost money. An· 
other drawback il that they may 
ttach the students a misruie 
about schooL For example. J.f a 
aist-srada teacher fJVft the Stu· 
dents jwce when they work hard. 
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-:· !enu will probably be1in to 
•xpect ju&ca anytime they work 
b.ard. Thu creates a problem for 
the seeond-tndl teacher. When 
~He students enter seeond grade. 
tt will be 1 bil shock to bd that 
JWC. LS not pan of the school 
cumcwum. 

TU1flblt rwi.alorcars should be 
used cautioualy. They should be 
u.Md for stud.antl who c&D.DOt be 
m.onvated by my othar r:eana. ID 
addino11. tUll&bJe reinforcers 
should Alway. be paired with 
praLM. By PW'inl the t&Dilble 
retnforear wttb pra..LM. tht pra.isl 
evenW.ly taka OD rtinlOr"CUll 
qUAlities. When pruM bec.omn 1 

rtmforar. the teacher may ~iD 
to switch from tqiblt to ~1al 
retnloran. 

E:umpin of tan(iblt reinlon:· 
us U'l lilted ill two catesonn 
below: 

FOOD 
areal 
rat.lt.a. 

aulk 
punch 
jwc:e 
apples 
popcorn 
swUlower~ 
crack en 
curor socb 
SUJU·frn IWD 
pelllur. 
OTHER REINFORCERS 
combs 
pen cU. 
penJ 
ballJ 
erue~ 

j.we!ry• 
aayoDJ 
award cmt!c.atn 
toys 
books 

..... 01'1 ·~~~ !Of :Git1!Dec1lale 1 
~ts. 

colonnv books 
pqes to color 
mazes 
ciot-to.dot pases 
comic books 
perfume• 
sttdcers 
pictuns 
play money 
puzzin 
playtns card.t 
beads 
brusbn and paints 
m&Uup kia• 
records 
kitH 
b .. n bap 
clay 
whistles 
colored chalk 
pictUtw books 
a nott of praiH to take bome 
a note o{ pralM to tab to the 

principal 
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Madeline !l'Unt:er 

Sponqe &ctirtt1H ue le~q act:irtt:iH vh&t: so-p up aoee preciou. dro-plets of 

--.1 tiDq t1Jie vhich ot.hervi•• would be lo•t:. ~e•e ac:t.i rt t:iH c:an be ued vhen 

.~ut:s are llJled ap !or lunch a t• ainute• early, or vhen you don't: h&'N 

enouqb time left: in a period eo beqin a new acd. rt ty. 

1. 'Prac1:ice cowu:.inq by l'l, 5'1, 10'1, 3'1, et:c. 

2. e..e 111aber ecaaa beton/a!tar -l!!,_?, etc. 

3. Coa.Dt: ~ !:rc:. ll', etc. 

4. Word p~l ... Cue c:l&a• -.ber's t1&8ea, •oc:i&l 1eadi .. coneeDt 

~ool &C1:irl.t:i .. , etc) e. q., 1) eyao.J. aade 3 hc.e rune, Jaaal 

Mda 2 rau. Row MJ1Y J:"'QZW d..14 t:heae boy8 aa.lte ill all?• 2) ·~t 

ColtaaOa.a Hid !1..-. welt• •• • 1• 3) •:tt took u 15 ainutea eo do our 

80dAl •tacU•, 1 0 aims tea to do our • t:h •• • 1• 

'. •aanqa&A • qa~~e 

'· ll.ph&bet: practice e. q., -what: letter come• atter(betore e· '"Which 

..arc! ~ c::c.e tint: iJl 1:he clictioaa.ry, ~or .!!!~!.?• 

a. Voc&PJhry clnoelos-ent: e. q., ~· • thi.Dk of all t.he vord.l t:h&t •an 

aha4• of reel. Wbat: are •-=-- other vo~ that: •an ~? • 

9. JU.cS.dle era-. •:t '• t:hi.nki.nq of a word t:.ha e beq'ina wi 1:h ~. It: -au 

t:1nd. • ( v.ary) 
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12. 'ftle t.a. bet:veen vtle!l the first aDd lut seudeDt fiJU.abu an uaiqnaent 

C&A etfectiftll' be ~auUzed vi.d1 sponqe actind.u such us 

·~ry. 

M.ke a picture ~t the a tory vi d1 cmly oce thinq that ia c!.Uterent 

trc. the story. 

Malee up acae ~1- when feu nqroap ollly 1J1 the tu' 1 Cor ill the 

tnmdred t I) • 
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MIST..\.Kal GOALS 0:' CHILD~! A4'r"D A.OCLZSC a::·ITS 
ANA:) 

EOW TO uE:.\L ~ITS Tl-:!:·t 

\ihen child.:-~n r::.isbehave, they have ~s:aY.er. goL.J !.n mind. We, 
&S pa:ent3, need to r.cognize these and adop: e!!•ctive Met~ods 
in order to corr•ct misbehavior. 

HONE OP 'l'HESE TECHNit;o-~ !-IORK, SO TRY TO DISCA.::J.D TdESE AHD USE 
MORE UP'ECTIVE ONES : 

Yelling and serea.m.ing 
Ragging and tus s 1ng 
Preachi.ng and lecturing 
Whippin& ancl beating 

Pleat ch1ldren vbo JD.isbebave are discouraged. 'l'hey a.lre&dy have 
a poor opinion ot tbem3elves, and the above methods serve to 
reint'orce the kid' a beliet' tbat be is no soocl and. w1ll neve:- be 
abl• to please Mother an4 Dad. 

Wh7 c:lo Jd.ds misbehave? 

1. Por attention. '!'hey keep us ~usy :'l&66in;, fussing, re
IU:lctin6, etc. Ir your Jd.ds a.re 1rr!tati."li and annoying you vith 
tbeir behavior, then you kno,., .the:,r -.tant attention. DOii'T ?.t..Y 
A.HY A~ON TO THE!-1. IOHORE ~T Thn'RE DOI:tG OR ~iiTHDRA~. 
LOCX YCO'RS£LF IN T!lE aATlillOOM OR LEAVE aoz~ I'O:t ~~ ;!Ot.'R OR SO. 

. -
2. Por power. Par~nts and kids otten er•ase in ~ower 

atrusgles. It you t'eel threatened and at a loss tor vr.at :~ do, 
then the kic!s have you b:t the tail 1n & struggle. You c:a.n..~ot . 
make tbem do anything, but they c:an't make YOU c!o anythL~; aither. 
Por example, ~ the kids don't pick TP tbeir clothes, you don't 
have to pick them up and wuh them. You can ld.c!c them under 
the bed anc1 vhen the Jd.ds whine, "I den' t have &n'1 clean clothes," 
JOU can smile and sa~ calmly, "I'm sorry, but I don't wash 
clothes· that aren't 1n the laundr1 basket.• 

It the kids 4en't come to meals on time, co ahe&d and .eat and put 
the tood up. When they finally c1rq in, ea.lml:r tell thee that 
supper i~ ever, and wben they 1ell, "'ihat am I going to eat?" 
reply, •I'm sorry but I'm not runnini a cate. You will nave to 
va.it until the next meaJ.. • 

3. Por revenge. When you reel hurt by what your kids do or 
~1. they ar. out to cat even with you because you haven't done 
wh&t they wanted. Don't take it seriously. I£ they acc~se 'ou 
ot being unt~, just shru; fOur shoulders, smdle, and say, "Sue 
me" or "Trade me 1n on a new model." It you don't colla?se 
all over the place, they will res~ect you more. It they accuse 
fOU or not lov1ns them, don't &riUe or try to ~rove they a:e 
vrong. You can't win that way; 1ns:rad, say, "It you ~ant :o 
think that, I can't stop you, but ! don'~ ag~ee with you." 
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:USTAKDJ COALS . · •• (Cont~ued) 

•· Play1ni helpless. ~nen you kids seem ~~a=l~ to do tn1r~s 
tor thems~lves, thc1 are trying to iec 70u to do it tor thac. 
L)OH 'T •. 

Llon't do &n1thin' tor your kids t~At t~~Y can do ~Qr themaelves. 
bnen tbey lose =hinis, don't h~~t them up !or th~. ·Say, •t•m 
sorry". &ncl Shut Up. Another IOod &nSWf!!" U to -encourage them 01 
saying brietly, •xeep tr11nSi I'• sure you ~~ do it.• Ignore 
tears.or wb1n1ns. 

NEVER :ttEPEREE aDS ' PIGHTS , WHETHER WITH EACH OTHER, PRIENDS, OR 
MOTHER OR DAD.· STAY otn OP 'rHaR FIGHTS. When they tattle on 
each other, never ta.ke sides • When kid.s come to 70u and say, 
•She took ~ ba.ll; caak• her give it ba.ck:," r~pl:r, •That 's your 
problem. Suppose rou settle it.• . . . . 
A heJ.ptu.l. tac!m.tque is to P,ve Jd.cl3 a choice: You can clean up 
the yard or wash tbe diahes.• !hen, whatever they choose, 70u 
come out &bead and they reel part and pa.rcel ot the taaily. Laey 
kids are miserable. Everyone feels better by being active, but 
Jd.c1s will stubbornl,- re.twse to do anytlting just to prove we 
cannot ma.ke them. Don't try to make them. Ramember, they cannot 
1.\&.ke you do anything. U ld.ds reru.se to do tbei..r ehor~s, then 
10u can re.ru.se to do )'ours. i'or e.u.mple, U ldc:U don't wash 
d.iahes, don't cook tor them. ~, aorry you d.idn't t'eel lJJc~ 
~elpinc. Dadd7 and I are soin& out tor hacb~~rs. Si~ce ycu 
di.dn't reel l.1ke helping, ve clon''t feel. llke tak:tng you v1tb 
us. • Do this cheert'uJ..l1 and .calmly. The ton~ ot voice is 
terribl~ important. Don't blame kids tor beir-1 kid:.; they 
can'~ help 1t. But don't let them train you. 

It takes patiacce, practice and pers1stance tor c~~g~s to 
occur. I~ rou allp up, keep ca.l.m and retur:t to these tech..,iques. 
Remember the kids are youn;er and stror~er thL~ 1ou; th~y v1ll 
beat you down·ir JOU let tbem. Be pr~pared tor them to put you 
throu.gb tbe mi.J.l when they find out thei: old t:-!c~:s von 't ~rk. 
!he trick for 10U to remag~er is: Don't t~~C ~Ut don't S1Ve 
1n either. 

These tec~ques v1ll help C&ke your hc:e a happier place tor 
you, your spouse, and )'our kids. ~art a:e oc:ter ~ys to 
bAncUe certain problems. Hake coees ot ones t~-3-t occur 1n your 
home, and wel will 41scuss tbem v1tb 70u. 
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Jane Close Conoley 

Arty d....m ll&da · oa a c:b.:Ud by a partmt is a rala. ltlJy tuk he &Wt 

~ u a 1'\JJ.a. ky deci.licm np.rdinK what he JUY or aay DOt da. 

have ~ 81/lY DOt han Us. & ral.a. !!my pucrts 4:fsl iJca estahl :fthiq 

&'U.lM. · %bay f-.l au:tlty vheD t:.y ~ a chll4 = dD ~s 

~ %hay an DOt D8Z"8 tbat ~'tlast ~~t ~ a Z'Ul.a 
• • 0 • 

-.1ca t2w .ar.l4 aa:te mel a:e CCIIi'artiLble ~ the chilL 

Paiucttll ~ cl:!.a~ ra.1.es tD HM ~ sUJ.t.. %bay aipt u.y. 
•tlxW:l yGil lilce tD taJc. & nap?-. = "1)o JQ.l WC%1: tD c!a the diahes ?W 

lo aattaz.e haw it i.a Ita~ the cml.~ ~ ia yes. It voa.l.d be ~ 

I..a c:nn:e,•=fnc U Mot:bu' ~ jwlt ~-~ • Dap•. =' "Do tba 

~-· 

IDla ~art be c:boac YW1"7 c:ani'u.Uy U2d ~ au~t f.W. thne ~-:s: 
l. It awt b. cJwfinehtti. 

It &LR c. claazo 1:0 &ll part1a iDvalved what ia •-=- Ho'tbct 

-.y thiz:dc 1:ba% it is pc'tectly claar tllb&t ·~ a.wt loclc 4ecm:t 

bettaft )'0'1 laave the ~--. ~ 1 J:att it aiaht llftD SC..t2:I:LzJs 
~ cliUC"Cnt = • taeD-&p c:IAlPtar. 

2. ~1: Bart be raurmebl ~-

It zmrt btl. 1"8&SC!J•hle both iD t:f.ale az2d. in 1WI c:ap•b:t:l i~ ta 

~ it. It ~t be w:u.aonabl.e tD tall & c:h:Ud she JaWt. 

iraD al.1 ~ bar owu c:lcthd u wJJ. u Moth£ do• c.- baton 
abe c.m so out and play •. 

l. It ~t t>e tmfon:•aol•. 
~ a parmt ata"tH a zul.a • hi. a.tSt art:ic:ipatlt that it vi.ll. 
~ brcJcml. U ha c:cma"t' Warce it c:ona:Litantly, he ca=at 

~a c:hild to follow it. One ;ood ;uide ia tD uk vhatbc

JOU ·will lcr.ov •a.ch time the chil4. bnab the 1"Ul.a wi ~t 

clcpelldina em other people'• tu'dmcmy. %ba pann"t' llll.St &l.so 

have • plan o'f mfcn-camant for vhen 0. rW.a a brokaD. 
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Acceptable T~acher Resoonses 

Re:tn.foree~ 

A.. Verbal - An3 prs.ise ot work, etto~ ot a.pprcpri&te beh&V'ior 
wJUch tells the student what he has clone. 

1. 
2. 
3 • 
•• s. 

Your work is mpro9'1ne. 
.You c11c1 a tine Job on that, (name). 
I '• pleued with rour proJect. 
I &pprec i&ta Jour help. 
I teel sreat when 10u trr like tnat. 

B. •on-Verbal 

1. SII:Lline. a.:rms rel&zed, bancl3 opec. 
• 2. 'fouch.i.t1C arm or back ot cb&ir. 
3. Phfs~cal nearness. 
4 . !7-l•nl contact • 
S. lle&Ci nod. 

A.. Verbal - An7 statement which expr.ssess ;rou.r ceptive feelings 
about a spee~1c inappropriate behavior &nd aot the person or 
Vhi.Ch points to the d.Uruption tbe student'S behavior U_Ca~Ui:lg. 

1. I teel t1pset when JOU cU3rupt the class. 
2. It bug:s u vben JOU contunu.a..U1 talk. · 
3. tour ta.lk1 "I 1s d.u.sturbing Joan 's work. 
4. -rhe cl.&.ss ca.o:mct concentrate vhen JOU behave that Va.,". 

B. l'fon-Verb&l. 

1. Superior postura , lo~ c1ow. 
2. Arms on !Ups or tolded. 
3. Stern ·look, not mean or b&tetul. 
4. Pb7sicall1 cl.Utant t%-Qm. student. 

!lnac·eeotable Teacher Res~or:ses 

!naporooriate Reinforcers 

A. Verbal - Any st&temect vhich e..-aluates t~e person rather than 
b.U behavior. 

1. Iou ar. a sood bor. 

B. Non-Verbal - Any &mbi~ous respcnse which may have "extra" 
mean1ng. 

1. Toucldn& an opposite se~ hi~~ school student 
2. Oouble-me~g w~s (possible sarcast!c) 
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L~ao~~or1ate Punishe~ 

A. Verbal - Ally statement which eva.lU&tes the person rather than 
~ t)ehaV1or. A1:J.1 quest1on.r.type response. 

1. You're stupid. 
2. ~ are you cloi:ae that? 
3. 1ih3' aren't rou ..,cJ:k:1nS? 
•. An3 1•ll.il:1c or ra.1sinc ot the Y01ce. 

8. Non-Verbal. 

1. !ow:h1.zlc or &:11' kinci. 
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~4ne Close Conoler 

lvmt:s that ~a.Ucrw behaviaX' &Dc1 wealam the Uld iboocl th&-e the be

l:aa."r.i..1' will be rcpea13d. are c•'' ad puni.sh.ing s-t::!mu.ll. Wlum thua 

· ti'ICtt» a:-. Wled. ta coa1::'a.l.; the behavior o~ ot:h.ars, they ar. c:al.l.ad 

pmisbwn:. 

~Jibiwnt 1.a the oppoaita ~ ~orcii!DCl't lalt tmc1s tD opentll :1D 

'tba ·- 1M "** ~ ~ oftm it'• usad ~ hDv aach ia ~ 
tD ·a:l:fact. • I"UpCDM. . 

ftnrlst-.rc JI&Y have the &b.il.ity ta prodw:e atNtt; and ~ 'eHa<:ts 

OD ~. btlt ~ i-: JD&Y ban a.p~va Uda efiacts. 

pnm tlwa:D"t abm 1,., be avaidad becmaa: .. 

l-" Peopl.a lacon tz:a ai:thar &vaid or H4:&pe t%oaa aourcu o:t 
pnt1sbmcnt 

L ~ u..iz21 ~t become -usocl.&'tad "'vit. 1 puni.lhmeut Cc:an
~ 't::i(med pa::L.-hc:t) 

! • ~crt 'talls cmly what HO'l' tD do • DO't what TO DO 

~J. %he pm1•hins pescm (taache, parc1t, a:.lda, et:~:.) hecrwe• & 

.ac1al. tor agNSSicn. Ch.ildrm Jta:t t:atw &Gr"Usin acts in 

'their re.l&t10n.ahi.,_ with each ather md younpr •ibl:fnp. 

5. 1\u:rL.Shmcrt .intarl'eru vi th la~ u i 1: produ.ctls hiah J.ev.l 

~-

Effactiv. pu:Di51mcrt mu.st do thue th:tnp: 

J.. ~ avoidance and. escape b-aa the •~ at ~ 
(always ~ claar-cut 11:eps for eta'Di.n~ rt.inf'orcars baclc) • 

z. Min:frrrl:a nHd !or fu1:Un puni5hment. U.e & warnill~· 1i;c&l 10 

'that tha chilcl will evant:u.al.ly ba &hlA 'tD rupond to 'tha v~

inS"" &.lone AND be ..ur. to rain.forca 1:h• incomp&-:ib.le, 4esind 

~. 
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j~• Close Conoley 

3. Avo:id the use o~ m a~1~ IIOC1el.. Withdrawinl rainforears 

~ Fd.nbla to pns41D'tinl p.wnul ·~ u 1~ insw:'ea 'th&1: 
~ c:h:U.4 does not.lem."D 1:D a:Lta-:a agreu.ian_ u a way o~ 
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1. AwU a author1U%"i&D poetare. 

z. a. aamizua. 

l. '--be" eo am,.,: 

)!!pee~ 
~dl 
m-u.ten:fg Sld.l.l.8 

4. tAt om c.be parae of obeC"ftt:ioD.e. Malta rat enmca co ob j eed.Ta 
l'alpOrU, cl.uuoe~~ ob8C"Y&ei.ou, mel ochar fac=al ~oa:na 
dac .., eabetazad.&ca t11a a:p~esoad. CODCC"U· 

po !?I R VACU! • 

5. Aak per•~ co =-cc = wbachc ar t»C vbac bu bee clac1"ibecl 
18 c:ouiacct rit.h the paren.a' n.. ot eha c:h1lcl. 
RO !C1' BE O!F!NSIV! ABOtTr BOW 1'011 Sl:! 'I'R! gmp VS. B7J ptams 
sum cmp. 

6. tanca w pcrcu to Yisi~ dUa ~ tD obeC"'+"a tha beh.n'iDr. 
CC!I'1!! m! mu t!H ms I! 4 -.10ll!T !n'Ott. (!arct-t'MChc' .aTir:i.Dc 
.. & t-.) 
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/JAil~ 'h /1UI.I' F ""' 
•. ~ 1h?u, 

'·~~g~) 
•• ta«atie?f< -

Mrioa. to--~ nriou witb 1 IMiDq t:be leu~ ..noaa. 

. . 
ft~ a •tar bf ~ t:!la 70'1 ~ toa.Dd to be tlse-1108~ ettecti" ac:tioaa. 

1. "tJ?idy 



t:1rot1:, B&ia, G., 'rH.c:har aDd Chile!, W. ts *CIIillAD Co., 1912. C.a. D&.lt.ec 

a.d lird, S3 • .50) C ID DIS'Z) tJ.brUT) 

Q1 ••eer, lrilliaa, lcbool.a Without Pa.U.ure, •· 'fs ll&rper a.ad loW, 1961. <•· 
Dal toe, ...S alzod, I 3 ..50) (llot iA D tm t..illn.rr) 

Ooz'dcD, ~. ~er !!tfee'd.~ Trai..D.inCJ, •· '!r ~y hblla.bars, 1915. 

c na orsc t..ibnr7 > 

IDaAi.D, .racob I., D1.acipl..i.na &lid 9:'oUp Mlm&q!!!!t i.D the Claa•roc.., Blmti.Dcrtaa, 

W. Yt IOOeft S. D:ie9U, 1971. (ID DUD ~) 
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C c:bec::k oae) 

2. I D.-d help vi th 

111U17 (JI'f kida an oat of C1Xltrol. I'• at 
., witll eACS.) 

4. ld.dl nqard to the pbiloaopby ot cl.1ac:ip11De prueD~ tod.tay, I 

8traaq ly aiP"M 

8tz'CDCJl'f 41Mqne 
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5 • I would like to ~ badt to 

~DO~ 

putic:ipau 1A taa.r ~ a ... iou oa beharior ~~ oftu.d by DISt) 

ecbool ~locliata. 
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!UV!N COMMAHDM!HTS FOR. ~CH!R.S 

1. Thou sn.Jt have anterest outstde thy dassroom. 

2. Thou shalt not attempt to make graven images ot thy students, tor Jo, they are not 
stone, but flesh, and heir to the wr1glinp and wtuspe!'mp thereof. 

3. n.,u shalt not ery out in a loud vcxee t.nto them, for the voice unto them, for the 
YO&Ce ot wrath &S aLlen to the sp1r1t ot leanuna, and they students will respect thee 
not if thou c:allest thear names '" V&Jn. 

'- Remember U\y weekends and my vacattons, for in tunes of stress the U\oucht of 
!hem WlJJ c:om1ort thee. 

'· Hanor thy students .nd believe in U\em, for '&hey have srut need of thee whatever 
hit ~~ and voertly Utou mutt hold strona to dul wth when U\e ip'tb&lls 
tly Wtto me. and me tN'Uly srow wt!d. 

6. Thou shalt not kill in any way, e¥en dwt smallest, the cur101tty of a lin1e duld, 
yea, mo-.n rt seem often me CW'iosity of a cat and ne.er-.nc:Uns. 

7. Thou shalt not JAd!w any Wlkindnea ot thoUiftt ar acuon to 8\ter the door ot 
!fly dulroom. 

L 'naou shalt not staJ. time for 'dUne own hor.n at leisure by pun1n1 o.t1 work so 
loftl U\at Lt tittatt\ I'W:)t into its risht1uJ schedule. 

9. Thou shaLt not bear ~tn.a ·to the ·ills w SOCTOW1 of thy students wtth a ec.ld 
heart; venly thou c:anst not love them .U, nor is it commanded, but to I.WldentAnd 
their probJeml and to say wsto them, "Ccme, let \a work toJether," that LS the 
law of thy profess&On. 

10. ~ lhalt not covet thy c:oUeque's dusroom, nor their eqwpment, nor their 
system, ncx- their desree, nor thea.r personality, nor anyth~n~ that il U\y 
c:olleque's., but work out thine own salvauon in ffW' and U"emblins. 

11. Thou shalt not 1oM thy ~ at humor, for verily Without tt thou art lost and 
doomed surely to beat out thy br&lnS 14)01\ thy b&adcboard. 
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L.areit ctlcme. 
Thia i.l cdWCZTt rouz !lm apticA. Ho mcmer 

bow d.edic:rzted you a:re to good daaroom ==· 
m:-m.u. rcu c::~m't ~all ciiltuptt" ~ 
blmor.. rld.a will taUt. ......:. aght. puah_ c:a:r1'T 
~ ~ ~ptte o1 rul ... The ~o~ ia. 
when de rou clo about tt? u J'CN =ooee to tiT ta 

• 

.., ~ ~ behaYUx. row .acn i.l 
d.ocm~ to 1a:ilun. 

A. Wis. cmd ~ teach.- i:Dcww wh4lll to 
fM izl"l'ob.d cmd.. men impom:z::t. 1Pb.e to 
1ecmt it cdcu. Teachen wbc e='t '11M thia op
dclll mar bel them-'~ cot =Lr comm.Uted to 
fmlun. but ==mined to 1eczonDq tecch.i:u;. or 
.mq,Jy c:om.mined cto rou ~=ow n .. ). 

h aamoplc Tam JtCZDpa iAto c:1ca lcM. 
dropa l.zUo h.ia Men with a cra:ah. =4 em
~ lD a lcw:i 'f"'ica. 'Tm latei .. nu. kmd of 
beGanor fzwqueatly ~a~ from a 
~-but ah.cuJd it? 

Lee'• ezc:a:zUne the f=m. Tom c= uither 
a:Ddo Ai.a ~ DOt. em the other bcmd.. be 
late a leCODd time fer thLI c.ltDa. He is i: h.ia 
.en wbic:h i.l we.. he ouqht to be. He beD 
~ a ~ statemct then cloee DOt merit 
~ .. So the t.ac.!ler W'OU.lQn't acecm~liah 
~ by iz:Uenu~tinq the c:laR ta • ccmect'" 
t!M~behmor. 

lA adrl•t1= by~ iJrt'ol..-.d. the teaeer 
IIW;ht do .....a! D.On~w:ti'N thil:qs: 

• ~the prob!am by com~ the 
=m.ber = ~ple i:?Olnd: 
• =aU the behcrriof imponazu by c:c:1U:q it to 
the an~ ai the whole c:J.a:u.: 
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• C..Ote personaJ. cmentiOD to the student 
wbo ~ it thw lecat. i.e •• ntwcz:rci the 
<ii.a'upnn behcrrior: cmci 
• i;ncre. u ouly momentarily. the ~ m•m· 
bef'lwho are beharing ecnnctiy. 
ED UU. illu.mation. tb.e teacher would c:leczriy 

be better ott to 1ecrre it alone ·~~T li:la 
cmce t:~ncL. you a:n iAYO!Yeci: there·· no 
~back. . 

em you r-=!1 a time wheD you would hem 
beea better atf leG"r\Aq it clone1 

End the adicn. 
Thcrt'a what 'f'CU wcml to del Of CO\UH, there .. =- whea rcu a:n w~ to lec:N cs 

llitu.a'ricm =.cu. Oil thea occaaiom it ia ~ 
ICil"'f to eel the ccUoa. =d to de 10 W'itbout 
~ 1eamiD.q or~ the ma!ab:· 
tar. A! u,. -==· time. b.e « &he ahou.ld be 
cnrczrw ol both the 1.a.trac:'Dol1 cmri your coacam. 

The tczaJc han 1.1 to keep cooL. d.cm't o•ea-=. 
cmti r-=iiD wb.D TOUt pwpoM hem hMa 
ac.bi8'ftd. 1M dcmq.r to ~ La IIICdd.nq cs bcai 
~~ 

C=aid.8r Woodr. wbo ia CZI:Z"riAq ~ m ... 
IIZq'M = hia d-.lt. Now. Jeei.Dq bim de it c:t.o. 
DDt aplam wt:r he ta ~ it. a. mar be ur
~ czt>c,w to~ ~r. he mar be 
cmow to aua !:&ia .\aWe l:!o a Mit;hbar: u =err 
be bcr8d.: o:r be may DOC ..,_ rwc.U.w wbat he ia 
doiAq. m. cmr c:r:se. ~u. mo~ a:n aat J'O'U 
tmm.ecUate c:zmaom. Whcrt mcmea ta st~ 
kim trom l*iud.nfJ the num.nu. to l'pllAtaca. 

!:Dd.lDq tha actit= ~ into play rou.r mo.! 
~ ~ rour.,.. Wooctr 1a aot ll.ke!y 
to iMp=~ '~~'hag b.t W'tth 'tOW' pi.-c· 
b::aq g"CZIIL It JDCZT be Qe F "ZI'f to wcz1k tow=d 
b1.aa !*en c::cm:biDq b.ia .,... ,. ... to =11 hia 
aazu. Bw iA the ead. b.e wt.U .aop ~ =4 
J'OQ wt11 haft ~ the G~~:UcD. rou· .. dau 
when neec!.ld to be dcme fer DeW. 

Of ==w. Woody IC1J.l • tta. aw.. =A tb.at 
la a ~ problem. A! thia poW. bowrt'W. 
=r ac!1oZl ~~the ~=u.ld 
...u be the WM::.q CZC1cm. 

em rou. r-=ll cs =· whc rou. mad.e a sit· 
ucn1aa wcae cdter JOU bttd ltappeci the ~ 
ti-N ac1.cm7 

~mer. fully. 
To go bwf=d adinq c..t.au~ for U,. mo

mem. l'W n..a to cmc:ck cz problem en ita I'OQ1. 

You c:cm d«:id.e how cmly whess. fOU b:acw 
trbcn'a JWCZll y ;=nq =.. 

Coaaider tbM ctw::lt1cc.l-
• ~ a qw~ girl who c:ioecl't de much. 
com• to c:la:u =- dar wttb DO boob. no 
papec. ao pe:dJ: ahe alumpa m her MCrt cmd 

makes DO r'ftl)Onse at all to wbct i.l goi.nq' on. 
When you tuqgest. t=ttul.ly. that the pcry at· 
tecuicn. lb.• repLies by teJ.l..iJlg you to perform = tml'C)Ui.ble sexual cn:t. Wby ia Ma:rqa:rer 
IDCE.Id.nq this aw;vHtion to you? 
• Robert c:omfl into c:lau ~g em admit 
allp. On hia wcry to his seen he acd.dentc:lly 
(?)bumps iAto Fred. Inateaci ot c::rpol~. 
he teU.. Fr.d to "Pep the bell out of my WCTf. 
Who i.l rea.lly upaettlllt; Raben? 
• C"usciy ia c:aleep: it's the lean period of the 
dar. =ci it hcz:l happen.C before. The la:11 
ctme. fOU bacL ......,-cmelecrN quietly. When 
OD.dy web up. school wa:a out =ci her but 
WID goua. She waa both em..bc:z:m:ued cmd 
cmqry. Hc:a~ndy's ai~mt; relateci to rou 
or fOUl c1 :: i.l it? 
• Fm.di• ==• to sc.bocL ~ monW1c; 
Jocki:q ~ me.. He ia c:l.ecm. c::a:zria hit 
hmch. d.oea good. work. cmd seema ncrmcd lA 
.....rr wcry. After lu.z:u:h. Ilia cloth• a:re cs 
asaa =A u sm.U.. b=i (I11S:I.ks!). What. dca: 
Freddie go at Lu.ccbtime? 
• PaW CI:II:Z18a to c:1aa iD. cz ~ thoA 
*"'- the c:hai: a:ad mans czrcou.Dd the room 
uaiAg cz =me. or mere eben the fw':a.itgn. w 
ltlppcrL 1D the~ u ~ether .no\• 
~ br knoddnq their ltu.f1 ~ cmci a. 
~ ~ help. Wh-.a de. P=J 
r'ICZlly =-d the lle!p? Wha:r a:re P=.l'a mo
tt.. iA d..,m-d'nv cmKt1cn? 

(A -=A of tA...e ~ it ia doczr then be
fan you c== do much to 10!.,.. the problem you 
ued to l=ow..more b=.k:;rou.cd.. 

nu.. ia the·ttm• to cmartt:J mare tul.lr. tom 
tbe Who. Wbc::t. When. W'bas1. Why; =ci How 
qvMt!oat AAd r-=embec. th ... quMt:iou may 
;n. rau the ~. but .qucdly impclnazU ta tA. 
'WICif tb.a aNdeat f..W c:bouf the litW:rtic=. Thia 
Ia wta.G you. ~ cz.U your tz'a:iA.i.nq. ape.-uaca. 
CIDd tai:L 

E:lcmiDe Mc:v=et'a =-· k ~ to 
fO'l did DOC ~y au::zzrr tczcL but it c1id ;iTe 
""' a ~UCQ.q h.mt then tM prch.Lem asar be =
~ 8IIICiioJ1. It ia \I'P to fOU to ~ cz Dlecm.iA.g· 
faJ.. tnn.b.tul ciiaioque b.mr. ~ when =· 
CIGa.. 1f =r. to tab . 

Simply ~. '"Tou ...m t.q:MC. W.1l tc1k 
a-·lDCT be tbe beat thi.Dq to de. Lat. (c: 
IDCIQ'ic: ward for teaeersJ. czttw the emot1oa hc:a 
bMa d.:it wUA. fOU ca:a. go izUo the fccta. Then 
c:bocee rout COW'M oJ cction. 

Ccm rou r.ca:U Cl time whee you ahou1d. he.... 
~ more tully be/on gi-rmv c!irec:ticu? 

Sp.n out c:li:K1:ions-
cmd man them a..ar. That's the Elft't 11ep. 

when rou ciedd.e not to iqncre Cl ci1srupti'N =· 
don. c:=.'t ecd. it wu.b ..,. c:ontact. cmd bare 
d.c=e you: ~ on the liNati.cm. 
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Telllnq kicia what· to do c:cmea .asy fer t~· 
ers. We cio it cz.ll the time. The tnck i.l hc:rrinq 
t.b.e ICda tollow the d.irKttou. This i.a the ~ 
dci pew o1 au.ccea or fa:ilun iA c:J.auroom 
~me~U..When studant.a fellow the 
t-=:her'a ciinc:tioas. the teacher i.a iD =ntrol. 
Whee ~~ c!o cot fcllcw the teccher"s d.i· 
rwc:t1oDa. the teacher is act iA ama-oL 

A trUth ottc crvvioobci l:ty tocz:c:!:lera i.l tbct it 
il the ltUdmt who dacici• wbethe: to fellow a 
c:U.rec:u=. We shcul4 mew thia: we dozl't haft 
to like iL bw .. mua deal With iL 

New direc:Ucu.. U msd.ezlts c:w to fellow 
tAem. must bcrYe twQ l.mpcn=t ~·rtstic:s. 

• The ciireaicc muat be dear =ci wtth.i.n the 
~·a~-- A..l..kmq a SNCiet to do 
me i.alV-ri bje ~ cie&mce n:rtber them 
com~ 
• The~ of follawi:q Ql' fail1Aq to 
fo1lcw tt. di:Kt1= mu.at be plcz:iA to the ltU• 
ct.t. na. kzl.owledqe o1 ~ i.l the 
bema of d:&a aud.eltt'a ~ ...c.ther to lol· 
law the dec1s1na. 
C4Uid.w tU =-of ro.t-. He flqhta iA rout 

c!ca. cmci fOU ~ thia d.bn~ s. cd· 
WI:Z'fl Uno!Yee cmctbw SNc:iaGt iA the ~. 
otrnau&iy. Ee --=- to be ..aou.. cbow wbm 
uwd.amq. 

Scm. poaib1e r..wm czre-cz ltati8at ~ 
INn: rau g.t hun: 1=k at c.1aa c=uro1 ;1...._ 
J'C'U a bad ...:ziw:n1czl.: = ~ ta a SNdaAt 
bri=qs a 1awsWt tram a pani:U. You'.-. got to 
gin Faster 10me caw~ cmci U mua be 
ou be wt1l tollow. 

Eztemt:J F=a 
• Wbo? ~ ~ beTa oi l:&ia OW'Il Ita or 
IIDCdl.- aDd of CZZlT rac:e. 
• Wbal? Thia ueru to bee~ pra.D
t.m. F\qhlla wb.tzr rc.- dD-. 
• Wb..? Oil campua. a:tf c:ampu.a. La. c:Jczaee. 
tzl ~ 1A aoree. OD atzwea. at bcaw
m ahcrt. ...-.rrwa.r.. 
• Whc7 s.... =-r- Cl ...... ciutUiq CI:ZlT wc:.k· 
1Dq bcNr. 
• Why? a. ~ u. It la ~be cto.. 
..u. ~ t0 him cme h1.l "liaima aua. 
• Hew? Wi1h czzma. ~ cx:cazlmuzlly lep 
cmci h.ead. = DQt wttA ~ 
rtlua k::Dcwiecl.ge may DOt haL;~ f'O\\ .-! a.w 
~ but iA the prcc-.8 ot ;eni:n9 it. TO" 
at 1ecz:at let Fo.ter k:acw you c:w i:tw.teci.) 

£mcr10DaJ Com~ett 
• A.,.. . .,. zsoteci. Foster~ tO llqtst. 
• Ria ~en• admire b.ia akill iA flqhti:q. 
• H1a dqhcmq mcrkn czdulll pay anantt= 
ID IW:D. 

Oz::. f'C'U • .,.. gonec cs:ll thit iz:l:formc:ni= by at· 
~ mere tully. rou =- ready to giYe Fester 
the new d.i.red1cA. 7oatH. I !cDcw f'OU lika to 
&qtu.• (~ledge reanr,-borlJ .mod~ tmd 

• 

faf:fl '"bu.t no more fighting ... •(Fester will 
prcbabiy reiect tbis l .. . . . in mT room . . ... ( tbis 
g;.,.., Foster a little breatbil:lg ~~ • .•• U:u.s 
period ••• ·(the Um.ited umelra:me u :.alistic) 
• .•• or ••. • (here come rhe ~•.aces, 
upon wb.icb Foster w'ill baH bi2 decaion 1 .. • • • 
rou.11 haft to tcillc to=· agam. .. (1'22• implit::z· 
dol! hen i.J rlJat iJ Fearer follows your direc:· 
r1om. you'll get oil hU e::se. II be doesn't, he'll 
be lac.d witb tb.ls YV.baJ c=nunwtic:c:tion 
aqa:U:s. cmC: Foster i.J .cor a verbal penca.. l 

Hc:m:q ~lleci OU.t DeW c:l.irecticn.s. the 
teacher ia ~nsible for ... mq to it that they 
a:. faaow.ci cmci then the =~tmeH of tel· 
low·~.:lq or cot followi.:q OCC".JZ. T'he pri:l.Cpla i.a 
tc ~ good l:elurrior cmd pwti.lh ~ 

You mUit r.czll:a. be,..,... that whether em 
CldiY'itT i.a a pu.:Uab.ment or a rawarci cia~ on 
bow the atUd.asu "lim the~ Ill Fe.. 
te1r'1 =se. talk ia dec:riT a puzsillunel:lt. A.z:l. 
other JtWJ.esu miqiu reczllT eajor a priYate c!un 
trith rou-

Ccm you. rBSem.ber a time whee your dlrec· 
ti=a ... ~ Ql' impoa;ilUe to fcllcrw? 

Tl"CC:k the student's progress. 
~ sim;lle. wrttte. priYate r-=rcil i.a 

the kaof to ~ the LtAST ~ work. 
Hot =lT ia the J"fCCn:l ntc:l to you: ct.c:..:icA 
~;.it ad.ci.t c:!cut wee rou. AH<i to i:TO!-re 
otb.en. n. c=taiU of the reccnia shou.lci be 
simple: 
. • What hczp5*1ed 
•WC.it~ 
• Who W'CZI ia'P'Ol...C 
• Wb4! '1'0'1 did about it 
Pbr a:cmple. remember tantr cmd c::Usn:prt,... 

Tom? W. dec:ic:ied.. cn the time to lecrre it a.loz: ·. 
A. it tumed ou.t-

l..Mzft U cziCDII dJ.ci =t wen. Tom ~ beiD.q 
ta:rdy cmA CCAtizwed to be a.ciaT =cut it. 
E:&d tbe czdc= did =t W'CrX eit.b.er • 
A.nersd men fu.J1y proc:iu.ced tome i.a.tcr=r:· 
tic=. bu.t SpelJ out CU.CUczu tcD.leci to b.c:Ye 
impc:zcL 
Tract tbelf'Udear's p:o:rea i.a goi.Aq to help. 
P'1m. 1«1 follcw Tom'• =se c:a it woWt.i ct. 

ft1op wU.b.au.t the wrtne11 r.c:ard. Ill a f!.cc.l tm4 
futile act o1 ~Tom ·a teczc.b.er MAtJ.a b.ir.:1 
to the of1ica. in ~ W'Uh ~~ pcllq 
oa ta:rd.i.nsa. Tom wcUks i: cmd e:te .. the 
..CMr::zy' I c:ttft\ti=. cm.ci the follcw\::.q C,i. 
~~ 

S.C:.tc:ay: Wlu:t'a TOW' Dame? 
Tam: Tom------
Seaerarr: Why are rou bere? 
Tom: Owmc. 
!.c::etc:ay: Wbc MGt you.? 
Tom: ML------------

AU o1 a wci.ciec it i.a the reac:ber who i.l pTHent• 
i.Dq the ci!1a 1ritb. a problem. when beac:rnor 
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APPENDIX I 

Program Evaluation Instrument 
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PROGRAM EVALUATION 

DIRECTIONS: Circle the response which best represents your reaction 
to each of the items below: 

1. The organization of the sessions were: 

5 
4 

Excellent 
Good 

3 Average 
2 Fair 
1 Poor 

2. The purposes of the session were: 

5 Clearly Evident 
4 Mostly Evident 
3 Evident 
2 Slightly Evident 
1 Vague 

3. The work of the presenter(s) used in the sessions was: 

5 Excellent 
4 Good 
3 
2 
1 

Average 
Fair 
Poor 

4. The ideas and activities in the sessions were: 

5 Very Meaningful 
4 Meaningful 
3 Somewhat Meaningful 
2 Slightly Meaningful 
1 Meaningless 

5. The scope of the sessions was: 

5 Very adequate 
4 Adequate 
3 Somewhat Adequate 
2 Slightly Adequate 
1 Inadequate 



6. The involvement of the session should prove: 

5 Very Beneficial 
4 Beneficial 
3 Somewhat Beneficial 
2 Slightly Beneficial 
1 Of No Benefit 

7. Overall, I consider the value of the session to have been: 

Comments: 

5 Very Valuable 
4 Valuable 
3 Somewhat Valuable 
2 Slightly Valuable 
1 Of No Value 
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APPENDIX J 

Analysis of Program Evaluation 
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Mentor Men tees Group 
Group IV Group IV Group II Averages 

Organization of the Sessions 
5 Excellent 80% 59% 94% 76% 
4 Good 20% 38% 6% 23% 
3 Average 
2 Fair 3% 
1 Poor 

Purposes of the Sessions 
5 Clearly Evident 92% 59% 93% 82% 
4 Mostly Evident 8% 41% 7% 18% 
3 Evident 
2 Slightly Evident 
1 Vague 

Work of Presenter 
5 Excellent 92% 62% 96% 83% 
4 Good 8% 38% 4% 17% 
3 Average 
2 Fair 
1 Poor 

Ideas and Activities of Sessions 
5 Very Meaningful 84% 48% 91% 72% 
4 Meaningful 16% 41% 8% 24% 
3 Somewhat Meaningful 8% 3% 
2 Slightly Meaningful 3% 1% 

1 Meaningless 

Scope of the Sessions 
5 Very Adequate 84% 38% 94% 70% 

4 Adequate 16% 55% 6% 28% 

3 Somewhat Adequate 7% 2% w ..... 
2 Slightly Adequate ..... 
1 Inadequate 



Involvement of Group 
5 Very Beneficial 
4 Beneficial 
3 Somewhat Beneficial 
2 Slightly Beneficial 
1 No Benefit 

Overall Value 
5 Very Valuable 
4 Valuable 
3 Somewhat Valuable 
2 Slightly Valuable 
1 Of No Value 

Mentor Mentees Group 
Group IV __ Group _ _I'l_~ ___ Group II Averages 

92% 
8% 

92% 
8% 

51% 
38% 
10% 

49% 
38% 
10% 

3% 

90% 
10% 

96% 
4% 

76% 
20% 

4% 

78% 
17% 

4% 

1% 

w .... 
1'.) 
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